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ABSTRACT 

Research in identity and heritage language (HL) education focuses on the 

experiences of heritage speakers (HS) and how certain classroom discourses can devalue 

the skills and proficiencies that they bring with them to the class (García & Torres-

Guevara, 2010; Leeman, 2012; Showstack, 2016).  These dominant and monoglossic 

language discourses often focus on the teaching and acquisition of a “standard Spanish 

language” (Train, 2007; del Valle, 2000).  Although scholarship on HL education has 

long advocated for separate specialized courses to meet the needs of HSs (Potowski, 

2002; Valdés, 1997), many HSs remain in courses designed for second language (L2) 

learners because institutions do not consistently offer specialized instruction. Some 

research has investigated the experiences of HSs in mixed L2-HL classes (Harklau, 2009; 

Potowski, 2002), but there is a need for an examination of the classroom discursive 

practices in courses tailored for L2 learners and how those practices shape how HSs of 

diverse backgrounds position themselves as Spanish speakers within and outside of the 

classroom. 

The present study explores the representation of identity among HSs enrolled in 

university-level Spanish language classes.  This investigation examined the relationship 

between HSs’ perceived instructional objectives in a Spanish as a second language class, 

the ways HSs positioned themselves as knowledgeable of the language concerning these 

objectives, and finally, their subsequent investment in their Spanish studies.  The data 

come from a classroom ethnography and were analyzed within a grounded theory 

methods approach (Glasser & Strauss, 1967) and showed the extent to which classroom 

activities were inclusive to HSs’ pedagogical needs.  Further, from a social identity and 
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positioning lens, I considered how language ideologies that value the standard linguistic 

repertoires of monolingual native speakers’ affected individuals’ perceptions and 

relationships to their heritage community, and the expert or novice identities they 

negotiated during social interaction.  

Classroom observations and interviews revealed that the instruction that HSs 

received often promoted a linguistic hierarchy that devalued the non-standard language 

forms that reflected the participants’ ethnolinguistic backgrounds.  The findings show 

that each HS navigated classroom discursive practices and negotiated multilingual 

identities in interaction with their peers, teachers, and the curriculum in different ways.  

Some of the participants became ambivalent toward the language and its speakers as their 

backgrounds went unacknowledged in classroom practice, while others found value in the 

Spanish classes because of past experiences.  Findings suggest that there is a need for 

methodologies in mixed-group classrooms that reflect and acknowledge the 

sociolinguistic variation of the class (Gutiérrez & Fairclough, 2006). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Many parts of the U.S. today are increasingly multilingual.  With 13.1% of the 

total U.S. population speaking Spanish at home (Statistical Atlas, 2018), the reality is that 

Spanish is no longer a “foreign” language.  Individuals who come from Spanish-speaking 

homes are often exposed to a monolingual and English-only education, with the option to 

study their home language formally as late as high school, or by the time they enter the 

university.  Additionally, newcomers to the U.S. from Spanish-speaking countries who 

arrive at a young age, also miss out on the opportunity to receive an education in Spanish 

other than as a foreign language course.  Categorized by teachers, administrators, and 

researchers as heritage students, heritage language learners, and heritage speakers 

(Valdés, 2000, 2005; Leeman, 2015), these individuals come from varied ethnolinguistic 

backgrounds and are often found taking Spanish as a foreign language course in high 

schools and universities.  These classrooms are designed for English-dominant 

monolinguals and often do not consider the background experiences of those individuals 

who come from Spanish-speaking regions, or whose heritage is also Hispanic.      

This research brings together the experiences of heritage speakers (HS) enrolled 

in Spanish language classes at the university level.  The purpose of this investigation is to 

shed light on an institutional issue that is prevalent in many Spanish language programs; 

courses that are aimed for monolingual language learners are not equipped to meet the 

linguistic needs of HSs.  As such, this thesis brings into focus the experiences of HSs 

enrolled in intermediate language courses in higher education as they navigate classroom 
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discourse that emphasizes a standard and written Spanish language, which can position 

HSs as outsiders in the classroom for different reasons (e.g. the content presented can be 

too easy, or conversely too difficult, depending on their proficiencies).  The present study 

also explores the relationship between identity and language learning experiences among 

HSs.  The purpose is to investigate how these individuals negotiated their identities as 

language experts in the Spanish classroom under a curriculum that emphasizes the 

acquisition of grammar.  This aspect of the investigation examined how learners 

interpreted the goals of instruction and positioned themselves as knowledgeable of a 

linguistic standard language during social interaction with their peers and the teacher, and 

how their identities as language experts and their investment in language studies may 

have been impacted by their experiences in the classroom.  Participants consisted of a 

purposefully selected group of five students from two different intermediate level 

Spanish courses at a public research university in the Northeastern United States.  

 This chapter begins with an overview of the context and background that frame 

the study, including a description of heritage speaker, and an introduction to the growing 

field of Spanish as a Heritage Language (SHL).  These sections are followed by the 

problem statement, a statement of purpose, and the research questions that the study 

seeks to address.  The chapter concludes with a section that clarifies the key terms used in 

this study and an overview of the remaining chapters.   
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Context and Background  

 

Heritage speakers represent an ethnolinguistically diverse group of individuals.  

Leeman (2015) notes that different definitions used to categorize heritage speakers are 

based on whether the focus is on the language, the learner’s societal status, or the 

individual’s linguistic proficiency (p. 103).  For instance, Fishman (2001) gave a broad 

definition that includes those individuals with a personal or familial connection to an 

ethnolinguistic group.  This classification used by Fishman includes broadly those 

individuals seeking to reconnect with their heritage through language studies.  In contrast, 

Valdés (2005) has discussed how teachers often use the term heritage speaker or learner 

to describe someone who is raised in a home where a non-English language is spoken, 

and/or who is to some degree bilingual in English and the heritage language.  Leeman 

favors the term “heritage speaker” because it focuses on the linguistic proficiencies and 

cultural insight that they bring with them to the classroom (2015, pp. 103-104).  

Characterized by language teachers as those individuals born in the United States to 

immigrant parents or as young immigrants arriving in the U.S. as children or adolescents, 

these individuals have received the majority of their schooling in U.S. educational 

institutions (Valdés, 2000).  Educators also refer to them as heritage language students, 

heritage learners, and/or heritage speakers to define how their knowledge of the language 

and culture is one that is passed on to them from a familial background (Leeman, 2015).  

For the purpose of this investigation, I will use the term heritage speaker (HS) to 

recognize the skills that these individuals bring with them to the classroom.  Based on the 

many experiences that HSs often share in the classroom, being educated in a 
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predominantly English-only the U.S. educational system can often shield and devalue the 

experiences of heritage speakers as cultural and linguistic insiders.  Because HSs also 

possess varying degrees of bilingualism, researchers have characterized their abilities and 

proficiencies as situated on a bilingual spectrum (Potowski & Lynch, 2014; Valdés, 

2005) rather than grouped into one category of bilingual.  In language classes, HSs are 

often set apart by teachers from other learners because of their native-like sounding 

accents, pronunciation, and fluency in the language.  The categorization of HS as one 

type of student can also show to favor those individuals with advanced linguistic 

proficiencies, and can ignore those who understand the spoken language, but cannot 

necessarily speak it.  These individuals have been labeled broadly as heritage students or 

heritage language learners.     

Heritage speakers’ proficiency in Spanish is contingent on the amount of exposure 

and practice they have received in a home setting.  Prior to beginning their formal 

language studies, HSs might abandon the home language when they begin formal 

schooling in English, as there is social pressure to conform to English monolingual 

practices for socialization into mainstream U.S. society, as well as to use it for 

professional purposes.  HSs varied ethnolinguistic backgrounds provide several external 

factors that may influence their decision to study the language formally including: their 

exposure or input in the language outside of formal instruction, monolingual biases 

toward non-standard language varieties that stem from society’s perception of dominant 

language ideologies, or educational policies that emphasize English-only language 

instruction to assimilate immigrant newcomers and bilinguals.  The geographic context 

also influences the educational resources that HSs have access to that would impact the 
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type of language instruction that they receive.  Specifically, states that have large Latino 

and Hispanic populations are more likely to develop educational policies and teaching 

resources for heritage language instruction (Valdés, 2006a; Beaudrie & Fairclough, 

2012), but other researchers have argued that new diaspora areas are lacking adequate 

instructional resources to address the needs of diverse Latino and Latinx student 

populations (Harklau, 2009).    

In language learning contexts, HSs who desire to study the language formally are 

often placed in language classes with second language (L2) learners.  Language 

instructors often face challenges teaching mixed-group classes with heritage speaker and 

second language (HS-L2) learners, especially because developing teaching practices that 

accommodate to the needs of both types of learners can take up substantial time and 

resources (Valdés, 2006a, Beaudrie, Ducar, & Potowski, 2014).  The differentiated needs 

of HSs and L2 learners are based on how both have acquired and used the language.  For 

instance, HSs have learned Spanish in an informal or home setting and possess varying 

degrees of proficiency that is contingent on the amount of linguistic input they receive in 

the language prior to beginning their schooling (Montrul, 2011).  In contrast, L2 learners 

most often acquire the language formally in the classroom, accompanied by explicit 

explanations of grammar rules.  Moreover, L2 learners have been taught to understand 

and categorize the language thematically, for instance by identifying and contrasting 

different verb forms and tenses (Potowski & Lynch, 2014), a task that is often foreign to 

HSs, especially when the first begin taking Spanish courses.  

In mixed group HL-L2 classes, there is typically little if any differentiated 

instruction to accommodate to the linguistic needs of HSs.  Rather, it is assumed that HSs 
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and L2s receive the same instruction that place importance on acquiring explicit 

grammatical knowledge, or metalinguistic awareness.  Furthermore, there is a commonly-

held assumption among instructors and all students that learning the standard written 

language will grant learners access to knowledge of what is deemed proper and correct 

Spanish use.  Circumstances such as these might create a learning context that devalues 

the multilingual practices of HSs, positioning monolinguals from other Spanish-speaking 

countries as experts and delegitimizing the language skills that HSs bring with them to 

the classroom (García & Torres-Guevara, 2010; Leeman, 2012; Showstack, 2016).  

Research has investigated the experiences of HSs in mixed HS-L2 classes (Harklau, 

2009; Potowski, 2002), but there is a need for an examination of the classroom practices 

that influence HSs’ motivations and investment in the target language in courses tailored 

for L2 learners.  There is also a need to explore the ways those practices shape how HSs 

of diverse backgrounds position themselves as Spanish speakers within and outside of the 

classroom.  

 

The Formation of Spanish as Heritage Language  

The post second world war immigration to the United States from Latin American 

countries, to which journalist Juan González (2002/2011) has referred as the Latinization 

of the U.S., has prompted an ever-growing demand to accept Spanish as a part of 

everyday American life (p. xi).  The many waves of different Hispanic immigrant groups 

of both documented and undocumented individuals continues to be a controversial issue 

of integration and assimilation from the perspective of European-Americans.  In this 

sense, U.S. government officials have attempted to enforce English-only policies 
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requiring speakers of other languages to choose monolingual practices over multilingual 

ones.  However, there is no denying the Hispanic presence that has penetrated U.S. 

cultural spheres and institutions.  Moreover, because Hispanics make up such a large 

portion of the population, there is an ever-pressing need to accept Spanish-speaking 

populations as part of mainstream culture.  The rapid growth of Hispanic, Latino, and 

Latinx populations in educational institutions has led to the formation and blossoming of 

the field of Spanish as a Heritage Language (SHL).  As its own area of inquiry and scope 

of academic literature, studies in SHL have focused specifically on the educational, 

linguistic, and social experiences of HSs.   

Research guiding SHL policy and planning stems from different pedagogical 

approaches to teaching that have attempted to address the presence of Spanish speakers in 

Spanish foreign language classrooms.  When Spanish speakers and bilinguals first 

became noticed in Spanish classrooms, teachers viewed their proficiencies within a 

language as problem framework, seeking to fix their linguistic repertoires that were 

deemed “problematic, corrupt, and deriving from ignorance of the language” (Martínez, 

2012, p. 65).  The Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s gave way to language as right 

approaches, in which pioneering teachers became aware of the need to address the 

challenges associated with teaching heritage speaker – second language (HS-L2) 

classrooms.  Teachers’ responses to the obstacles that presented themselves during mixed 

group instruction prompted the demand to develop methodologies that were consistent 

with the sociolinguistic backgrounds and experiences of U.S. Spanish speakers 

(Martínez, 2012).   
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Since the 1990s, SHL policy and planning have come to fruition drawing from 

educational issues within politics, psychology, linguistics, and pedagogy, and with the 

main objective being language maintenance.  A multidisciplinary approach within SHL 

has also situated Spanish teaching in a central position within the field (Beaudrie & 

Fairclough, 2012).  During this time, most educators began to reconcile with the 

linguistic differences among Spanish-speaking groups by putting learners’ sociocultural 

experiences at the forefront of their instructional goals.  Novel approaches to teaching 

HSs have included the biloquial, additive, or expansion approaches, in which learners are 

taught a second standard dialect, which has gained acceptance in SHL (Beaudrie, 2015).  

However, these same approaches have also received criticism from scholars as certain 

practices often continue to emphasize standard academic language, often overshadowing 

HSs’ home varieties (Burns & Waugh, 2018; Leeman, 2005).  Additionally, these 

approaches take for granted the social structure that views home varieties as less 

legitimate when compared to the national vernacular of the language.   

Stemming from Valdés, Lozano, and García-Moya’s (1981), call for improved 

teaching practices for Spanish speakers, theoretical and pedagogical insight into SHL has 

helped grow the field of SHL and improve instruction to satisfy the educational needs of 

HSs.  These approaches include: a) an appreciation of dialectal differences (Carreira, 

2000; Valdés, 1981), which finds utility in all language varieties and emphasizes that 

speakers employ multiple registers and styles; b) the expansion-based approach 

(Leeman, 2005) that views all varieties as valid, but that some are more appropriate than 

others in certain contexts; c) critical-based dialect awareness (Martínez, 2003), which 

emphasizes awareness of the sociopolitical dimensions of language variation by 
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equipping learners with the linguistic tools to make appropriate linguistic choices (cited 

in Beaudrie, 2015, pp. 3-4).  Despite efforts to include Spanish speakers at the forefront 

of Spanish language education, Beaudrie (2015) has claimed that teaching standard 

Spanish is still a central goal of SHL instruction.  Research also informs us that SHL 

courses have been slow to adapt curricula that align with the sociolinguistically rich 

practices of Spanish speakers in the U.S. (Burns & Waugh, 2018; Beaudrie, 2015).  For 

these reasons, Holguín Mendoza (2018) advocates critical language awareness (CLA) for 

Spanish heritage programs, which focuses on the adoption of a language program that 

implements pedagogical practices that foster academic success and linguistic 

empowerment among Spanish HSs in the classroom.  Moreover, García (2009) advocates 

for bilingual education that encompasses teaching all content through the use of two or 

more languages.  However, while these programs have been successful in some 

educational institutions, often it is up to the teacher to provide adequate instruction for 

HSs, which research has shown is not always achieved (e.g. Abdi, 2011; Harklau, 2009).  

 

Problem Statement 

 

Heritage speakers enrolled in university Spanish classes typically exhibit varying 

abilities and proficiencies, as well as differing motivations for pursuing their studies in 

the target language.  These motivations can be impacted by the language ideologies that 

are conceived in education and reified in practice about stigmatized linguistic groups, and 

how instruction is carried out and HSs interpretation of the instructional goals, and 

learners’ expectations for learning, all of which can result in their subsequent investment 
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in language learning.  While there is a body of growing literature on identity in heritage 

language education, there are virtually no studies that specifically explore the experiences 

of HSs in mixed-group classes, how their positioning as language experts is impacted by 

a socialized set of beliefs of what is deemed correct or incorrect Spanish, and how this 

positioning can influence the extent to which HSs invest in their use and maintenance of 

the language.   

 

Statement of Purpose and Research Questions 

 

There are many factors that influence learners’ perceptions of the target language 

and its speakers.  Because education is a key site for language socialization, teaching 

practices that undermine the individuals’ sociolinguistic experiences outside of the class 

can affect how learners perceive and situate themselves in relation to the language.  

Moreover, as stated previously, due to the unique linguistic experiences of many HSs, 

classes that focus on the acquisition of grammar pose challenges that can demotivate HSs 

to discontinue their language studies if they do not find value in the lessons they are 

receiving.  It is the purpose of this investigation to explore how language learning 

experiences are tied to the negotiation of identities as learners interact with their peers, 

teachers, and a “standard language” curriculum (Train, 2007).  The ways learners 

position themselves regarding their knowledge of formal Spanish also has implications 

for their level of investment in the classroom practices and the target language, overall.   

Within the fields of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) and SHL, some studies 

have examined identity negotiation, social and discursive positioning, and investment as 
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interrelated phenomena (see next chapter).  However, these studies are often limited to 

SLA contexts, in which L2 learners are the focus.  Additionally, in the field of SHL, 

investigations into the negotiation of identity and positioning have often examined 

learners enrolled in specialized heritage language (HL) classrooms.  However, there is 

still a need for research into mixed HS-L2 Spanish classrooms, as often language 

program budgets streamline or cut HL courses when enrollment is low (Beaudrie, Ducar, 

& Potowski, 2014).  While many studies have addressed the benefits of HS-L2 

interaction, there is virtually no research which explores HS identity, positioning, and 

investment in mixed group classrooms.  Further, research informing HS-L2 interaction in 

relation to grammar acquisition is predominately viewed through a cognitivist lens, and 

rarely addresses the social phenomena involved in language learning (see next chapter).  

As such, there lies a gap within the scope of the literature of HS-L2 interaction within the 

social dimensions of language education, which this study proposes to fill.  In choosing to 

work with university-level HSs enrolled in Spanish foreign language classes, this 

research demonstrates how HSs’ experiences and interpretations of the course materials 

influence their negotiation of identities as expert speakers of the target language, and 

subsequently, their investment in their use and maintenance of the language.  To that end, 

the following research questions are addressed and will be discussed in chapters 3, 4, and 

5: 

1. How is grammatical knowledge that is conveyed as an instructional goal 

presented as shared, assumed, or new knowledge by the teachers?  

2. During peer interaction, how do HSs position themselves with respect to the 

shared, assumed, and new formal knowledge of Spanish?  
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3. How do the instructional goals of the class affect HSs’ sense of accomplishment 

and subsequent investment in learning the target language?  

 

Clarification of Key Terminology  

 

In this study, the term identity is used to associate a person in relation to a larger 

social world, which is largely mediated by their interaction with others.  Identities can be 

attributes of individuals and groups, but they are most importantly, attributes of situations 

and may recombine to meet new circumstances (Bucholtz & Hall, 2004).  The concept of 

identity, however, is not a static definition, but rather it is considered to manifest itself as 

a process, one that is highly politicized, in which social actors claim, contest, and 

negotiate power (Bucholtz & Hall, 2008, p. 154).  In this way, identities are forged 

through negotiation, which refers to the ongoing construction and performance of 

identities in different places and times (Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004, p. 20).  In 

language learning contexts, negotiation of identities encompasses learners’ competence 

and their ability to claim a “voice” in a second language (Kinginger, 2004; Miller, 2004).  

While language can reflect an identity or multiple identities, it is also a tool that can be 

used to claim or reject one.   

For the purpose of this study, I was concerned with how identities were negotiated 

during interactional moments between HSs and L2 peers based on learners’ belief 

systems and relations of power.  The issue of power is also attached to the concept of 

ideology, which is the preferred term in linguistic anthropology to show how language 

accrues social meaning (Bucholtz & Hall, 2004).  The term language ideologies will be 
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used to reference individuals’ modes of thought and belief systems in relation to language 

forms and the speakers of linguistic groups.  In this investigation, I ask how language 

ideologies mediate identities through the different positions that HSs take during 

interaction.  The term positioning will be used to reference the ways individuals align or 

disalign themselves in relation to another subject or role during interaction (Du Bois, 

2007).  In this study, positioning will be examined through stance, which is an 

indexicality of identity negotiation and construction (Ochs, 1992; Bucholtz & Hall, 

2008).  I will explore how learners’ stance-taking during social interaction is indicative of 

an identity that is undergoing negotiation.  Investment is also an unfixed phenomenon, 

and it will be employed to signify how opportunities to interact in the target language and 

within the practices of the classroom are dependent on the value an individual believes 

he/she will receive from its symbolic or material return.  Imagined communities will be 

used to in conjunction with investment as a means of showing how individuals envision 

gaining access to an idealized community in which their symbolic returns are valued by 

target language users.   

 

Overview 

 

 This dissertation includes five chapters.  Chapter one serves as the introduction to 

this research on identity, discursive positioning, and investment.  Chapter two develops 

the framework for the study by providing a critical review of the scope of literature and 

the theory toward understanding the outcome of the study.  Chapter three includes a 

description of the research methodology and the process of analysis.  Chapter four 
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provides a description of the results obtained from the data collected and analyzed.  

Finally, chapter five presents a discussion of the theoretical and pedagogical implications 

of this study, the conclusions, and recommendations for future research within this area 

of inquiry.   
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CHAPTER 2 

LANGUAGE, IDENTITY, AND POWER 

  

The purpose of this case study is to investigate how heritage speakers (HS) 

negotiate their identities in discourse and social interaction in the classroom with peers 

and the teacher, as well as how HSs’ participation (and non-participation) in class can be 

indicative of their investment in the target language.  Identity research in language 

education explores how bilinguals’ language use influences their own sense of identity 

and how it is negotiated and broadcast by those with whom they interact (Young, 2017).  

Post-structural approaches to identity consider the complexities and dynamic nature of 

identity, which is produced during social interaction. When identities are forged through 

language learning and use, they become associated with language ideologies, which 

mediate between the interactional moment and broader sociopolitical structures (Bucholtz 

& Hall, 2008).  Consequently, identity and language ideologies are indexed by relations 

of power by which some language varieties are viewed as inferior to standard hegemonic 

language forms.   

To expose the inequalities in second language (L2) language classes, it is useful to 

examine identity formation processes during interactional moments, and how HSs and 

bilinguals make sense of the L2 classroom practices tailored for monolingual learners.  

By investigating identity, we can see that the teaching practices tailored for L2 learners 

often focus on the acquisition of standardized language forms, which overshadow 

heritage speakers’ varieties, and thus, devalue their experiences as bilinguals.  This 

chapter begins with a review of the literature, which includes a description of research 

within heritage language (HL) education and identity, and studies on HS-L2 interaction.  
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Following the literature review, I situate the current study within the poststructuralist 

theoretical framework of language ideologies, multilingualism, and positioning.   

 

Review of the Literature 

 

Heritage Language Education and Identity Research 

Studies on identity in language learning have become more prevalent as a result 

of the social turn in Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research (see Firth & Wagner, 

1997; Block, 2007).  The rise of identity in SLA has allowed for nuanced examinations to 

the social phenomena attached to language learning experiences.  Most notably, 

contributions to identity in second language learning have explored how L2 learners' 

identities are negotiated in the classroom (Norton-Peirce, 1995; Duff, 2002).  

Additionally, references to identity have also focused on learners' personal histories and 

background experiences prior to entering the classroom, which provide insight into how 

language ideologies inform the negotiation of identity in relation to language use and 

learning (Holland & Lave, 2001; Young & Astarita, 2013).  Learners past experiences 

can reveal their affective responses to formal foreign language instruction, which 

promote the creation of new L2 identities (Garrett & Young, 2009).  Moreover, research 

exploring the social construction of identity has sought to understand how competing 

discourses on language use might also influence not only the negotiation of identities, but 

also learners' motivation and attitudes toward the target language (Donitsa-Schmidt, 

Inbar, & Shohamy, 2004; Mori & Calder, 2015).  Finally, there is a growing body of 

literature examining the interconnectedness of ethnolinguistic affiliation and the 
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negotiation of identities in multilingual and second language learning contexts (Pavlenko 

& Blackledge, 2004; He, 2004, 2016; Achugar, 2009; Pomerantz, 2008; Makoni, 2018).   

Research in and approaches to identity in HL education has shown how learners 

negotiate and claim identities through discourse.  These approaches come from the 

sociocultural dimensions of language learning, as a means of communication and as a 

way of identifying the transforming sociocultural groups (He, 2010).  From this 

perspective, characteristics such as identities, attitudes, and motivations are viewed as a 

production, act, or stance that is never complete and in constant negotiation.  Individuals’ 

language use and maintenance further reveal how HSs’ identities are multiple, shifting, 

and negotiated through language (He, 2004).  For instance, Leeman, Rabin, and Román-

Mendoza (2011) examined how learners claimed identities as a result of their exposure to 

varied sociolinguistic contexts while they participated in social activism and service-

learning programs as part of a university course.  This research found that the identities of 

“expert” and “activist” emerged among program participants while they worked with the 

local community.  Conversely, Dressler (2010) observed how HSs can reject identities 

when they are imposed on them by others.  In this sense, Leeman (2015) adds that the 

term HSs is not simply an educational classification, but also an identity that is largely 

constructed by researchers, educators, and administrators, rather than by HSs themselves.  

As such, identity is not only a negotiation but involves the positioning of one's self and 

the positioning of others into categories or types.   
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Heritage Language Education and Second Language Learning 

There is a growing demand to adopt language curricula to meet the needs of HSs 

in meaningful and relevant ways.  Spanish language instruction in many institutions has 

begun to adopt programs addressing critical awareness in education, action-based 

research and pedagogy, and service-learning opportunities.  These approaches are useful 

for language practices that empower HSs to use the language to discuss topics that 

speakers of minority languages and U.S. Spanish speakers face today.  However, some 

SHL methodologies, while they are intended rebuke to go beyond traditional language 

instruction, they often continue to emphasize the use of the standard and formal written 

language.  (This topic will be discussed further into the chapter.)   

Adapting heritage and minority language resources has also posed several 

challenges due to political and economic deciding factors, namely the promotion of 

foreign and second language education in lieu of bilingual education programs (Valdés, 

2006; García, 2009).  Despite these challenges, organizations such as the American 

Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese ([AATSP], 2000) were one of the 

first to recognize the need for an implementation of HL teacher training and resources to 

improve instruction in mixed HS-L2 settings.  Moreover, Coles-Ritchie and Lugo (2010) 

found through critical teacher action research that instructors can be effective agents in 

addressing and promoting HSs’ needs in the classroom.  Additionally, community 

members have also been successful in positioning minority and heritage languages as 

core subjects within educational curricula.  This is especially the case with language likes 

Korean, Navajo, and Spanish (Valdés, 2006, p. 128). 
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However, one of the greatest challenges in HL education has been the 

implementation of specialized courses and materials for HSs.  Beaudrie, Ducar, and 

Potowski (2014) have noted how often, budgets for language study shrink, and therefore 

language programs are required to streamline course offerings (p. 193).  In these 

instances, the authors propose creative solutions involving differentiated instructional 

approaches to HSs and L2s.  Specifically, Beaudrie et al. recommend HSs and L2 

engagement in activities that focus on HSs’ needs through developing their writing and 

reading skills, and L2 learners’ needs by providing them with sufficient comprehensible 

input in the target language.  

Since the early 2000s, research advocating HL education, specifically in mixed 

group HS-L2 classroom, has not only explored the interactional outcomes between HSs 

and L2s, but also the impact that L2-oriented instructional goals have had on HSs’ 

learning experiences.  For instance, studies on HS-L2 interaction have examined the 

instructional benefits of an L2 curriculum on HSs’ linguistic development (i.e. Lynch, 

Klee, & Tedick, 2001; Lynch, 2008; Potowski, 2007).  Potowski (2002) most notably 

brought to the forefront of Spanish as a heritage language (SHL) that HSs often feel 

intimidated by the formal knowledge that their L2 peers have of the language.  Other 

research has pointed to the effectiveness of form-focused instruction since HSs are 

required to have explicit grammatical understanding in the target language (Potowski, 

Jegerski, & Morgan-Short, 2009).  Correa (2014) describes that HSs often start out in 

language courses at a disadvantage, but still improve at the same rate as their L2 

classmates.  As evidenced by the outcomes of these studies, Valdés (2005) has stated that 

because HL education and SLA research encompasses many of the same issues addressed 
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in second language learning contexts, both fields are worthy to consider when conducting 

research.  Valdés also adds that some heritage students, though categorically 

distinguished from L2s, can be considered first and second language (L1-L2) users 

because they acquire the language through a combination of naturalistic and instructed 

settings (p. 413).  However, most researchers in the field of SHL agree that there is an 

impetus for more specialized HL courses that address directly the educational needs of 

HSs (Correa, 2011; Potowski, 2007; Edstrom, 2006; Silva, 2007; Kagan & Dillon, 2001). 

The scope of literature in HL education and HS-L2 peer interaction has been 

within the confines of examining HSs’ linguistic development in the L2 classroom.  

Research on social interaction has demonstrated how peer learners will take on different 

subject roles as they work together to complete a task.  Most notably, in SLA, Storch 

(2002) observed learners taking on “expert” and “novice” roles emerging during 

interaction (see also, Storch & Aldosari, 2012).  However, only a few studies have 

examined how social positioning in the classroom can create subject positions that place 

HSs into designated roles in the classroom (i.e. Abdi, 2011; Menard-Warwick, 2008).    

Most often, studies on HS-L2 mixed-group interaction have focused on how 

learners assist and collaborate with one another to make meaning in the target language 

(Zyzik & Blake, 2004).  Studies within this same vein have found that L2 learners often 

benefit more so than their HS partners (Henshaw, 2015; Bowles, Adams, & Toth, 2014).  

This raises the question of the effectiveness of L2 instruction for HSs.  Moreover, few, if 

any studies have addressed how identities are negotiated during interactional pair-work 

collaboration among HS-L2 interlocutors, but also during HSs’ interactions with their 

teachers and a standardized curriculum.  As such, there is a need to examine how HSs’ 
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identities are negotiated within a standardized language program, how HSs interpret their 

experiences in the L2 classroom, and how they position themselves as speakers of the 

target language with respect to these interpretations.  

 

Theoretical Framework 

 

Poststructuralist Research on Identity 

To date, research on identity has been studied most notably within 

poststructuralist theories of language, subjectivity, and sociocultural theories of language 

learning.  Poststructuralists view the social practices involving claims to identity as a site 

of struggle for meaning and legitimacy (Norton & McKinney, 2011; Leeman, 2012).  

Identity in juxtaposition to language came about as a means to countering the structuralist 

Saussurean principles that languages have shared patterns and structures (Norton & 

McKinney, 2011).  A counterargument to the structuralist paradigm acknowledged the 

dynamicity of linguistic systems in relation to social practices through which 

relationships are established, negotiated, or resisted.  Further, feminist poststructuralist 

Christine Weedon (1987; 1997), argued that language not only defines, and is defined by 

institutional practices, but also serves to construct our sense of selves, our subjectivity.  

From Weedon’s perspective, a subject’s conception of their individual self, or identity, is 

also attached to either a position of power or is in a position of reduced power, yet never 

constrained to a definite position (Norton & McKinney, 2011, pp. 78-79; Kalaja, 

Barcelos, Aro, & Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2015).   
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Identity and positioning as social phenomena gained importance with the 

pioneered efforts of anthropologists Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger (1991).  Lave and 

Wenger drew focus to how speakers situated themselves within or outside a community 

of practice.  They also observed different communities and noticed how newcomers 

interacted with the established members of the community in social settings.  Over time, 

it became evident that newcomers were increasingly becoming experienced in the 

practices of that community, and thus integrating themselves with the established 

practices.  Wenger (1998) also discussed that the relationships of individuals to their 

community of practice involves the participation and non-participation of newcomers, as 

their positioning in relation to the new community is in the process of negotiation. 

 

Language and Power: Language ideologies and identities 

Poststructuralists also view identity as interconnected to language ideologies and 

relations of power.  Speakers are considered members of social and historical groups who 

interact to form meaning and communicate values, beliefs, and positions through 

language ideologies.  Pavlenko and Blackledge (2004) assert that in multicultural and 

multilingual settings, language choices and attitudes are inseparable from relations of 

power, language ideologies, and interlocutors' views of their own and others' identities (p. 

1).  Language, identities, and ideologies are most often studied through the work of 

sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1977), who drew attention to power relations in discourse.  

Bourdieu claimed that language and discourse occur hierarchically; there are individual 

perceptions of “legitimate” and “illegitimate” language uses that are distinguished by 

individuals’ “rights to speech” and their “power to impose reception” within the 
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community (pp. 63-64).  Concretely, Bourdieu claimed that speakers of non-official 

languages or non-standard varieties are subject to symbolic domination if they believe in 

the legitimacy of that official language or variety.  Under this claim come belief systems 

about language as they are shared by individuals or group members.  Additionally, 

Bourdieu and Passeron (1977), coined the term cultural capital in reference to the modes 

of thought that characterize different individuals into classes and groups.  This term was 

applied to those individuals aligning with the societal perception that some language 

varieties are more valuable than others, and as such, speaking the prestigious variety will 

grant an individual greater cultural capital within global and local communities.  

Bourdieu's model of symbolic dominance and capital was adopted and modified 

by Woolard (1985), who agreed that linguistic domination is based on the wide 

acceptance of value and prestige, but also that there exist alternative spaces in which 

people value different linguistic norms that are not considered prestigious outside these 

spaces.  Such is the case for speakers using local linguistic variants within discourse, 

which might emerge in solidarity as a way to oppose the symbolic domination of standard 

linguistic practices.  In other words, relations of power can create subject positions that 

place individuals into identity categories.  However, when afforded the opportunity and 

agency to do so, individuals may challenge or subvert hierarchical structures to claim 

non-standard linguistic variants as representations of power within a local variety.  In 

doing so, subject positions, and specifically individuals' sense of self-worth within a 

linguistic community demonstrate their unfixed and non-static nature.    

Moreover, Heller (1982, 1992) also observed that language is both social action 

and interaction, depending on how interlocutors can be influencers on their speakers.  
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Heller observed that language is a symbolic resource that may be tied to the ability of an 

individual to gain access to and exercise power within a local linguistic community.  In 

modifying Bourdieu’s symbolic domination model, Woolard and Heller jettisoned the 

notion that speakers are set up to form part of social and linguistic hierarchies.  Both 

researchers extended the conversation to suggest that individuals in positions of unequal 

distributions of power can have agency over their own linguistic repertoires, and when 

afforded the opportunity, they can exercise their power through language. 

In educational contexts where there are language learners who speak minority 

languages or non-standard varieties, often there exist the same hierarchical relationships 

that historically have subjugated speakers of non-prestigious or localized language 

varieties.  Kroskrity (2000) has drawn focus to the linguistic regime as a “contested set of 

norms that assigns value to different elements of the linguistic repertoire in connection 

with different positions in the network” (cited in del Valle, 2014, p. 361).  Under 

institutionalized practices that adhere to normative and standard language varieties, 

speakers of minority languages may abandon their linguistic practices if they believe that 

the dominant linguistic forms will provide them with greater access to social resources 

and prestige within their community (Milroy & Milroy, 1991).  During this process, 

speakers who attempt to obtain this symbolic capital will do so by negotiating with their 

interlocutors the use and maintenance of certain language forms over others, thereby 

abandoning the linguistic practices that are perceived to have lower social value. 

Research on hegemonic linguistic practices in the classroom has found that 

standardized discourses are embedded in individuals’ positioning.  Showstack (2015) 

found that within a classroom space, different language varieties (i.e. standard Spanish 
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and Spanglish) are negotiated through certain affective stances.  The researcher observed 

how the teacher took stances of authority toward standard academic Spanish, and stances 

of affection toward Spanglish code-switching.  The instructor’s stances were taken based 

on her assumptions of “correct” Spanish for classroom talk, and within certain discursive 

contexts, the use of non-standard Spanish was deemed appropriate for discussions.  

Showstack’s study showed how the instructor distinguished linguistic codes as she 

perceived them appropriate for given contexts.  Studies such as this one show that 

dominant language ideologies can relegate non-standard linguistic forms to informal 

interactional contexts.  The implications from Showstack’s research also highlights how 

current U.S. educational policies and institutional practices place a higher value on 

standard vernacular.   

 

Identities and Discursive Positioning 

As mentioned previously, the poststructuralist paradigm illuminates the ways 

identities are legitimized or devalued in the context of global and political economies 

(Davies & Harré, 1990; Harré & van Langenhove, 1999).  From this perspective, identity 

is constructed, validated, and offered through discourses available to individuals in 

particular points in time and place.  Pavlenko and Blackledge (2004) further assert that 

particular discourses within language systems supply the terms with which identities are 

constructed and negotiated.  However, language ideologies and identity can guide 

individuals to use linguistic resources to index their identities and to evaluate the use of 

linguistic resources of others (p. 14).  Identities are indexed in various ways to display 

different notions and constructions of the self.  Moreover, they are produced through 
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linguistic and social interaction and shaped by moment to moment instances through 

temporary roles and orientations assumed by participants (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005, p. 

591).  To understand how identities are shaped, produced, and negotiated, the construct 

positioning aids to make sense of these phenomena that manifest during social 

interaction.  Davies and Harré (1990) also describe positioning as “the process by which 

selves are located in conversation as observably and subjectively coherent participants in 

jointly produced story lines, informed by particular discourses” (p. 48).  Within this 

definition, positioning is considered a conversational phenomenon in which interlocutors’ 

discursive practices may position individuals or allow individuals to position themselves.  

Pavlenko and Blackledge (2004) also add that the negotiation of identities can be 

understood as an interplay between self-representation and others attempt to position or 

reposition particular individuals or groups (p. 20).  

For HSs in the L2 classroom, teachers and peers’ discursive practices can 

constitute positioning that devalues, perceives, or labels HSs as a categorical type of 

learner (Leeman, 2015).  That is, because HSs often bring to the classroom skills in oral 

proficiency and auditory comprehension, but do not necessarily have metalinguistic 

knowledge, teachers may position them as deficient language users if grammar is the 

priority of the class.  Furthermore, research on discursive and social positioning have 

found that there are misconceptions about the ways HSs situate themselves within a 

learning environment, as it is often assumed that HSs will position themselves as 

members of a heritage language community (Abdi, 2011).  The subsequent effect of 

positioning HSs into categories, labels, or members of an ethnolinguistic group, can limit 

HSs from constructing their own identities and claiming positions within a target 
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language community.  Rather, by positioning them into predetermined categories, they 

are reduced, often unintentionally, to stereotypes or tokens (Wortham, 2001).  García-

Sánchez’s (2016) research of Moroccan immigrant children in mainstream schools in 

Spain explores how teachers often unintentionally position students of ethnic 

backgrounds as token representations of a culture.  In this study, García-Sánchez 

observed how a teacher positioned certain students from different cultural backgrounds—

Spanish, Moroccan, and Gypsy—as exemplary representations of their culture.  In doing 

so, the teacher’s discourse promoted essentialized views of certain behaviors and cultural 

traditions that are stereotypically attributed by the dominant culture to individuals of 

minority backgrounds.  The theoretical implications of positioning in García-Sánchez’s 

research demonstrates that when teachers categorize and position individuals as others 

(my emphasis), individuals of minority backgrounds are reduced to monolithic and 

homogenous notions of culture.   

However, it is not always those in positions of power who position and make 

assumptions about speakers and groups.  Showstack’s (2012) study demonstrated that 

students’ discourse can also be charged with essentialized identity categories.  In her 

study, heritage students of Spanish made associations of speakers from different Hispanic 

varieties with groups that aligned with typologies of what characterized legitimate and 

illegitimate Spanish language uses.  The findings from this study showed how HSs’ 

identities as bilinguals were linked to social discourses and collective perceptions of what 

is deemed proper Spanish.  The implications of this research suggest that there is a need 

to develop classroom approaches that make HSs cognizant of the sociolinguistic variation 

of the Spanish-speaking world.  In consideration of the research by García-Sánchez and 
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Showstack, investigating identity in language learning contexts offers valuable insight 

into how perceptions towards certain language varieties and their speakers create identity 

categories, reify hierarchical subject positions, and reinforce hegemonic languages.   

 

Positioning Through Stance-taking Practices 

Kroskrity (2004) has claimed that language ideologies emerge in interaction and 

are grounded in practice.  Linguists from different disciplines have begun to apply the 

notion of stance to examine how these ideologies are embodied in classroom discourse 

and practices (He, 2004; Jaffe, 2009b).  Du Bois (2007) describes stance as  

a public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically through over communicative 
means (language, gesture, and other symbolic forms), through which social actors 
simultaneously evaluate objects, position subjects (themselves and others), and 
align with other subjects, with respect to any salient dimension of value in the 
sociocultural field (p. 169).  
 

During stance-taking, interlocutors strike a relationship between language and identity, an 

understanding of the expected social roles of teachers and students, and the institutional 

expectations of the classroom structure and its practices (Showstack, 2016, p. 3).  In this 

way, stance manifests itself in learner and interlocutor discourse and positions subjects 

based on the content of their utterances.  Moreover, because speech is produced and 

interpreted within a sociolinguistic matrix: speakers make inflected choices and display 

orientations to sociolinguistic meanings associated with forms of speech (Jaffe, 2009a, p. 

2).  Because stance-taking is considered a practice that is culturally grounded, when 

speakers take certain stances, be it affective or epistemic, they make claims that assert the 

existence of correct and incorrect linguistic forms.  Jaffe further added that such claims to 

know are embedded in and index regimes of knowledge and authority.  Speakers may 
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take certain epistemic stances in pursuit of the social capital that comes attached to 

different positions and claims to knowledge.   

Research exploring stance-taking shows that positioning is grounded in language 

socialization practices.  For example, Jaffe (2009b) examined teachers’ stances toward 

the use of Corsican and French in a bilingual school.  In the study, teachers positioned 

learners as “connoisseurs” based on their knowledge of the Corsican language in literary 

texts.  Jaffe’s research describes how positions of power enable particular speakers 

(teachers) to project and attribute stances of ownership and legitimacy with respect to 

learners' relationships to the target language of the classroom.  The implications of this 

research show that learners can exercise or report knowledge, expertise, or beliefs when 

authorities such as teachers grant learners the agency to do so.  

 

Negotiation of Identities in Language Learning 

In previous sections, it was explained that the negotiation of identity occurs as a 

site of struggle, subject to change and adaptation, and infinite.  Identity signifies a 

conception of the self or a group as influenced by beliefs, positions, or personal qualities 

or attributes.  Norton (1997) defines identity as “people’s understanding of their 

relationship to the world, the construction of that identity across time and space, and 

people’s understanding of their possibilities for the future” (Kalajah, et al., 2015, p.18).  

When theorizing identity in language learning contexts, the constructs investment and 

imagined communities are often used to show how learners make sense of their 

experiences in the classroom.  Investment describes the extent to which learners see the 

language of study as able to provide access to material and symbolic resources, or 
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cultural capital as determined by power relations between unequal statuses in social and 

learning contexts (Bourdieu, 1977, 1993; Norton, 2000/2013; 2014).  Coupled with 

investment, imagined communities signifies the extent to which a learner envisions 

themselves within an idealized community of practice.  An imagined community of the 

learner signifies the desire to gain access into or strengthen their membership in different 

social spheres where the target language is used (Kanno & Norton, 2003).  Applying 

these constructs to understand individuals’ learning trajectories and their motivations for 

pursuing language studies has allowed researchers and educators to explore how learners’ 

desires, goals, expectations, and affective responses are influenced by social forces well 

beyond one’s internal drives.   

Investment and imagined communities became recognized within the field of 

SLA in Norton-Peirce’s (1995) seminal study on immigrant ESL learners in Canada.  

Norton’s research highlighted how learners’ investment and imagined communities 

emerged from their experiences in the classroom and through the practices put forth by 

the teacher.  These learners expressed how their motivation to learn was ultimately 

impacted by their investment in the classroom practices, and how lower investment in the 

target language affected negatively their membership into their imagined communities.  

Notably, one participant described that he/she had become increasingly dissatisfied with 

his/her English as a second language (ESL) class and eventually withdrew from the 

course because he/she believed that the instructor had failed to acknowledge the students’ 

newly negotiated identities in their new country of residence.  Rather, learners interpreted 

the teacher’s practices were assuming that learners’ identities aligned solely with their 

ethnolinguistic backgrounds from their home country, and not the identities they were 
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negotiating as newcomers.  The implications of this research suggest that investment is an 

integral aspect of the success and challenges one can face in a language classroom.  

Moreover, Norton showed that less investment language studies and can affect the extent 

to which a learner believes their social and economic gains can enhance the range of 

identities they can claim in a given community (Norton, 2014, p. 69).   

Together with investment and imagined communities, the constructs agency 

(Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; van Lier, 2008), and ambivalence (Block, 2007; Kalajah et al., 

2015) can also manifest in learners’ attitudes, motivations, and experiences when 

studying another language.  A learner has agency when they recognize their ability to act, 

together with purposeful action or activity (Leeman, Rabin, & Román-Mendoza, 2011, p. 

484; see also, Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; van Lier, 2008).  Moreover, an individual’s 

agency is enacted in the ways they conform to or resist hegemonic language ideologies, 

such as those that might disparage minority varieties in academic settings.  These 

encoded acts of hegemonic discourse can result in learners cultivating ambivalence 

toward the target language, or as Block (2007) defines the term: “the uncertainty of 

feeling a part and feeling apart.  It is the mutually conflicting feelings of love and hate 

and the simultaneous affirmation and negation of such feelings” (p. 864).  Ambivalence 

can occur within individuals whose investment in the language practices of the classroom 

fluctuate.  Depending on the extent to which classroom practices align with individuals’ 

expectations and learning outcomes, learners may become ambivalent to their language 

studies if aspects of the self, such as agency and investment are lacking.   
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Summary of the Chapter  

 

In summary, this section has described that one’s identity is formed through a 

process of negotiation within the context of a social environment and is mediated by 

his/her interactions with interlocutors.  The process by which learners negotiate their 

identity can be influenced by numerous factors that are often based on implicit 

constructions of beliefs and attitudes of language varieties and speakers.  Moreover, 

certain stances and positions toward language can impact how learners interpret their 

experiences as they encounter new linguistic forms that might clash with the established 

prominent uses of language.  Further, these collisions might also play a role in how 

learners can view their own linguistic systems as deficient, lacking, or illegitimate; but 

conversely, they can also be tools for empowerment and subversion of linguistic norms.  

As such, learners’ experiences in the classroom can ultimately tie to the process by which 

they negotiate identities with the language and with themselves as a type of speaker they 

imagine themselves to be.  And while identities, positions, and stances are sometimes 

constrained in unequal relations of power, there are also opportunities for learners to 

continually negotiate their sense of self and who they imagine themselves to be.  This 

negotiation is tied to the situational context and an individual’s interactions with 

interlocutors and course curricula.   

The next chapter presents the methodology used to investigate the phenomenon of 

identity, positioning, and investment among HSs in relation to their language learning 

experiences.  The main components of the chapter include the rationale for the study, the 

research approach, and the method of analysis.   
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CHAPTER 3  

METHODOLOGY 

 

Introduction and Research Questions 

 

 This study investigated how language learning practices were tied to HSs’ 

identities, and how HSs negotiated identities as language experts, natives, and/or 

bilinguals during interactions with the teacher and peers in a standard language 

curriculum.  Methodologically, my research design first explores how classroom 

activities are prioritized, and how learners make sense of these activities as either active 

or non-participants.  This is followed by an examination of HSs’ positioning as experts or 

non-experts in the target language through epistemic stance, which is defined as claims to 

certainty, doubt, actuality, or imprecision, or to ownership of knowledge or a particular 

viewpoint (Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999).  In this study, epistemic 

stance is defined by the positions of knowledge learners take during social interaction in 

or about the target language.  By examining positioning through epistemic stance, HSs 

take stances as language experts, bilinguals, or novices.  Finally, this study examined 

how the activities in class can influence HSs’ investment in learning the target language.  

The research questions addressed in this study include: (1) How is grammatical 

knowledge that is conveyed as an instructional goal presented as assumed or new 

knowledge by the teachers of Spanish Conversation and Spanish Composition? (2) 

During peer interaction, how do HSs position themselves with respect to the assumed 
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shared and formal knowledge of Spanish? (3) How do the instructional goals affect HSs’ 

sense of accomplishment and subsequent investment in learning the target language?  

This chapter includes the research design and methodology.  It begins with a 

presentation of the study site as it pertains to Hispanic/Latino presence in the U.S., and 

specifically, broader patterns of enrollment in higher education.  This description reifies 

the growing demand for adequately situating HSs within second language education.  

Further, I describe the current study and rationale for the research approach, descriptions 

of the data sample, the data collection methods, instruments, and method of analysis.  I 

conclude with a summary of the chapter.    

 

A Description of the Study Site 

 

The growth of the Hispanic and Latino population has given importance to the 

Spanish language in the U.S. as it has become one of the most spoken languages today 

next to English.  Due to this rapid growth, the U.S. Census Bureau has had to repeatedly 

revise upward its estimation of the future population of this minority group; most 

recently, it projects that the Hispanic/Latino community will grow to 132 million by the 

year 2050 (González, 2002/2011, p. 226).  U.S. Census data from 2012 to 2016 recorded 

that 21.1% of the population of the U.S. speak a language other than English at home, 

with 18.1% of that population identifying as Hispanic or Latino (United States Census 

Bureau, 2010).  Most recent data from 2011 (Davis & Bauman, 2013, p. 8-9) also 

described the “proportion who are Hispanic [students] has been on the rise.”  
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Specifically, data on school enrollment of Hispanics at four-year institutions as full-time 

students represented 41.9% of the total 53.9%.   

 With the approval of the University’s Institutional Review Board, the data for the 

present study were collected in the Northeastern U.S., at a large public research 

university in Philadelphia, PA.  The study site is known for its diverse student body, 

drawn from the city of Philadelphia, its surrounding metropolitan area, and states in the 

Northeast and Mid-Atlantic region.  In the fall semester of 2016, I began collecting data 

in two intermediate Spanish language courses as a case study of HSs' experiences in the 

Spanish language classroom.  Enrollment data from the whole university for the fall 2016 

semester show that Hispanic/Latino undergraduates comprised 1,813 (6.2%) of the 

student population (Temple University Fact Book, 2016, p. 3).  Many Hispanic students 

enroll in Spanish language courses either to satisfy a language requirement for their 

undergraduate degree, or to pursue a major, minor, or a certificate program in Spanish.  

As such, the numbers from the Census data and university's statistics attest to the demand 

for specialized HL courses from which Spanish-English bilinguals and Hispanics, in 

general, would benefit. 

 Currently, and at time of data collection, the Spanish program at the study site 

offers a variety of undergraduate coursework options, ranging from linguistics to 

literature, culture, and Spanish for the professional fields of medicine, law, and business.  

The program also offers a service-learning course, in which students become actively 

involved in local Spanish-speaking community organizations, as well as study abroad 

programs in Latin America and Spain.  Although specialized HSs courses are listed in the 
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program's course catalog, these courses had not been offered for several years at the time 

of data collection.    

 HSs do not always self-enroll in an appropriate level class because they often 

believe their lack of formal education in the target language merits them to begin at the 

lowest language level.  However, the Spanish program’s policy at the study site states 

that native Spanish speakers, or students with pre-existing language skills, such as from 

family background, must be assessed by an adviser or administrator before enrolling in a 

course.  According to the chair for undergraduate studies, the procedure for placing 

heritage language students in specific classes includes completing a writing sample and 

an oral proficiency interview.  However, instructors and administrators alike encourage 

HSs taking Spanish for the first time to enroll in low to high intermediate-level classes.  

Classes such as Conversation or Composition tend to have higher mixed HS-L2 

enrollment since HSs with advanced oral skills will have more success in courses that 

emphasize oral and written production and raising metalinguistic awareness through 

grammar.   

 

Setting 

 At this study site, students can take Spanish Conversation as one among a few 

intermediate courses that count toward a major, minor, or certificate program.  Spanish 

Composition, on the other hand, is required for completing a major, minor, or certificate 

and is a pre-requisite for advanced level courses.  Spanish Conversation is designed to 

teach learners communicative skills for conversation in the target language, weaving 

together important grammatical structures and vocabulary related to contemporary topics 
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such as family, leisure, and politics.  Along the way, it is expected that learners use and 

develop their metalinguistic knowledge and awareness to select grammatical structures 

and categories for particular contexts and purposes.  For several semesters, the course had 

been using the textbook, Punto y aparte: Spanish in review moving toward fluency 

(Foerster & Lambright, 2015), an activity book that thematizes grammar as a functional 

practice through conversational objectives.  The description inside the textbook centers 

its pedagogical approach on learners’ development of puntos clave (key points) and 

metas communicativas (communicative goals), in which learners have consistent 

recycling opportunities to match the natural use of the language (Foerster & Lambright, 

2011, p. xi).   

 In this course, the textbook was an essential resource for most classroom activities 

such as homework assignments, introducing new vocabulary, and incorporating 

discussion topics about various aspects of contemporary Spanish-speaking communities.  

These activities included topics centered on fashion, family, relationships, school, and 

sociopolitical issues like immigration or the environment.  Activities and discussion 

questions from the book were organized and displayed with icons indicating the target 

grammatical structure that should be used to answer the question.  With these types of 

questions, if students were describing people, or asked to give a position on stereotypes, 

for example, they were made aware that the contrast of verbs like ser/estar (to be) or a 

comparative statement with más que or menos que (more or less) was required to produce 

grammatically correct sentences.  These types of materials could be considered helpful to 

provide learners with hints on which grammatical structure to use, but they could also 

stray from the conversational objective and hinder communicating with spontaneous 
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speech as learners may pay more attention to grammatical form than meaning.  

Nonetheless, the book exercises showed that learners were often bound to remembering 

grammatical rules, such as proper conjugations or verb tenses.      

 Meanwhile, Spanish Composition is the highest intermediate-level course 

students can take, and it aims to enhance learners’ writing and analytical skills through 

short research papers and expository essays in the target language.  Learners taking this 

course are completing it as a requirement for advanced coursework that is more 

specialized to their own interests, such as literature, linguistics, or Spanish for the 

profession classes.  As the goals of this course emphasize grammar to develop learners’ 

writing skills in the L2, the class reviews not only grammar that many learners have 

studied in previous courses, but also new and complex structures.  The course also 

introduces writing through the examination of different texts, such as literary works, 

chronological narratives, detailed descriptions, and persuasive essays.  Students are 

required to analyze their content, structure, and effectiveness.  According to the course’s 

syllabus, students successfully completing this course should be able to: a) write clearly 

and logically in various registers and writing situations, b) communicate feelings, 

opinions, brief stories, arguments, and information in writing, c) correct their own work 

with greater accuracy, d) draw on an expanded vocabulary and knowledge of grammar 

and structures, and, e) conduct library research and be able to cite sources used (Toth, 

2016, p. 1).  Heritage speakers with advanced oral proficiency are often placed in Spanish 

Composition, as the Spanish Conversation course might not be sufficiently challenging to 

their abilities and needs as learners.   
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Research Approach 

 The current study was a longitudinal case study that focused on five heritage 

language learners in two intermediate level courses: two from a Spanish Conversation 

course and three in Spanish Composition.  The goal of examining these particular 

learners was to identify an institutional issue that affects many HSs in education, namely 

that current L2 classroom practices do not meet their needs.  The research for this case 

study was conducted in a classroom setting where no intervention or treatment took 

place, but rather an exploratory approach was taken through observations of focal 

participants in their natural classroom environment.  Because case studies are classified 

by their method of naturalistic inquiry, they also have characteristics of boundedness and 

context, which are essential to understanding the phenomenon in question.  The idea of 

“boundedness” in case study inquiry takes into consideration that the characteristics of 

the case bring insight from multiple sites of contextual information.  This is to say that 

HSs’ experiences both within and outside of the class are considered in the analyses of 

this study.  Further, according to Stake (2005) case studies are instrumental for gaining a 

better understanding of a particular subject/case, not because it is representative of all 

other cases, but because it is believed that understanding individual cases will lead to 

greater insight and theoretical understanding of a larger collection of cases (p. 446).  As 

such, the methodology used in this research aims to home in on the processes and 

outcomes involved in identity as a manifestation of the individual self in allegiance or 

association to a Hispanic or Spanish-speaking ethnolinguistic group.   

This study focused on the instrumental aspect of case study research by reporting 

on and analyzing the data sample in hopes that it will lead to greater insight on HSs' 
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experiences collectively while avoiding generalizations and unwarranted claims about 

HSs overall.  To achieve this, I explored how the language learning experience for these 

HSs is unique and particular to each individual’s needs, expectations, and learning goals 

over the course of a semester’s time.  This is because HSs constitute a group of 

individuals whose ethnolinguistic backgrounds are varied and complex.  At the same time 

however, the data analyzed in this study showed that their individual experiences in 

Spanish classes may have been indicative of a common experience for many HSs 

generally: HSs do not typically relate to the material taught in the language classroom in 

the same way as an L2 learner would, nor is the approach to teaching HSs within an L2 

curriculum sufficient or adequate to their needs as speakers and users of the language.   

This research is also considered an ethnographic study because it examines the 

classroom as a cultural entity.  According to Bloome (2012), ethnography is a principled 

effort to describe the everyday cultural life of a social group, which seeks a holistic 

description of its multiple dimensions from an emic (insider’s) perspective (pp. 9-10).  

Through ethnography, this study can provide an in-depth narrative of HSs’ individual 

experiences as part of a larger social group and explain how HSs as a social group 

negotiate their identities as experts within the larger classroom culture.  Ethnography 

delineates the multiple dimensions from which identity can emerge: interactionally as 

well as through a target social group’s preconceived beliefs, past experiences, and at-

home practices with the language.  Furthermore, in an attempt to gain greater insight into 

HSs’ experiences in the foreign language classroom, I approach this case not only to 

focus on the quality of their experiences, but also as Zentella (1997) states:  

to understand and facilitate a stigmatized group’s attempt to construct a positive 
self within an economic and political context that relegates its members to static 
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and disparaged ethnic, racial, and class identities, and that identifies them with 
static and disparaged linguistic codes (p. 13).  
  

In this way, I sought to show how language learning for HSs can be a vehicle in 

constructing an empowering, positive self if the learning context and educational 

practices allow for it. 

To do justice to the complexities in heritage language learners’ classroom 

experiences, the current study examined how HSs position themselves with regard to the 

practices of the classroom over the course of a semester in one Spanish language class, 

and how these elements influenced their attitudes toward the target language and its 

speakers.  The data were collected during a period of a three-month semester, after which 

I followed up with the participants for interviews according to their availability.  This 

research provided an analysis of identity made manifest through epistemic stance and 

investment.  For this study, I used different qualitative methods to analyze multiple 

sources of data: questionnaires, interviews, and classroom observations.  The 

methodological approach for analyzing data included: 1) a description of the grammar-

focused activities prioritized by both teachers of each class, followed by a description of 

the context and interactions that resulted during these activities; 2) a frequency count of 

the epistemic stance that learners took at various times during interaction, followed by a 

discussion of the circumstances under which these positions emerged and representative 

examples of HSs’ contributions; and 3) a summary of the focal participants’ classroom 

experiences and learning expectations as expressed during end-of-the-semester 

interviews, which demonstrated varying degrees of short and long-term investment in 

continued language learning.   
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Participants 

Focal participants of the study included a total of five HSs enrolled in a 

Conversation (n= 2) and a Composition (n=3) class.  Additional secondary participants 

include their L2 peers (n=4), with whom HSs worked consistently to complete 

independent paired activities and tasks.  All participants chose pseudonyms to preserve 

their anonymity.  The instructors of each course also participated in this study.   

The data were collected during the fall semester of 2016 in two different 

intermediate level Spanish classes: a Conversation course taught by a teacher to whom I 

gave the pseudonym “Bob” and a Composition course taught by a teacher whose 

pseudonym was “Theo.” In both classes, all students and instructors were invited to 

participate in the study.  From Bob’s class, there were a total of 21 participants, including 

HSs and L2s, and in Theo's, there were a total of 16.  The focal participant HSs were 

selected based on their responses on the initial questionnaire that elicited demographic 

information about each student (see, Questionnaires).  Among the total participants in 

each class, a total of four learners self-identified as Hispanic in the Conversation class, 

and seven did so in the Composition class.  After examining the demographic data of 

students' responses on the questionnaire form, those who indicated Hispanic ethnicity 

were observed more attentively as potential focal participants over the duration of the 

semester.  However, those learners who marked Hispanic but identified as only culturally 

Hispanic were omitted.  The HSs who are considered in this study (n=5) were selected 

based on the following criteria: (1) They demonstrated high intermediate or advanced 

oral proficiency and native-like pronunciation during class discussions; (2) they had 

received input in the target language from a non-classroom setting; (3) they were children 
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of at least one immigrant of a Spanish-speaking country or had immigrated to the US 

themselves as children, and Spanish was their home language; and finally, (4) they 

consistently attended class sessions and completed the course.  At the end of the study, 

two students from Conversation and three from Composition were selected who met at 

least one of these criteria.  Table 1 provides a list of background information of the focal 

participants, the L2 learners with whom they typically interacted in class, and the 

instructors of both courses.   

 

Table 1  

Participants’ backgrounds and histories with Spanish studies 

Participant & Role 
Country of origin / 

heritage background, 
HS/ L2 speaker 

Non-instructional use 
of Spanish   

Spanish studies prior 
to study 

Spanish Conversation class 

Bob/ Teacher US, L2 Spanish 
speaker 

Friends, colleagues, 
travel to Spanish-
speaking regions 

Spanish in high 
school, university, and 

pursuing graduate 
studies in Spanish 

Crystal / focal 
participant 

US 2nd generation; 
Puerto Rican & 
Dominican-born 

parents 

Extended family; 
“Spanglish” with 
mother and sister 

Some high school, two 
semesters of Spanish 

at university 

Miguel / focal 
participant 

US 1st generation; 
Puerto Rican & 
Dominican-born 

parents 

Extended family; lived 
and attended school in 

the Dominican 
Republic 

High school 

Amber / partner with 
Crystal 

US, L2 Spanish 
speaker None 

University: 4 
semesters beginner – 

low intermediate 
levels 

Channing / partner 
with Miguel 

US, L2 Spanish 
speaker None 

University: 4 
semesters beginner – 

low intermediate 
levels 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Participant & Role 
Country of origin / 

heritage background, 
HS/ L2 speaker 

Non-instructional use 
of Spanish   

Spanish studies prior 
to study 

Spanish Composition class 

Theo / Teacher US, L2 Spanish 
speaker 

Friends, colleagues, 
travel to Spanish-
speaking regions 

High school, 
university, and PhD in 

Spanish 

Camila / focal 
participant 

Costa Rica; moved to 
Philadelphia at age 5 

Parents; extended 
family in Costa Rica 

High school; Spanish 
Conversation at 

university 

Cristóbal / partner 
with Camila 

US, L2 Spanish 
speaker 

Spanish-speaking 
caretaker at home; 

travel abroad in high 
school to Ecuador 

High school: 4 years 

Irina / focal participant Cuba; moved to 
Miami at age 11 

Parents, siblings, 
schooling in Cuba, the 
community in Miami 

One semester of 
beginner-level Spanish 

at local community 
college 

Carlos / partner with 
Irina 

US, L2 Spanish 
speaker Spanish with friends High school: 3 years 

Mike / focal 
participant 

US 1st generation; 
Mexican and 

Colombian-born 
parents 

Spoke Spanish at 
home until age 5, then 

English-only 

High school: Spanish 
honors classes 

Ron / partner with 
Mike 

US, L2 Spanish 
speaker Spanish with friends High school: 4 years 

 

Data Collection Method 

 

I attended both classes as a non-participant observer during the entirety of the 

sixteen-week course.  I began this research by taking notes on student and instructor 

interactions and behaviors during class time.  After spending approximately a week in 

each class, I began recording sessions with audio and video devices, and distributing a 

questionnaire to all students.  Individual interviews with participants were conducted 
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outside of class at the mid-semester point and at the end of the semester.  Based on the 

participants’ availability, a third follow-up interview was held to observe HSs’ standing 

with their Spanish studies.     

Data collection began in the first week of classes with Bob’s Conversation group.  

A total of 20 students were enrolled in his class: From the first day of the semester until 

approximately the third week, I attended his class regularly so that students would see my 

presence as a natural component of the class.  By the fourth week of classes, I was note 

taking and audio recording the sessions.  With this class, I attempted to use a video 

recorder initially, but the layout of the room was too narrow to capture all the students in 

a single frame and it obstructed movement in the class during pair work and teacher-led 

discussions, thus I discontinued video recording with this group.  I distributed three small 

audio recording devices, placed them with different groups of HS-L2 pairs, and rotated 

them among the students in order to get data from all the HS-L2 pairs.  Using the 

recorders were optimal for capturing the naturalistic aspect of the classroom environment.  

I distributed them to the HSs and their partners during group work.  I also applied these 

data collection instruments to the class gradually: first only observing, then note taking, 

then moving on to recording.  Although the students were informed that I was in the class 

to conduct research, some treated me as a member of the class, asking me questions about 

vocabulary or word meanings.  To an extent, these interactions placed my role as a 

researcher in the background.    

Data collection in the Composition course was carried out in a similar way.  

Unlike the Conversation class, this larger room was configured so that I was could use a 

video recording device and distribute the audio devices more easily among groups with 
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less interference.  As with the Conversation class, I immersed myself gradually into this 

class’ environment: first observing and note taking for a week, and then recording whole-

class and small-group interactions with audio and video devices.  I provided small groups 

and pairs with the same portable audio recorders as the Conversation class, giving 

priority to groups with participating HSs.  However, with the Composition class, I 

encountered some reluctance from students to participate or be recorded, and in some 

instances, learners turned down my request to record them.  This ultimately provided me 

with more limited documentation of paired and small-group interactions. 

 

Data Collection Instruments 

 

 Observation. Prior to attending sessions regularly, I consulted with both 

instructors about the potential heritage students who were enrolled in each class so that I 

had an indication of who to observe.  I visited both classes regularly throughout the 

semester: three times per week in Bob's class and twice a week with Theo.  In my class 

visits, I sat in the corner or back of the room and took detailed notes of student activity 

and movement in the classroom, specifically focusing on interactions between the 

instructors and HSs in the class.  I took note of their active or passive participation, on- or 

off-task behavior, and engagement or disinterest.  I paid close attention to learners who 

spoke regularly during discussions and noted their statements or questions to the 

instructor or their peers.  Conversely, I was attentive to learners who did not actively 

engage and took note considering why they might opt out of discussions, or under which 

circumstances silence occurred.  I observed both teachers and listed the activities and 
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materials used during class time, as well as any statements about or to the heritage 

speakers in the class.  After the data collection period, I transcribed my notes and 

recordings and incorporated them into a log detailing: a) the presentation and 

organization of each teacher’s lesson, such as how activities were carried out and 

accomplished, b) significant interactions between students and their instructors, c) how 

HSs were positioned, targeted, or recognized by teachers and peers, d) a summary of the 

events from each 50 and 80 minute session.  I later transcribed the audio recorded 

sessions and developed a coding scheme from the usable data, which will be explained in 

the analysis portion of the chapter.     

 Questionnaires. During the data collection period, two separate questionnaires 

were administered to all students: one at the beginning of the semester and the other at 

the end (see Appendices A and B).  I sought information from all students so as not to 

discriminate or make assumptions about learners’ own ethnolinguistic identities 

beforehand.  The topics of the questionnaires aligned with the constructs tied to identity, 

investment and imagined communities.  For instance, the questions asked students about 

their goals and expectations of the course, as well as future plans related to the study of 

Spanish.  The questions were both open-ended and closed in Likert-scale responses (a 

range of responses from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” or “excellent” to “poor”).  

By doing two separate questionnaires asking learners the same questions at different 

points in time, I consider HSs’ goals and aspirations within their language studies, and 

how these might have shifted or remained throughout the course of the semester as a 

result of interactions with their peers and the teacher. 
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Specifically, the questions from the initial questionnaire asked learners to describe 

their cultural backgrounds and experiences with Spanish in both informal and formal 

settings (i.e., languages spoken at home, coursework in Spanish).  Other questions asked 

learners about their expectations for the course in which they were currently enrolled and 

any difficulties they foresaw with the material.  Learners were also asked about future 

long-term goals in both professional and personal settings.  Finally, learners were asked 

to self-report their proficiencies about their speaking, listening, reading, writing, and 

knowledge of Hispanic cultures, as well as to elaborate on their perceived strengths and 

weaknesses as a language student.   

Like the initial questionnaire, the post-semester form included both closed and 

open-ended questions and was also distributed to all learners in both groups.  The 

questions centered on students’ reactions to their experiences in the class, that is, if they 

had encountered any difficulties, if their goals aligned with their initial expectations, and 

if they believed they had gained anything from the course.  In this questionnaire, learners 

were asked to rate their proficiency once again for the researcher to denote any changes 

in learners’ perceptions or beliefs about their language studies.   

 Interviews. HSs were invited to participate in a fifteen to twenty-minute audio-

recorded interview with the researcher at the mid-semester point, at the end of the 

semester, and, based on their availability and willingness, one final time in the semesters 

following the study.  I met with and had two interviews with Crystal, Miguel, Camila, 

Mike, and Irina at the mid and end of the semester.  I also met with Crystal and Camila in 

the semester following the study to interview once again.  I was able to meet with Mike 

and Miguel several semesters after the study took place for a third interview as well.  I 
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was unable to reach Irina after the semester had ended to do a follow-up interview with 

her.  The interviews were semi-structured questions that asked about HSs’: 1) cultural 

and linguistic backgrounds; 2) personal histories with the language both in and outside 

the classroom; 3) perceptions of the classroom structure and teacher’s practices, including 

the tasks and activities they were asked to carry out; 4) perceptions of interactions with 

L2 classmates and professors; 5) perceptions of the Spanish spoken by family members; 

and 6) any successes and/or challenges they may have faced at any point during the 

semester.   

The first interview with the participants was conducted to learn more about each 

HSs’ past experiences with Spanish in both formal and informal contexts.  The second 

was a continuation of the first and was unstructured.  In other words, the types of 

questions HSs were asked in this follow-up interview were based on their responses from 

the first interview.  For instance, if a participant stated that they felt demotivated in the 

first interview, I asked in the follow up if these feelings still persisted and why.  For 

others, I asked them to comment on their overall experience that semester, and to justify 

their responses with specific examples: for instance, did they believed the class was 

meeting their expectations or did they feel they were gaining more by studying the 

language formally?  Moreover, the follow-up interview in the post-semester provided me 

with insight into their long-term investment in continuing with their studies in Spanish, 

highlighting the different experiences—both positive and negative—that learners had in a 

new language learning environment.  
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Data Analysis and Coding 

 

Field notes and audio recordings from both Spanish classes during the sixteen-

week semester were considered for the analysis.  The usable data include four 50-minute 

teacher-fronted classes with Bob, nine 80-minute classes with Theo, six recordings of HS 

and L2 pairs working together independently to complete a grammar-oriented task, and 

exemplary quotes from focal participants during individual interviews.  The raw data 

from the class recordings and interviews were selected as usable based on the recording 

quality, the consistency among focal participants; and whether the instructional goal of 

the activity pertained to the discussion of grammar.   

The decision to focus on grammar activities for this investigation was a result of 

the fact that in most Spanish L2 language classes, grammar is often prioritized as 

essential to learner development.  As mentioned previously in chapter 2, in Spanish L2 

classes, HSs often are excluded, although unintentionally, from conversations about 

grammar because many have learned the language through oral input, and therefore can 

have native-like intuitions about the language.  Additionally, because talk about grammar 

using specific terminologies often comes up in these contexts, it is important to consider 

what grammatical knowledge do instructors assume is shared among students, versus 

what knowledge is new for certain students.  For example, it can be heard in foreign 

language classes that the teacher will ask the class to identify specific verb tenses and 

contrast them with others.  In these instances, more likely than not, HSs find it confusing 

to identify verb forms abstractly.  Therefore, with this in mind, this study examined what 

information is presented to the class as assumed or shared versus new knowledge, and the 
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extent to which the teacher takes into account that not all students may have this same 

shared knowledge about grammar.  

To analyze the data within the three guiding research questions, I used a 

qualitative analysis that is founded within two different theoretical approaches: 1) 

grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Charmaz, 2006) for coding the activities 

prioritized in the classroom for the first research question, 2) epistemic stance from the 

Knowing, Unknowing, and Believing (KUB) theoretical model (Zuczkowski, Bongelli, & 

Riccioni, 2017) for the second research question, and 3) grounded theory for selecting 

and analyzing exemplary quotes from interviews (Bernard, 2006), which coded for the 

constructs of investment and imagined communities within identity theory to address the 

last research question.  A description of each coding scheme for the research questions 

within their given framework is discussed below.     

 

Research Question 1  

 

Analysis and Coding for Class Activities 

 To address the first research question, I used grounded theory methods which 

show how coding labels are “grounded” in the data (Charmaz, 2006, p. 4).  Established 

by sociologists Glaser and Strauss (1967), this paradigm advocates developing theories 

coming from aspects within the data set rather than deducing hypotheses from existing 

theories.  Coding first began by identifying which activities were most frequently used in 

class.  Four types of activities emerged from the data based on the instructional goals and 

topical focus: grammar, vocabulary, discussion, and evaluation in Spanish Conversation; 
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and grammar, writing, discussion and evaluation in Spanish Composition.  Table 2 

depicts each category (in bolded letters) with a brief description of the activities 

identified in both classes. 

 

 

Table 2 includes a brief description of the types of activities that I observed in 

both classes.  From four recordings of Bob’s 50-minute classes, each lesson comprised of 

teacher-led discussions and independent pair-work.  Teacher-led discussions centered 

mostly on a review of grammatical structures, in which Bob would go over an assignment 

that students completed either outside of class or with a partner during class time.  During 

these discussions, Bob used the formal grammatical terminologies to talk about their 

linguistic functions and associate them to the meanings that they had in a spoken context.  

While grammar-focused activities were most often seen in Bob's class, vocabulary-

focused activities were also used in class.  Vocabulary-focused activities typically took 

the form of circumlocution type activities in which students described new vocabulary in 

the target language with another word or example.  These types of activities were carried 

out as whole class discussions as well as during independent pair-work.  Discussion-

Table 2  
 
Activities in class by category 

Class Grammar 
 

Textbook exercises; tasks 
involving grammar / 
metalinguistic knowledge; 
review of homework  

Vocabulary 
 

Circumlocution;  
List from 
textbook vocab/ 
phrasing  

Communication 
 

Open-ended 
questions 

Evaluation 
 

Small-
group 
debates; 
oral exam  

Conversation 

Composition 

Grammar/ Vocabulary 
 

Textbook drills/exercises; 
tasks involving 
metalinguistic knowledge  

Writing   
 

Peer review; 
composition 

Communication  
 

Open-ended questions 
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based activities were less frequent than grammar and vocabulary, although there were 

opportunities for students to engage in small-groups in the target language and answer 

questions from the textbook activity (see again, Figure 2 above).  With discussion-based 

activities, Bob did not typically emphasize that learners focus on grammatical meaning, 

nor new vocabulary that was reviewed in previous discussions.  Finally, there was at least 

one evaluation that took the form of a pair-work activity.  This was a final oral exam that 

required students to incorporate the grammar and vocabulary that they studied during the 

semester into a role-play scenario.  For this activity, learners worked together in small-

groups and acted out to describe a conflict that they were experiencing.  Bob was their 

mediator, and when necessary, he would ask them follow-up questions to keep the role-

play going. 

From Theo’s class, there were nine recordings of 80-minute classes, which 

included teacher-led discussions and independent pair-work.  Theo’s teacher-fronted 

discourse focused on explicit grammatical explanations in the L2 and L1 to describe 

language use for writing purposes.  During these discussions, Theo would draw learners’ 

attention to grammatical form, which required learners to know specific terminologies.  

Theo also explained and contrasted grammatical tenses and moods to distinguish their 

functional meanings.  He would also draw students' attention to contrasts in meaning 

between Spanish and English, as he noted on some occasions that students were often 

translating erroneously from their L1 to the L2 in their written assignments.  Although it 

was a writing-focused course, many of the in-class activities centered on the teacher and 

students talking about the formal aspects of the language, and students putting their 

understanding of writing into practice with the teacher and peer-reviewed drafts.  During 
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independent pair-work, students were expected to be able to identify grammatical 

structures within written texts and then justify their responses to their partners and to the 

whole class in follow-up discussions.  Learners engaged in open-ended conversations in 

small-groups on one documented occasion.  Theo followed-up discussions and 

conversations by explicitly identifying the concept that was the focus of the lesson. 

Since grammar-focused activities were observed more often than other categories 

of activities in both classes, the analysis focuses on the teachers' language that is used to 

talk about grammar during whole-class discussions.  I provide a qualitative description of 

all the activities included during class time, in addition to specific features of teacher-led 

discourse pertaining to grammatical terminologies embedded in their instruction, 

explanations, and examples.  The purpose is to show how this discourse assumes shared 

knowledge among members of the class and how it is presented as new information.  The 

extent to which this knowledge imparted by the teacher is assumed or new information 

could have ultimately impacted how learners carried out tasks that required them to talk 

about grammar with their peers. 

 Because the goal of this study was to document how HSs viewed their language 

abilities with respect to the linguistic goals of classroom activities, the objective of the 

first research question shows how classroom practices centered on learners' explicit 

understanding of standard language forms.  The most frequently observed and salient 

activities were grammar-oriented because they required learners to know how to express 

explicitly the featured grammatical point of each lesson.  In teacher-fronted activities, the 

instructors of both courses often made explicit references to grammar rules.  Below are 

four examples that show how both teachers used grammatical terminologies to emphasize 
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the formal features of language during a teacher-fronted discussion.  In these examples, 

grammatical terms and formal concepts were introduced as either assumed or new 

information.  References to assumed knowledge are bolded, while new information is 

italicized.   

 Example 1, Bob introduces an activity to the class as shared knowledge 

Bob: Abran el libro a la página 121, solo para repasar la tarea. Estamos viendo 
cuestiones de subjuntivo [pause] antes de explicar nada yo quería pedir que 
revisáramos esta actividad porque sé que el subjuntivo es difícil, entonces vamos 
a comenzar. ¿Algún voluntario por favor para comenzar a leer donde dice ‘Beto y 
su amigo?’  
 
(Open the book to page 121, we are going to review the homework. We are seeing 
the subjunctive ehm, before explaining anything I wanted to ask that we go over 
this activity because I know that the subjunctive is difficult, so let’s begin. Would 
anyone like to volunteer by beginning reading where it says ‘Beto y su amigo.)  

 

The first example illustrates how Bob introduced the topic of the lesson directly with the 

term subjuntivo (subjunctive).  There was no overt description situating the term within a 

contextual meaning, and as such, there was an assumption that learners already were 

familiar with the subjunctive.  Because Bob also delves directly into an activity that was 

assigned for homework, it is also assumed that the subjunctive is not necessarily new 

information.   

 In the next example, Bob introduced the topical focus and instructional goal of the 

lesson by incorporating assumed information among all the students into his explanation 

of the featured grammatical lesson.  In this excerpt, Bob made a reference to the topical 

focus of the lesson through explicit mention of the grammatical topic.  References to the 

topical focus of each activity are in shaded in grey.    
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 Example 2, Bob presents the topical focus of the lesson 
 

Bob: Los mandatos ehm acuérdense, mandatos siguen (p) muchos son también 
exactamente la misma forma que el subjuntivo, ¿verdad? Así que la forma es- o la 
manera que se escribe- que es en muchos casos lo mismo, solo que hay algunos 
irregulares, hay muchos irregulares de los verbos siempre más comunes: hacer, 
ser, tener, poner, estos verbos muy comunes que usamos muchas veces son 
irregulares. 

 
(Remember that commands follow (p) many are exactly the same form as the 
subjunctive, right? So the form is-or the way it's written-which is in many cases 
the same, only that there are some irregulars, there are many irregular verbs: to 
make/do, to be, to have,… to put, these verbs that are very commonly used are 
often irregular.) 

 
This example illustrates how Bob used grammatical terminology to identify and place the 

grammatical feature within a specific taxonomy.  The goal of instruction here required 

learners to recognize grammatical categories by name and situate them within a 

functional context.  This discourse explaining grammar as shared information led to 

patterned interactional sequences of initiation, response, evaluation/feedback (IRE/IRF) 

(Sinclair, Coulthard, 1975; Rymes, 2016).  These are teacher-led discursive strategies that 

measure learners' understanding of the material but do not necessarily evoke 

communication and authentic and communicative practice with the language.  IRE/IRF 

sequences were employed often in Bob's teacher-led discourse and were identified as an 

instructional goal that measured students' comprehension. 

My continual observations of Theo's class also showed that he used grammatical 

explanations at the beginning of an activity, which often included the instructional 

objective and the purpose for which a given topic was introduced.  Example 3 illustrates 

how Theo presented concepts for the communicative functions in writing to the class as 

new information.  New information is presented in bolded letters. 
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 Example 3, Theo introduces communicative verbs for writing as new information 
 

Theo: Chicos, estos son los-está en inglés, esto es la Taxonomía de Bloom que 
son verbos que representan metas comunicativas, propósitos para la 
comunicación, las cosas que hacemos, que cumplimos con el lenguaje, lenguaje 
escrito y oral ... Definir, identificar, etiquetar, ... O sea, ponemos información 
para lograr estas funciones en la introducción o la conclusión, poner información 
al servicio de analizar, al servicio de sintetizar ... Entonces podemos usar estas 
palabras para párrafos individuales, como para el ensayo globalmente  

 
(Class, this is Bloom’s Taxonomy, which are verbs that represent communicative 
goals, a purpose for communication, the things we do with language, both oral 
and written … Define, identify, name … So, we put information to fulfill these 
functions in the introduction or the conclusion, to put information to analyze, 
synthesize … So we can use these words for individual paragraphs, or for the 
essay as a whole.)  
 

In this excerpt, Theo provided learners with a theoretical foundation for written and 

spoken communication, as demonstrated in italics.  By including a definition and 

examples of communicative verbs, Theo provided students with a contextual 

understanding of the concepts he was introducing, which gave students support for 

completing the activity that was to follow.   

 The next example Theo introduces the topical focus of the lesson as shared 

information among the students.  References to the topical focus are shaded in grey. 

 Example 4, Theo introduces the topical focus of the lesson  
  

Theo: Entonces, volviendo al asunto de Facebook y este ensayo aquí. ¿Cuál es la 
tesis de este párrafo o este ensayo? Es un poco más breve que el ensayo final de 
ustedes, pero más o menos de la misma extensión de la composición …  
 
(So, going back to the topic of Facebook and this essay here, what is the thesis of 
this paragraph or this essay? It’s a bit shorter than your final essay, but its more or 
less the same length as the composition.) 

 
In the excerpt above, Theo presents the topical focus as shared information among 

students and as an open-ended question.  In doing so, Theo assumed learners knew how 

to identify a thesis in a large text.  Additionally, the use of an open-ended question 
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afforded learners the opportunity to provide more flexible responses to the question.  The 

instructional goal of an open-ended question, therefore, was not to measure 

comprehension, but rather engage students with the course material so that they could 

later apply that knowledge to an independent assignment. 

Bob and Theo's teacher-fronted lessons included the instructional goals and 

topical focus, through different instructional approaches to convey language use for oral 

and written contexts.  For instance, Bob's approach required learners to categorize 

grammatical structures within confined, yet abstract categories, and with no explicit 

explanations, scaffolding of the information, nor modeling.  Rather, learners were 

expected to know the grammatical categories a priori and provide their responses orally 

and receive feedback for incorrect responses.  Also, like Bob's approach, Theo used a 

direct and explicit classification system for describing categories of rhetorical 

communication and how these could be identified in written and oral production, such as 

through an author's thesis and supporting arguments.    

 

Research Question 2  

 

Analysis and Coding for Epistemic Stance 

 The second research question builds on the first to show that there is a 

relationship between the HSs' perception of grammar as a foundation to language 

learning as an instructional objective and their positioning of their knowledge, abilities, 

and identity with respect to this goal.  A major consensus in current L2 pedagogy 

considers peer interaction crucial to language learning because learners can get more 
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exposure and practice with other learners than they would with the teacher (Philp, 

Adams, & Iwashita, 2014).  The analysis of HS-L2 interaction described how learners 

worked together to complete different grammar-focused activities and tasks.  This 

research question addresses how claims to knowledge through positions of certainty, 

doubt, and uncertainty were taken on by some learners, and projected on to their 

interlocutor in order to complete the task successfully.  A total of six activities were 

selected between four HS-L2 pairs because of their grammar-oriented goal required 

learners to utilize their metalinguistic knowledge explicitly.   

 To examine interactional contexts, sociolinguists and linguistic anthropologists 

have begun to apply stance to understand how language ideologies and identities are 

constructed and negotiated through discursive practices.  Stance is not only a linguistic 

act, but also a social one, shaped during dialogic interaction that positions individuals 

with regard to their social, cultural, or economic background.  Stance-taking also requires 

that speakers take up a position with respect to the form or the content of one’s utterance 

(Jaffe, 2009a, p. 3).  Examining stance-taking practices in linguistic contexts has been 

useful for understanding how language ideologies are embedded in and executed in 

classroom practices, course materials, and in school administrations’ policies (cf. Jaffe, 

2009a; Lippi-Green, 1994).  When considering stance in the language classroom, and 

specifically with HL learning, stances of expertise and authority are emergent and co-

constructed during interaction and often establish positions of expertise and authority in 

juxtaposition to other speakers (He, 2004; Showstack, 2016).  Such is the case for 

interaction in mixed HS-L2 classrooms when the former and latter work together to 

complete a grammar-focused task.  
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To address the second research question, I selected activities between HS-L2 pairs 

that had grammar-oriented instructional goals.  Once selected, I coded learners’ discourse 

for categories of epistemic stance, or positions of knowledge through expressions of 

certainty, doubt, and uncertainty (Heritage, 2012; Biber et al., 1999).  The procedures for 

coding epistemic stance were implemented based on an adaptation of Zuczkowski, 

Bongelli, and Riccioni’s (2017) theoretical model, Knowing, Unknowing and Believing 

(KUB), that measures epistemic positioning in sequenced interactions.  To analyze 

epistemic stance, Zuczkowski et al. analyze interlocutor discourse sequences by singling 

out the number of words dominated by their respective markers.  This allows for an 

understanding of how KUB is distributed in a turn, sequence, and throughout a whole 

conversation (p. 3).  Based on their model, I performed the same analysis, but modified 

the categories of knowing, unknowing, and believing to fit within my own definitions of 

categories of “certainty,” “doubt,” and “uncertainty” as they were marked in 

interlocutor’s discourse.  The coding procedure is described below in two phases: 

 Phase 1. I examined transcripts of small-group peer interaction and took notes the 

salient and consistent patterns in learners’ discourse.  After a thorough examination of the 

transcripts, I was able to distinguish that some learners were seeking information about 

grammar and its meaning, while others were able to provide their partner with the 

information that was sought out.  By focusing on instances in which partners took turns 

exchanging and providing information, I was able to isolate interactions that included 

learners taking turns to complete the task by asking for and giving information.  

Interactions with limited oral communication or those that presented learners as off-task 
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during an activity were excluded from the analysis.  A total of six tasks between HSs and 

L2 students were selected for analysis.   

 Phase 2. Upon selecting the interactions as described in phase 1, categories of 

knowledge of grammar for analyzing epistemic stance were modified from Zuczkowski, 

Bongelli, and Riccioni’s (2017) KUB model and fit to align with the learners’ discourse 

from the transcripts.  Within this framework, interactional sequences situated learners as 

either knowing, seeking the information, or posing doubts about the information they 

thought they knew.  As such, learner interactions were divided into three categories of 

knowledge: certainty, doubt (somewhat certain), and uncertainty.  Table 3 below includes 

each categories’ criterion.  For this analysis, utterances that did not fit into these 

categories were excluded, such as those denoting off-task commentary or non-verbal cues 

that were not captured in audio recordings.  

Table 3 
 
Categories of Epistemic Stance when learners use / express:  

Certainty (C) Doubt (D) Uncertainty (U) 

justification/grammatical explanation 
(e.g. formal and informal 
explanations) 
 

expressions of probability, 
hypotheticals (i.e. 
hopefully, would, maybe, 
quizás,) 

direct questions to a partner 
about grammar structure/rule 
(i.e. Is X the Y?, What is X?) 

contextual information (e.g. “I think 
we need to know it’s an island”, eso 
tiene sentido) 

overt statements 
expressing doubt (e.g I’m 
not sure, I think I know) 

direct statements that express 
uncertainty (e.g. no sé, I 
don’t know, Xx get 
confusing) 

expressions of agreement or 
disagreement (e.g. answering the 
question affirmatively/negatively) 

corroboration – both 
seeking and giving 
information (e.g. right?, 
no?) 

Repeating target structure, 
language as if to puzzle over 
it 

suggestions or recommendations (i.e. 
yo usaría) 
 

non-verbal 
communication: 
rising intonation, elongated 
syllables, pauses, 
utterances under the breath 
 

petition to consult with 
teacher 
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Table 3 (continued) 

Certainty (C) Doubt (D) Uncertainty (U) 

correction to partner’s answers negotiating with self the answer  

 

 An example of the epistemic stance coding scheme used in this study is illustrated 

in example 3 below.  Letter abbreviations indicating certainty (C), doubt (D), and 

uncertainty (U) are placed after each utterance to show interlocutors’ epistemic stances.   

Example 3, Epistemic stance between Camila and Cristóbal, Composition class 
 
 Ca: So it’s still the principle, right? (D) 

 Cr: yeah, I think murieron is still the principle (C) 

Ca: Ok so:o 

Cr: Well, murieron is the principle and then corrió is also, ‘cause that’s not like a 
relative or any, like kind of clause, I don’t think. ‘Cause it’s like ‘only six people 
died and then this girl ran,’ which is also like a principle event (C) 
 
Ca: yeah (C) 

Cr: maybe it’s just separate (D) 

Cr: because like it’s porque so that like kind of separates the two (C) 

In the example above, Camila and Cristóbal discussed and labeled clauses together 

during an independent paired task.  Utterances that demonstrated certainty were more 

prevalent in Cristóbal’s comments as he indexed knowledge of grammar by justifying his 

statements with examples and the key grammatical terms learned in class, e.g. “murieron 

is the principle [clause]”.  Additionally, statements of alignment with the speaker were 

also labeled as positions of certainty.  Expressions that demonstrated doubt and 

uncertainty took the form of question statements, more often made by Camila in this 
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excerpt, in addition to words indicating probability (e.g. maybe) as stated by Cristóbal.  

This same coding scheme was applied to the six activities analyzed between the four 

groups in both classes.  In this final phase of the analysis, it was important to note how 

learners’ stances changed during various moments of the same interaction as well as 

during future interactions between the same interlocutors.    

 

Research Question 3  

 

Analysis and Coding for Investment  

 The third research question also considers grounded theory to analyze 

qualitatively exemplary quotes from the individual interviews between the focal 

participants and the researcher.  According to Bernard (2006), the use of verbatim quotes 

from respondents is exemplary of concepts and theories.  This portion of analysis selected 

quotes that were representative of HSs’ experiences, their expectations, and interpretation 

thereof, and their learning outcomes at the end of the semester.  In selecting responses 

that addressed these areas, I aimed to show how learners navigated and interpreted their 

classroom experiences and the expectations placed on them, positioned themselves with 

respect to these experiences, and subsequently, demonstrated investment in the classroom 

practices and target language. 

 To address this question, I mapped a chronological trajectory of HSs’ past 

experiences and personal histories with the Spanish language in both informal and formal 

settings.  The analysis considered how HSs' responses aligned with Norton's (2013) 

constructs and definitions of investment and imagined communities.  For investment, I 
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selected quotes that showed how learners believed classroom practices provided them 

with symbolic resources and access to cultural capital.  For example, quotes from the 

focal participants indicated whether learners believed that their knowledge of grammar 

increased and whether they saw this as valuable to their imagined future uses of Spanish.  

I considered HSs’ responses and reactions to current experiences in the class, including, 

a) the topics and activities covered, b) the presentation of the material, c) working with 

L2 and other HS peers, and d) continuing their studies in Spanish courses.  It should be 

noted that not all learners elaborated on their responses to these types of questions, 

therefore only quotes from the participants who spoke most directly about these matters 

were included in the results. 

 An example of investment came from Crystal, a focal participant HS in Bob’s 

class.  In the upcoming excerpt, Crystal described how speaking with natives from a 

Spanish-speaking country made her believe her proficiency was improving more so than 

when she spoke to other students in her Spanish class.  Below Crystal describes how she 

used other avenues outside of class to gain speaking practice and further suggests that she 

saw herself accruing linguistic capital by speaking with natives rather than L2s.  

Example 4, Crystal’s investment  

Cuando yo hablo con nativos, que por ejemplo yo tengo unos amigos en 
Colombia que están ahí, y yo practico con ellos y no sé, yo creo que muchas veces 
yo he visto que mi aprendizaje y mi ver esta um [p] elevando mientras estoy 
hablando con ellos más que con cuando estoy en clase 

(When I speak with natives, for example, I have some friends in Colombia who 
are there, and I practice with them.  I don’t know, I think that often I’ve seen that 
I’m learning more while I speak with them compared to when I’m in class).  

 

 Exemplary verbatim was used to describe the construct imagined communities, 

which examines HSs’ future selves and their positioning within a specific community, are 
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also considered in this portion of analysis.  Responses and reactions from focal 

participants were analyzed based on information about their background experiences 

prior to beginning Spanish studies juxtaposed with their expectations and goals being met 

in either Spanish Conversation or Composition, which included statements about their 

self-evaluation and sense of self-worth in relation to the target language.  An example of 

imagined communities is taken from a response by Mike, a HS from Theo’s class.   

 Example 7, Mike’s imagined community 

Fue un gran ayuda a no solamente mi conocimiento de la lengua, pero también a 
mi conocimiento de la cultura … y era interesante ver, como soy mexicano y 
parte colombiano también, como las otras personas de cualquier parte de 
América Latina viven y sus costumbres también 

(It was very helpful not only for my understanding of the language but also for 
my understanding of the culture … it was interesting to see, since I'm Mexican 
and part Colombian also, how other people from any other part of Latin American 
live and their customs too.) 

 

From this excerpt, Mike describes how his experiences abroad allowed him to draw 

connections between his cultural backgrounds to other Latin Americans’ cultural 

practices.  And while his response is taken from an interview after he had been a student 

in Theo’s class, his investment to continue his Spanish studies remained.   

 The selected interview responses eliciting investment and imagined communities 

provide a context for discourses of identity.  HSs’ responses shed light on how their 

beliefs and attitudes toward the target language are connected to a symbolic value that 

they place on their experiences and learning outcomes in the classroom.  The three 

different analyses used together in this investigation construct a multifaceted picture of 

HSs’ identities, their social and discursive positioning with regard to their knowledge of 
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formal Spanish, and how language ideologies are constructed and embedded in learners’ 

and teachers’ discourses of legitimacy and value.   

 

Summary of the Chapter 

 

 This chapter described the methodology used to carry out a longitudinal 

classroom case study.  This research investigates how HSs’ experiences in the classroom 

are affected by the types of activities that are prioritized in the classroom, how they 

position themselves as experts or non-experts of Spanish, and how their investment in 

studying the language formally may be impacted by their experiences in the classroom.  

Using a mixed methods approach, this study analyzes data from two different 

intermediate level classes with five focal participants.  The rationale for this research is 

justified by the growing numbers of Hispanics and Latinos in higher education and the 

growing demand for specialized or differentiated instruction that meets the needs of HSs 

enrolled in Spanish language classes.  The methodological approach taken will illuminate 

the interconnectedness between identity, positioning, and investment.  It will also glean 

information about how institutional practices can foster individual and collective beliefs 

about standardized language use both in and outside of the classroom. 

 The next chapter presents the results from the analysis, which show the 

relationships between HSs’ perceived institutional objectives, their positioning of their 

knowledge and identity with respect to these objectives, and HSs’ subsequent investment 

in the target language  

.   
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

Introduction 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of identity negotiation in a 

mixed group HS-L2 (heritage speaker – second language) classroom and to explore how 

the activities in the classroom had an influence on manifesting that identity.  Specifically, 

the researcher sought to understand how heritage speakers’ (HS) classroom experiences 

of grammar-focused activities influenced their investment in their language studies, and 

consequently, how this investment affected their use and maintenance of the language 

and their belonging to an imagined community of Spanish speakers.  To understand these 

phenomena, the study addressed three research questions: (1) How is grammatical 

knowledge that is conveyed as an instructional goal presented as assumed or new 

knowledge by the teachers of Spanish Conversation and Spanish Composition? (2) 

During peer interaction, how do HSs position themselves with respect to the assumed 

shared and formal knowledge of Spanish? (3) How do the instructional goals affect HSs’ 

sense of accomplishment and subsequent investment in learning the target language?  

This chapter first provides a detailed description of the five focal participants, 

who represented a group of heritage speakers enrolled in Spanish language courses at the 

study site, and their second language (L2) partners with whom they frequently worked.  

By providing these descriptions, the reader will have a better understanding of each 

participant’s experience in the HS-L2 classroom in relation to the research questions 

addressed in this study.  After profiling focal participants, this chapter then presents the 
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key findings obtained from observations in thirteen audio recorded class sessions, six 

recorded small-group HS-L2 interactions, and twelve interviews with the focal 

participants.  In using these data, the goal is to allow the participants to share their unique 

experiences studying the standard language and to show readers how these students 

negotiated their heritage identity and positioned themselves as experts, bilinguals, or 

novice learners alongside the formal Spanish vernacular studied in class.   

All quotations used in this research represent authentic speech including breaks   

(-), interruptions (=) by interlocutors, pauses (p), elongated sounds (:), and rising 

intonation (in CAPS).  There are instances of latencies between turn-taking, which are 

represented by the phrasing [short pause], [long pause], or [pause].  There are also cases 

when the focal participants used English, non-standard Spanish dialects, which are 

represented with the phrasing and orthography that best represents the structure that was 

produced.  For instance, there might be an elision of a final -s, mispronunciation, or other 

structural error, all of which are represented as verbatim.  In preserving this language, it 

is hoped that this will capture the richness and complexity of HS varieties, and lead to 

considerations for future research on the linguistic phenomena occurring in HS 

vernacular.   

The data informing the HS profiles come from their responses to the initial 

questionnaire and interviews conducted with the researcher.  The data from the L2 

participants come from their questionnaire responses only.  This section includes 

information on participants personal backgrounds, academic experiences with Spanish, 

their perceptions of the current course, and the partners with whom they frequently 

worked.   
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Participants from the Conversation group 

 

Crystal  

Crystal was the second-generation daughter of Puerto Rican and Dominican-born 

parents.  She was raised in a predominantly English-speaking environment with her 

mother and sister but was also exposed to some Spanish via oral interactions with her 

extended family and the “Spanglish” (her word choice) she heard from her mother and 

sister.  Additionally, Crystal had taken Spanish in high school, but never took it seriously.  

Upon enrolling in college, Crystal said she took a beginner-level Spanish class to obtain a 

foundation of grammatical understanding of the language.  She believed that she needed 

to take Spanish from a beginner's level because she could not speak the language but only 

understand it.  Crystal enrolled in a second-semester Spanish class the following term and 

claimed that it was during this time that she was able to accelerate her oral proficiency 

and understanding.  Because of this, she skipped a level and enrolled in two Spanish 

intermediate courses upon completing her second semester, a Spanish Conversation 

course and a Spanish literature course.  During class time, Crystal worked with different 

L2 learners to complete grammar or vocabulary-oriented tasks.   

In the initial questionnaire, Crystal self-assessed her proficiency as “fair” overall.  

She claimed to expect some challenges with the grammar, specifically.  However, she 

also claimed to foresee little to no difficulty in the class.  Crystal also described herself as 

“not afraid to make mistakes, so I speak a lot and push myself.”  This student indicated 

that she struggled most with gender agreement and grammar in general.  In sum, Crystal 
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indicated that grammatical accuracy was a large part of becoming a better speaker of 

Spanish and hoped to see hers improve while taking Spanish classes.   

 

Miguel 

Miguel was a second-generation Spanish speaker whose parents immigrated from 

the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico.  He grew up in the U.S. and lived for a short 

period during his childhood in the Dominican Republic where he began his formal 

schooling.  Miguel moved back to the U.S. when he was eight years old and finished 

school in a town with a growing Hispanic population outside of Philadelphia.  His 

immediate and extended family also lived in the same town at the time this study took 

place.  Miguel claimed to feel comfortable speaking in Spanish, although not always.  He 

said he switches to English when he does not know how to express it in Spanish.  Prior to 

beginning his university studies, Miguel had taken Spanish in high school, but during our 

first interview, he described it as a negative experience.  He said that he felt used by his 

Spanish teacher to help other L2 students, and therefore the experience took away his 

enjoyment of studying the language.  

A lot of teachers used me as a cushion for other students. I really (his emphasis) 
hated that. I didn’t get to have that interaction with other people like I did with my 
parents. So, I was stuck being like, an unpaid TA or something (10/24/16). 

 

At the time of the study, Miguel was enrolled in his first college-level Spanish 

course: Spanish Conversation.  During pair work, he also partnered with different 

students in the class, but never consistently with the same person.  He was taking this 

Spanish class for oral and listening proficiency, as well as for improving his grammar.  

He foresaw little to no difficulty taking this class but believed that he needed more oral 
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practice and thought he could gain more fluidity by engaging in conversation with his 

peers.  Miguel claimed to be open to working with peers and often worked with various 

individuals during independent-pair work activities.  On the questionnaire, he described 

his proficiency in all areas as “excellent.”  Further, despite his ambivalence toward 

studying Spanish because of classes in high school, Miguel expressed how his linguistic 

identity was tied to his Dominican identity, given that he often situated himself within his 

community through the use of “us” (bolded).    

There’s certain words from the classroom that I’ve never heard before in terms of 
vocabulary … Like in the book it says one thing, but I’ve grown up under the 
pretense that it means another thing. There was one word, metiste la pata, um, for 
us it’s like you really messed up (his emphasis)… In the book, the loose definition 
is ‘you shouldn’t have said that’ uh, like foot in mouth, it has to do with speaking. 
But for what I’ve grown up understanding it’s like ‘you screwed up,’ for us.  The 
expression is the same thing, but the context might be a little different. It doesn’t 
bother me, it’s like ‘oh it’s a different way to say it’ (10/24/16). 

 

L2 participants  

 Channing and Amber were enrolled in Bob’s Conversation class while the study 

took place.  Both indicated that they had started taking Spanish in a beginner-level 

course, and Conversation was their fourth class taken at this university.  The two learners 

claimed to foresee some difficulty; Amber added that she thought the course was very 

fast-paced.  Channing stated that her vocabulary was not large enough to fully understand 

or communicate with others in the target language.  She rated her proficiency between 

“moderately good” and “fair” on the initial questionnaire and added that she has a hard 

time understanding what was being asked of her.  Amber, however, rated her proficiency 

between “very good” and “moderately good” initially, and wrote in that Spanish would 

be beneficial to her future career in nursing.  She indicated that she could understand 
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others well but struggled with speaking and writing.  I observed that both students 

participated occasionally during whole-class discussions.  However, both also were 

reserved during peer interaction with HSs.  Channing often worked with an L2 learner 

named Lia or the HS, Miguel.  Amber often worked with other L2 students or Crystal.  

Amber and Channing’s post-semester questionnaire responses also showed that they rated 

their proficiency higher at the end of the semester than they had initially rated it at the 

beginning of the course. 

 

Participants from the Composition group 

 

Camila 

Camila was born in Costa Rica and moved to the U.S. with her family when she 

was five years old.  Her family settled in the Philadelphia area where she has lived ever 

since.  Because she came to the U.S. as a child, she considered herself an English-

Spanish bilingual: English her dominant language, and the language in which she was 

educated and assimilated into at school.  She said she speaks with her family and some 

friends in Spanish and travels frequently to visit relatives in her home country.   

During our interview, Camila discussed how she began her schooling in the U.S. 

starting in Kindergarten.  Because she knew no English at the time, she was placed in 

English as Second or Other Language (ESOL) classes where she was taught grammar and 

speaking.  However, Camila continued to speak Spanish with her parents at home; her 

older brother chose to stop speaking Spanish, though.  She claimed to have done this 
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through her own will, but she also expressed some concern about her pronunciation in 

Spanish because she said her family members laughed at the way she said certain words. 

A veces, como que, se me hace difícil porque como ellos hablan tan bien, a mí me 
da miedo decir algo malo, como decirlo mal, … a veces tengo que pensar o 
pronuncio algo malo [sic], entonces a veces se me ríen, entonces siempre tengo 
que estar como, segura de lo que voy a decir antes de decirlo (11/10/16). 

  
(Sometimes it’s hard because they speak so well.  I’m afraid to say something 
bad, like say it wrong … sometimes I have to think or I pronounce it bad, so 
sometimes they laugh at me. So I always have to be like, sure of what I’m saying 
before I say it.) 

 
Her experiences with formal instruction in Spanish began in adolescence.  When 

she was in middle school, Camila described how she wanted to learn to read and write in 

Spanish, so she asked her mother to teach her.  In high school, Camila took Advanced 

Placement (AP) classes, and upon entering the university, she was placed in Spanish 

Conversation.  She remembered the class was very easy for her and thought that she had 

an unfair advantage over the other students.  She described how she was able to converse 

with other students easily but had difficulty remembering grammar rules.  Nonetheless, 

she still received high grades in the class.      

At the time of the study, Camila was taking Spanish Composition because she 

wanted to gain a better understanding of grammar and become a better reader.  She stated 

that the content covered in this class was not difficult, but she believed that understanding 

grammar rules and terminology explicitly was her greatest area of weakness.  She also 

expressed that working with L2 peers was helpful in honing her metalinguistic 

knowledge and she often worked with the same partner, Cristóbal.  Camila also described 

that she was taking Spanish classes because she wanted to be a speech therapist, and 

specifically work with bilingual Spanish-English children. 
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Mike 

Mike was a second-generation Hispanic; his mother was from Colombia and 

father was from Mexico.  Both parents immigrated to the U.S. as adults and raised Mike 

and his siblings in Pennsylvania, in a community outside of Philadelphia.  Mike recalled 

being exposed to Spanish at home when he was a child, but when he started elementary 

school and began interacting with children in English, he lost a lot of his skills.  Mike 

also claimed that he could not speak Spanish until he took Spanish honors courses in high 

school.  Despite this language loss, Mike explained how maintaining close ties to his 

Hispanic heritage was important to him.  To preserve his relationship to his community, 

he noted that he regularly participates in Hispanic cultural events in his hometown, and 

he also attends Catholic mass in Spanish with his parents.  He also added that although he 

feels comfortable speaking to his family in Spanish, he was studying Spanish formally to 

connect with his parents because he believes it is important to them to maintain their 

language and traditions.  Mike also stated that he wanted to pursue a career that would 

allow him to use Spanish on a regular basis.   

On the initial questionnaire, Mike was taking this course as a requirement and had 

only taken one university-level course prior to enrolling in Composition.  He hoped to 

gain better oral and listening proficiency, grammatical understanding, and to expand on 

his conversational skills with peers on various topics.  He expected to encounter some 

difficulty in the current course because he considered writing his greatest weakness.  

Mike often worked with the same partner, Ron, an L2 learner, who he considered an 

“excellent writer.”  He also said that he does not feel completely comfortable with his 
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language skills, but he was willing to use them to improve.  Mike rated his proficiency as 

“moderately good,” overall. 

 

Irina 

Irina was born in Cuba, where she spent her childhood until she came to the U.S. 

at age 11.  She first moved to Miami and then later to Philadelphia, where she had been 

living for the past five years when the interview took place.  Irina recalled that living in 

Miami was an easy transition to becoming a US citizen.  The abundance of Spanish 

speakers that surrounded her in her new country of residence made her feel less like a 

foreigner.  Despite this feeling of comfort using Spanish in the US, she learned English in 

school in Miami.  She said she started to use English more once she arrived in 

Philadelphia because she claimed there were not as many Spanish speakers as there were 

in Miami.   

Irina’s first experiences in Spanish language classes in the US started when she 

enrolled in a beginner-level Spanish class at the local community college in Philadelphia.  

Even though she identified as a native speaker, was educated in the Cuban educational 

system, and spoke Spanish at home with her parents, she justified taking a beginner level 

course because she needed the credits.  Upon transferring from the community college to 

the institution where this study took place, she thought about obtaining a minor in 

Spanish and decided to take Composition to fulfill the pre-requisites for that 

specialization.  As such, she indicated that she foresaw little to no difficulty in the course 

but hoped to gain a better understanding of grammar rules, specifically punctuation, 

spelling, and accent placement.  She also rated her proficiency as “excellent” because she 
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said Spanish was her first language.  Irina expressed in both the questionnaire and during 

the interview that she wanted a career with the Spanish-speaking media, specifically in 

television.  As a student in Theo’s class, she often worked with the same partner, Carlos, 

an L2 learner, with whom she appeared to have a friendly and amicable rapport.      

 

L2 participants 

Carlos, Cristóbal, and Ron were taking Spanish Composition subsequently after 

completing their Spanish studies in high school.  On the initial and post-semester 

questionnaires, both learners rated their language skills between “very good” and 

“excellent,” while Carlos rated himself as “very good.”  Carlos also noted that he has “no 

issues with being understood, even though there are still errors in my speech, or 

understanding others.  Both Carlos and Ron claimed that they used Spanish with friends 

outside of class.  Carlos and Cristóbal indicated that they had traveled abroad: Cristóbal 

to Ecuador in high school, and Carlos to Spain in a university summer abroad program.  

Cristóbal also mentioned that he had a Spanish-speaking caretaker at home when he was 

a child.  All three learners indicated that they wanted to use Spanish for their professional 

careers in the future, Carlos noted that he wanted to live outside of the United States but 

did not specify where.    

During class time I observed how both Ron and Cristóbal actively participated in 

whole-class discussions and consistently worked with the same partners, Mike and 

Camila, as mentioned previously.  Carlos was less participatory during whole-class 

discussions, and often was disengaged and off-task when working with his partner, Irina.  

By the end of the course, Ron indicated that his writing proficiency was “excellent” and 
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speaking, listening, and reading were “very good.”  Cristóbal felt confident about his 

language skills by the end of the semester and felt he had not encountered difficulties, 

obstacles, or challenges in the course.  Carlos felt “very good” about his speaking, 

listening, and writing; he rated his reading and knowledge of Hispanic cultures as 

“excellent.”  However, Carlos wrote that he felt “poor” about an assignment he received 

in class as he stated in the second questionnaire, “fue una nota mala porque no entendí la 

idea de claúsulas en ese momento”  (it was a bad grade because I did not understand 

clauses in that moment).  Cristóbal and Ron indicated “excellent” on the questionnaire 

when referring to a recent grade.       

 

Results 

 

To address the first research question, I first analyzed the activities carried out 

during the class.  The analysis is followed by a detailed description of my continual 

observations of both classes to explain the context in which these activities occurred.  

The goal is to show how the topical focus and instructional goals of the activities that 

were prioritized by each instructor might have influenced learners' perceptions of their 

knowledge of Spanish and, consequently the identities they were negotiating as both 

speakers and students.  This section begins with a description of the activities in the 

sessions that I observed in both classes.  This is followed by a qualitative description of 

the courses' structure, organization, and execution of the teachers' lessons.  I include a 

summary of the salient practices used by Bob and Theo in their classes, including notable 

examples of teacher-fronted and small-group interactions that emphasize how 
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instructional priorities were conveyed during class time and embedded in discourse.  The 

results demonstrate that both instructors prioritized grammar and metalinguistic 

awareness as a large component of the use and practice of the target language.  

Additionally, the results indicate that both instructors conveyed grammatical information 

during their lessons as assumed and shared knowledge among all the students in the class. 

The description and analysis of the grammar-focused activities segue into another 

section about how HSs interpreted the course goals and assimilated them into their own 

discourse when they worked independently to complete tasks pertaining to the 

instructional goals.  In this section, the construct epistemic stance measured how HSs 

took on different positions of knowledge—through displays of certainty, doubt, and 

uncertainty—while they interacted with L2 peers to complete a grammar-focused 

activity.  The data show that HSs negotiated positions of knowledge based on their 

understanding of the grammatical topic.  It is worth considering that HSs’ displays of 

knowledge were also contingent on the situational context during which interaction took 

place and could have been impacted by various external motivations (i.e. comprehension 

of the requirements of the task, the social dynamic with their partner, etc.).  As such, 

these external factors suggest, that social interaction, discursive positioning, and 

identities are negotiated as situational, dynamic, and unfixed. 

 The results from HSs’ interpretations of the classroom activities and goals into 

their epistemic stances subsequently show how the instructional goals and learners’ 

understanding of these goals might have impacted their investment in language studies.  

This last portion of the chapter explores how learner investment is determined by how 

they interpret their experiences in the classroom as having symbolic or material returns, 
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and therefore worthy of future investment with the target language.  Data from interviews 

and researcher observations of the focal participants during class time showed that HSs’ 

class experiences often aligned with their displayed investment and how they stated 

expectations of their overall learning outcomes.  Moreover, these experiences influenced 

HSs' desired goals and future plans, which were also indicative of learners sense of 

belonging to an imagined community and the construction of an imagined self. 

   

Research question 1  

 

Classroom Activities in Spanish Conversation 

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, the overarching goal of Spanish 

Conversation is to review grammatical concepts from previous semesters and integrate 

them into their formal structures during oral communication.  Four recordings of 50-

minute lessons were selected as usable data based on the recording quality, focus, and 

content of the session.  Class meeting days that were used to evaluate students, such as 

exams, were omitted.  Table 4 below details the four class visits in Spanish Conversation, 

which include: (1) the recorded discourse between teacher and learner, and learners with 

their peers;  (2) observations of the activities carried out during whole-class and small-

group interactions, (3) the instructional goals of each activity as set by the teacher; and 

(4) the coding category for each activity.   
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Table 4  
 
Class Activities in Spanish Conversation  

Date Discourse 
format 

Activity Instructional goal Coded as 

10/24/16 Teacher-led 
discussion  
 
 

Homework review: 
Subjunctive / indicative noun 
clauses; affirmative / negative 
commands 
 
Brainstorm: Irregular informal 
commands  

focus on form 
 
 
 
 
review  

Grammar  
 
 
 
 
Grammar / 
vocabulary 

Independent 
pair-work 
 

Sentence completion & verb 
form contrasts 

focus on form  
 

Grammar 
 

Teacher-led 
follow-up 
 

Review / feedback comprehension  Grammar 

11/2/16 Teacher-led 
discussion  
 

Textbook activity: verbs with 
indirect object complement 

Focus on form  
 

Grammar 
 

Independent 
pair-work 

Review new vocabulary 
 
Circumlocution 
 

Vocabulary / Oral 
proficiency building 
 

Vocabulary 
 

Teacher-led 
discussion 

Colloquial expressions in 
conversation 

Ask and answer open-
ended questions to 
partner 
 

Discussion 
 

Independent 
pair-work 

Open-ended Q&A Determine and 
evaluate partners’ 
responses 
 

Discussion 
 

11/16/16 Teacher-led 
discussion 
 

Textbook exercise: give a 
recommendation or reaction 
to someone 
 

Grammar in context  
 

Grammar  
 

Independent 
pair-work 

Complete exercise  
 

Focus on form: 
subjunctive v. 
indicative 

Grammar  

Teacher-led 
discussion 

Activity follow-up Comprehension; 
focus on form 

Grammar 

11/28/16 Teacher-led 
discussion 
 

Homework review: make 
hypothesis or prediction 
 
Assign and explain new 
activity for homework 

Grammar in context:  
 
 
Focus on form: 
conditional 

Grammar 
 
 
Grammar 
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Table 4 above demonstrates how Bob’s teaching practice focused primarily on 

grammatical form and accuracy, with some emphasis on oral proficiency building 

through vocabulary-focused activities.  In general, Bob structured each class by 

beginning with a teacher-fronted grammar explanation, which typically involved a review 

and feedback session of a homework assignment pertaining to a specific grammatical 

topic.  These review sessions segued into independent small-group activities in which 

students would either work together on an exercise or answer discussion questions orally 

from the textbook, or they might practice circumlocution with new and unfamiliar 

vocabulary related to the textbook chapter.  Whole-class discussions and pair-work were 

foundational to the peer and teacher-student interactions that took place in the classroom.  

Bob also led all discussions and explanations entirely in the target language, Spanish.  

 Teacher-fronted activities lasted approximately 25 to 30 minutes of the 50-minute 

period of each class meeting, with subsequent independent or small-group work lasting 

approximately 10 minutes.  Depending on the time remaining, Bob would often do a 

quick follow-up to check learners’ responses from the small-group exercise.  During the 

grammar-focused exercises or explanations, Bob explicitly drew students’ focus to 

different grammar points through review of their functions in discourse.  That is, he 

would write out spelling examples on the board, verb paradigms, or expressions to 

provide learners with a visual representation of the word or target phrase.  Bob explained 

grammar structures as binary or topical categories that he distinguished by their formal or 

informal, singular or plural, regular or irregular, etc. characteristics.  Excerpt 1 highlights 

how Bob used functional categories to aid learners to remember grammatical rules 

(10/24/16).  
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Excerpt 1, Bob distinguishes commands as binary oppositions 

B: Pues vamos a ver número uno, eh Channing, ¿quieres?  
    (Let’s look at number one, uh Channing, will you?) 
 
C: um ((reading)) “Beto haga la tarea antes de practicar con la estudiantina, no 
posponas [sic] el trabajo” 
                             (Beto, do [formal] your homework before practicing with the 
band, don’t postpone [formal] your work). 
 
B: ok un:a cosa. “Beto,” ¿informal o formal? [p] ¿Qué podemos suponer? 
Podemos suponer que ¿es formal o informal hablar con Beto? Porque tu dijiste 
“hagas,” ¿verdad?  
    (Ok, one thing. Is “Beto” informal or formal? What can we assume?        We 

can assume that it’s formal or informal to talk to Beto?  Because you said 
“hagas,” right?).   

 
C: I said “haga” 
 
B: ((writes on the board)) Mandatos afirmativos INformales [p] ahí tenemos que 
pensar. Ahí hay muchos irregulares, ¿verdad? Hay muchos irregulares. Con los 
mandatos afirmativos, a-fir-ma-ti-vos, FORmales, ahí es más como lo que tu 
dijiste, Channing, es más formal, ¿verdad? Eso fue más el uso que es la misma 
forma que el subjuntivo, pero hay muchos que son informales que son irregulares 

                                  (Informal affirmative commands, there we have to think. 
There are many irregulars, right? There are many irregulars. With formal 
affirmative commands, it’s more what you said, Channing, it’s more formal, 
right?  That was more like the same form than the subjunctive, but there are many 
that are informal that are irregular.)  

 
Bob also contrasted morphosyntactic features of the language, such as final /-n/ or /-s/ as 

singular and plural forms by enunciating these verb endings and recasting feedback to the 

students who did not enunciate or include these final morphemes when they actively 

participated in whole-class discussions.   

Excerpt 2, Bob contrasts singular and plural conjugations 

Entonces acuérdense, esas expresiones de “me gusta” versus “me gustan,” “me 
fascina” versus “me fascinan.”  Hay grande diferencia entre el español y el 
inglés, esa estructura (11/02/16). 

(So remember, these expressions me gusta versus me gustan, me fascina versus 
me fascinan.  There is a big difference between Spanish and English with that 
structure.)  
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 During interactional situations between Bob and his students, turn-taking patterns 

emerged by the teacher controlling the direction of the discourse using initiation-

response-evaluation (IRE) and initiation-response-feedback (IRF) sequences (Sinclair & 

Coulthard, 1975).  Generally, these types of interactions between teacher and students 

often set the instructional focus to check learners’ comprehension on a given topic or 

have them display knowledge, as when reviewing for a test.  Rymes (2016) adds that with 

IRE/IRF sequences, “language in classrooms can start to be constructed as correct or 

incorrect exclusively (and according to the teacher’s standards), rather than functional or 

non-functional in a larger world of communication in which all our students are learning 

to participate” (p. 107).  Concretely, in the recorded sessions with Bob, I observed how it 

was often the learners who knew the answers that would volunteer, and under many 

circumstances, these were L2 learners.  This is not to suggest that HSs did not know the 

answers, as there were instances in which HSs did provide responses to IRE/IRF type 

questions.  However, within the IRE/IRF sequences that occurred frequently as part of 

the teacher-led discourse, learners often provided canned responses to the teacher's 

initiations.  Given these discursive patterns and content, it would be fair to assume that 

many learners opted out because the opportunities for meaningful communication were 

not always available. 

Furthermore, Rymes adds that IRE/IRF discourse sequences are important to 

notice in classroom discourse because they show how turn-taking patterns between the 

teacher and student can affect participation and learning overall.  From the observations 

and recordings I obtained, the frequency in these types of sequences showed that learners, 

such as Crystal, internalized this type of closed interaction as meaningful to her own 
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learning trajectory, that is, her desire to have a complete understanding of grammatical 

rules would legitimize her as a bilingual.  Excerpt 3 illustrates how Crystal's question 

about a grammatical point allows her to corroborate her comprehension of the target 

structure of the lesson (11/02/16).    

 Excerpt 3, Crystal asks Bob a question about grammar   
 

C: tengo una pregunta, si usamos por ejemplo, ‘muchas actividades que me 
gusta’ por ejemplo, ‘me gusta patinar, caminar, correr,’ entonces ¿es ‘gusta’ o 
‘gustan’? 
    (I have a question. If we use for example, ‘many activities that I like’ for 
example, ‘I like to skate, walk, run,’ so is it gusta or gustan?) 
 
B: Es ‘gusta’ porque se entiende el verbo de gustar cada acción, como me gusta 
patinar, comer, … porque sé que cuando hay una acción, se toma por la mayor 
parte por la singular  
    (It’s gusta because the verb gustar is understood as a single action, like “I like 
to skate, eat, ….” Because I know that when there is an action it’s normally 
considered singular.) 

 

Crystal’s question about the singular or plural form of the verb gustar is exemplary 

because it shows how the teacher's instructional strategies were transmitted to learners.  

Given that patterns of interaction during whole-class discussions were often closed, it 

was uncommon for students to initiate a conversation to the teacher.  Crystal's question 

about grammar also draws attention back to the instructional expectations of the course; 

Bob expected learners to be able to categorize grammar into thematic topics and display 

accuracy in their oral production.  Her question also aligned with her statements about 

her expectations toward gaining a better understanding of grammar, as she had mentioned 

in our first interview at the mid-semester.  

Yo podría aprender un poco más rápido si solo fue el maestro como, no sé, 
enseñando cosas un poco más técnicas, like more technical … yo creo que por la 
mayoría de personas está bien … soy de las personas que me gusta escuchar más, 
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eso para mí es como buena práctica, más que conversar porque ya ves, me siento 
muy cómodo conversando pero escuchando es un poco diferente (10/28/16).   

(I could learn a bit faster if it was only the teacher like, I don’t know, teaching 
more technical things … I think that for the majority of people it’s fine … I’m the 
type that likes to listen more. For me that’s like, good practice.  More than 
conversation because as you can see, I feel comfortable conversing, but listening 
is a little different.)  

 

Crystal’s statement, in conjunction with the excerpts from teacher-led discussions, shows 

that Crystal was seeking explicit grammar instruction from the teacher as a way to 

improve her Spanish.  While her response could suggest that the activities that were 

prioritized were fulfilling her needs, Crystal also demonstrated some dismay toward the 

class in terms of the peer interaction and conversational aspect that followed the teacher-

fronted lessons.  It is also worthy to note how this learner had often claimed that 

grammatical understanding was the key to accelerating her learning because she had 

experienced such a rapid incline in her linguistic abilities during the previous semesters 

studying Spanish.  These ambivalent feelings suggest that Bob’s class was not providing 

her with the input and instruction she was seeking in order to advance her language skills 

to that of a native or bilingual speaker.  

 During whole-class lessons, the interactions between the teacher and Miguel, the 

other HSs in Bob’s Conversation class, occurred differently than they did with Crystal.  

Miguel did not typically ask questions directly to Bob, but he did participate occasionally 

and responded to the teacher’s initiations.  Excerpt 4 below between Bob and Miguel 

reveals how Miguel’s incorrect response during an IRE/IRF sequence was a 

misunderstanding of how Miguel interpreted the goal of the activity (11/16/16).  The 
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interactional sequence also suggests that Miguel’s Hispanic-Caribbean roots went 

unacknowledged by Bob, as the exercise required the use of the standard form.   

 The following excerpt came from a whole-class discussion from a textbook 

exercise about giving recommendations or reactions to a fictional character named Anita.  

It was not explicitly stated that learners were supposed to imagine they were talking to 

Anita rather than about her.  The target structure reviewed was the subjunctive in noun 

clauses.  The excerpt below illustrates Miguel’s attempt to provide two recommendations 

to Anita in this activity.  This excerpt also shows how attention to grammatical form was 

prioritized over the meaning.    

Excerpt 4, Bob scaffolds a grammatical form for Miguel  
  
B: ¿Cuál sería un posible consejo para darle a tu amiga, Anita? 
    (What could be a possible piece of advice to give to your friend, Anita?) 
 
M: [que] aprendas a bailar 
     (that she learn to dance) 
 
B: ((affirming)) que aprendas a bailar 
 
B: ¿Otra recomendación que podemos dar o no?  
     (Another recommendation we could give?) 
 
M: lo deje plantado 
     (she ditch him)  
 
B: que lo de-je? Yo recomiendo que tu... 
     (that she ditch? I recommend that you…)  
 
M: ¿Lo dejas?  
      (Ditch him [indicative]) 
 
B: Lo de- 
     (Ditch-)  
 
M: jes? 
      (him? [informal])  
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B: Lo dejes, verdad, plantado. 
     (Ditch him, right)  

 
In the first three lines, there is fluidity between Miguel’s response and Bob’s evaluation 

as the latter responds correctly by providing the correct conjugated verb, aprendas (to 

learn).  Bob accepts Miguel’s response by repeating the structure to the whole class.  It is 

the second answer that Miguel gives that caused some trouble for Bob.  Here, as Miguel 

stated, “lo deje plantado,” as opposed to, “lo dejes plantado” (second person 

singular/informal), Bob marked Miguel’s response as incorrect, thus prompting him to 

scaffold the information for Miguel.  As Bob attempted to get Miguel to reproduce the 

final -s sound on deje, he was adhering to normative speech and disregarded that que lo 

deje plantado could very well have conveyed the same meaning as que lo dejes plantado 

for some varieties of Spanish.  Miguel, a speaker of Caribbean Spanish, who are known 

to elide syllable final -s sounds, could have been unknowingly conjugating the verb 

erroneously, and rather could have been basing his answer on what sounded most natural 

or familiar.  Moreover, it also seems natural for him to switch to third-person as if he was 

talking about her rather than to her.  Following Bob's attempt to have him modify the 

answer, Miguel changed the verb form to indicative, which made his statement 

grammatically incorrect.  In response, Bob's scaffolded the first syllables of the word, 

“de-“ and Miguel responded with the second syllable “-jes.”  The interaction closes with 

Bob providing Miguel with a positive evaluation at the end of the sequence. 

The interaction between Miguel and Bob indicate that IRE/IRF sequences can be 

a useful approach to review with learners previously studied material or measure their 

understanding of the linguistic phenomenon in question.  Nonetheless, with this specific 

example, it can also be observed that a learner's understanding of a subject matter can be 
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judged as deficient if it does not adhere to the response that the teacher has in mind.  

Though Miguel's responses were not technically incorrect, they did not utilize the 

standard forms that Bob was targeting in this exercise, and Bob, therefore, assumed that 

Miguel's answer was lacking the informal/formal distinction.  

 Along with this interaction, it is also important to compare how Miguel 

interpreted his experiences in Spanish Conversation when he met with me during our first 

interview.  As stated previously, Miguel had had a negative experience in his high school 

Spanish classes because of how he was positioned as a “native” speaker by his teacher.  

When placed with his L2 peers, he also felt like they did not want to work with him.  

However, Miguel expressed interest in Bob’s class because he said it gave him 

opportunities to speak with other learners, and he did not feel like he was tokenized for 

being bilingual.   

I don’t get to practice much Spanish like with my family, because my brothers 
speak predominantly English, so when I practice with [peers], I practice certain 
pronunciations for myself and certain words that I may not remember in Spanish 
(10/24/16).  

 

Miguel’s positive shift toward his Spanish studies can be attributed to his willingness to 

practice with peers and maintain close ties to his family and heritage community.  During 

our interviews, Miguel also expressed how he was becoming aware of his perceived 

differences between what he called “formal” and “informal” Spanish, referring to 

classroom Spanish from Spain, and his knowledge of the Dominican variety.  

Specifically, he saw language learning in a classroom as an opportunity to expand on his 

knowledge of Spanish through speaking practice, and to become more aware of the 

cultural similarities or differences he noticed about during class time (e.g. his earlier 
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reference to the different meanings of metiste la pata in Dominican Spanish).  While it 

might be perceived that Miguel’s abilities may have been unacknowledged by his 

teacher, he never overtly expressed doubt or reluctance to speak during whole-class 

discussions.    

 My observations in Bob’s class provided insight into how teaching practices that 

centered on the acquisition of grammar were prevalent in teacher-led discourse.  The 

specific features of teacher-fronted discourse indicated how Bob often conveyed 

grammatical points as assumed knowledge, thus making it the topical focus of a given 

lesson.  The ways that Bob presented the topical focus of each lesson came about as 

IRE/IRF, or closed discussion sequences, in which learners had few opportunities to 

engage in meaningful practice with the target language.  By limiting learners’ 

opportunities for engagement, learners internalized these teaching practices as beneficial 

toward their linguistic development   

 

Classroom Activities in Spanish Composition 

 This section continues with an analysis of the activities that were prioritized in 

Spanish Composition with Theo.  Beginning with a description of the most frequent 

activities observed in this class, the analysis will show how Theo presented grammatical 

information to the class as new or assumed information.  The analysis also describes how 

teacher-led discourse specifically addressed learners’ personal backgrounds, linguistic 

abilities, and proficiencies in the target language.   

 Much like Spanish Conversation, Spanish Composition was centered on the 

acquisition and development of grammar and applied to a communicative context, but 
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with one main difference: writing was the focus of course.  Nine recordings of 80-minute 

sessions were selected as usable data based on the recording quality and focus and 

content of the session.  Portions of the class that were used to provide learners with 

information about upcoming days for evaluations, or a visit from the librarian, were not 

coded.  Table 5 below describes the nine class visits, which include: the recorded 

discourse between teacher-learner, and learner-learner, the activities carried out during 

whole-class and small-group interactions, the instructional goals of each activity as set by 

the teacher, and the coding scheme for each activity.      

Table 5  
 
Class Activities in Spanish Composition  

Date Discourse 
format  Activity Instructional goal Coded as 

10/25/16 Teacher-fronted 
discussion 

Library visit  Conduct academic research Not coded, 
no data 

Teacher-fronted 
activity 

Relative / restrictive 
clauses  

Focus on form  Grammar  

11/01/16 Teacher-fronted 
activity 

Subordinate clauses: 
restrictive / non-
restrictive 

Identify & categorize 
clauses by type 

Grammar  

Independent 
pair-work  

Identify clauses within 
written text 

Focus on form  Grammar  

Teacher-led 
follow-up 

Activity follow-up Comprehension check Grammar  

11/03/16 Teacher-fronted 
activity 

Subjunctive / indicative 
clauses  

Focus on meaning  Grammar 

Independent 
pair-work  

Write examples 
subjunctive / indicative 
sentences 

Use subjunctive / indicative 
to express various 
meanings 

Grammar 

Teacher-led 
follow-up 

Learners present 
examples  

Comprehension / feedback  Grammar  

Individual 
assignment 

Composition  Evaluation Writing    
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Table 5 (continued) 

Date Discourse 
format Activity Instructional goal Coded as 

11/10/16 Teacher-fronted 
activity & 
discussion with 
whole class  

Coordinated & subordinate 
clauses: noun, adjective, 
adverbial 
 
 
Review accents/spelling  
 
Passive voice 

Identify sentence by 
type; explain 
responses & provide 
examples 
 
Feedback 
 
Focus on meaning 

Grammar  
 
 
 
 
Writing  
 
Grammar  

11/15/16 Teacher-fronted 
discussion  

Instructions for future 
assignments: homework & 
composition 

Information  Not coded  

Independent 
pair-work  

Text analysis: identify thesis  Practice for final 
research paper 

Discussion 

Teacher-led 
follow-up  

Using own words to identify 
thesis 

Review / Feedback  Discussion  

Independent 
pair-work 

Question response from 
textbook: individual 
perspectives / opinions  

Oral proficiency 
building  

Discussion  

Teacher-led 
follow-up 

Report on individual’s 
positions 

Oral proficiency 
building  

Discussion  

11/17/16 Teacher-fronted 
activity 

Discuss common errors in last 
composition: translating 
“would” in L2, 
subjunctive/indicative 
contrasts 

Focus on form / 
meaning 

Grammar 

Independent 
pair-work 

Peer review: composition Feedback & 
correction 

Grammar / 
Writing 

Independent 
pair-work 

Text analysis: identify clauses Focus on form  Grammar  

Teacher-led 
follow-up 

Review learners’ responses Comprehension 
check 

Grammar 
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Table 5 (continued) 

Date Discourse 
format Activity Instructional goal Coded as 

11/29/16 Teacher-fronted 
activity 

Communicative functions 
in writing  

Construct an 
argument/thesis 

Writing 

Independent 
pair-work 

Brainstorm 
communicative verbs 

Identify 
communicative 
words 

Vocabulary 

Teacher-led 
follow-up 

Review  Written proficiency 
building 

Writing / 
Vocabulary 

Independent 
pair-work 

Text analysis: summarize 
argument 

Oral/ written 
proficiency 
building 

Discussion  

Teacher-led 
follow-up 

Discuss positions as a 
group 

Oral/ written 
proficiency 
building 

Discussion 

Teacher-fronted 
activity 

Impersonal, passive ‘se’ / 
active ‘se’    

Focus on form   Grammar   

12/06/16 Teacher-fronted 
activity 

In-text, works cited 
conventions 
 
Spanish-English contrasts: 
‘reflejar’ / ‘reflexionar’, 
‘pero’ / ‘sino’ 
 
Articles with countable / 
uncountable nouns  

Feedback / Review  
 
 
Focus on meaning  

Grammar / 
Writing  

Independent 
pair-work 

Discuss opinions about an 
article  

Oral proficiency 
building 

Discussion  

12/06/16 
continued 

Teacher-led 
follow-up / 
discussion  

Report back / reflect on 
individual’s positions 
 
Follow-up questions to 
class 
 
Feedback to expressing 
self in Spanish then 
switching to English   

Oral proficiency 
building 
 
Focus on form / 
meaning 

Discussion  
 
 
Discussion  
 
 
Grammar  
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Table 5 (continued) 

Date Discourse format Activity Instructional 
goal 

Coded 
as 

12/08/16 Teacher-fronted 
activity 

Subjunctive, ‘si’ clauses past / 
present tense 

Focus on form / 
meaning 

Grammar 

Independent pair-
work 

Contrast clauses by type: 
subjunctive / indicative according 
to textbook rules 

Focus on 
meaning 

Grammar 

Teacher-led 
follow-up / 
activity  

Asks for rule and justify with own 
example 
 
Imperfect subjunctive with ‘si’ 
clauses 

Review / 
Feedback 
 
Focus on form     

Grammar  
 
 
Grammar   

 

 Table 5 shows that each class meeting comprised of a combination of a teacher-

fronted activity, independent small-group or peer activity, teacher-led follow-

ups/comprehension checks, or guided discussions on a grammatical structure of the unit 

and day.  Teacher-fronted activities and discussions often took up the first half an hour of 

each class meeting, and sometimes occurred again after an independent peer activity.  In 

this time, Theo’s instructional goals centered on teaching grammar by drawing learners’ 

focus to form and meaning of different structures and their functional purposes.  Theo 

also often applied Spanish and English uses to show contrasts between the two languages.  

Lessons were often given in Spanish, though English was also used to elaborate on an 

explanation of a target structure, like in excerpt 5 below (11/01/16). 

 Excerpt 5, Theo explains the subjunctive in Spanish and English     

Una regla que frecuentemente explica el subjuntivo en este tipo de cláusula es 
que esta situación que viene queda pues, no realizada.  No realizada con 
referencia al evento en la primera clausula, como en el futuro o en algún 
momento ya que no es posible de realizar de estar completo. So you’re gonna 
have to get with that means, you’re not gonna like, it’s not gonna be like, ya 
know, I got it and then boom! … Basically, the subjunctive means unreal, you 
mark with grammar something that is unreal, but it’s like you have to learn the 
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Spanish language customs for marking something unreal. Just because you think 
it’s unreal doesn't mean that's how Spanish, ya know, norms would have you do 
it.  
 
(A rule that frequently explains the subjunctive in this type of clause is that the 
situation that follows remains un-realized.  Un-realized in reference to the event 
in the first clause, like in the future or some moment that is not possible to be 
completed…)   

 

In this segment of teacher discourse, Theo used English alongside his explanation in 

Spanish to convey repeatedly the meaning and purpose of the subjunctive in adverbial 

clauses.  Theo’s presentation of the subjunctive is given as new information as he 

provides a description of the function of the subjunctive in an adverbial clause.  Theo also 

emphasized that learners need to understand the rule of the subjunctive in this context to 

“get what that means.”  By using both Spanish and English, it could also be fair to 

assume that Theo wanted to convey the subjunctive in a comprehensible way and in a 

common language among his learners.   

For the independent pair-work portion of each class, grammar-oriented tasks that 

required learners to identify morphosyntactic structures within a text were the most 

consistently repeated.  These often came from Theo's own teacher-made materials, but he 

also used readings from the textbook on some occasions.  To provide learners with 

understanding and support during an activity, modeling, and scaffolding information 

were strategies Theo employed to draw learners' attention to morphosyntactic forms.  In 

this way, learners were expected to be able to identify and explain grammar use within 

specific and appropriate contexts.  Excerpt 6 highlights the specific features of Theo's 

discourse that drew learners' attention to grammatical form (11/03/16).    
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 Excerpt 6, Theo draws focus to subjunctive and indicative conjugations  

T: ((Reads clause)) ‘Él deja que yo escriba’.  ¿Ustedes escuchan esto?  (p)  Es el 
subjuntivo.  No es el indicativo.  No es ‘escribe’ (p) y ¿aquí, ((points sentence)) es 
‘escriba’ o ‘escribe’?  ((Reads clause)) ‘Hace que yo’ … 
    (‘He allows me to write.’  Do you all hear that?  (p)  It’s the subjunctive.  Not 
the indicative.  It’s not ‘escribe’ and here, is it ‘escriba’ or ‘escribe?’  ‘It makes 
me’…) 
 
Ss: [inaudible] 
 
T: ‘escriba’ también  
     (‘escriba’ also) 
 
T: ¿Alguien puede explicar esto?  ¿Les parece normal, natural?  ¿Les parece 
sorprendente? o no, ¡por supuesto!  ¿Alguien puede explicar? 
    (Can someone explain this? Does this seem normal, natural to you? Does this 
seem surprising?  Or of course not!  Can anyone explain?) 
 
Cristóbal: Son clausulas nominales pues tenemos que usar el subjuntivo 
                (They are noun clauses, so we must use the subjunctive) 
 
T: Ok.  Son clausulas nominales ... y estos son verbos de influencia 

      (Ok.  They are noun clauses … and these are verbs of influence.) 
 

In this exchange Theo scaffolded the information about the verb form by asking learners 

to distinguish between escribe and escriba (he writes / that I write) in two different 

clauses and explain how they are different.  Cristóbal, an L2 learner who participated 

often in whole-class discussions and worked with Camila, responded by naming and 

identifying the verb form within a specific grammatical category.  Theo followed up 

Cristóbal's statement with a new piece of information not yet mentioned in the 

interaction, “verbos de influencia,” which is stated to the class as shared knowledge.   

 Another noteworthy aspect of Theo’s discourse to the whole class was when he 

made references to those learners who had grown up speaking Spanish at home.  It could 

be observed that Theo made overt attempts to be inclusive to the needs of his students.  
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Because the curriculum covered a range of grammatical features that were new to some 

learners, Theo also made an effort to make students aware of the complexity behind 

translating Spanish to English to understand the meaning.  He often contrasted 

morphosyntactic forms as they might be erroneously translated from Spanish to English 

and provided the students with examples in both languages to highlight the nuanced 

differences.  For instance, in one lesson, Theo discussed how learners often 

overgeneralize the function of the word “would” as an expression of the conditional tense 

in Spanish.  He contrasted this to how “would” can also be applied to mean a past event 

and project the same meaning with the imperfect tense in Spanish. 

 I observed that Theo demonstrated inclusivity and encouraged participation from 

all students in the class.  One way this was accomplished was by calling upon the nativos 

or no-nativos del español (native or non-native Spanish speakers) to explain or clarify the 

meaning of sentences or phrasings (10/18/16).  There were some occasions when the 

teacher specifically asked for help from the HSs in the class to verify if a statement 

sounded natural or native-like.  Excerpt 7 highlights Theo eliciting input from the native 

speakers of the class. 

 Excerpt 7, Theo asks for input from native speakers 
 
T: ‘Ella me quiere dejar de escribir’.  No ((repeats the statement under his 
breath)) No sé.  Necesito ayuda de mis hablantes nativos en la clase.  Se puede 
decir ¿‘me quiere dejar de escribir un ensayo’?  
(‘She wants to stop writing to me.’  No, I don’t know.  I need help from my native 
speakers in the class.  Can you say ‘me quiere dejar de escribir un ensayo?’) 
 
Ss: ((responding)) [inaudible] 
 
T: ¿Sí?  ¿Suena bien?  Ok, como ‘parar’   
    (Yes?  It sounds good?  Ok, like ‘stop’) 
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In addition to getting feedback from HSs during whole-class discussions, 

occasionally Theo also referred to individual HSs, such as Camila or Irina, as language 

experts because he knew they had native-like intuitions from using Spanish outside of the 

class.  During independent pair interaction, Theo also encouraged learners to engage in 

class who were falling behind or who had claimed they did not speak proper Spanish.  

Specifically, Theo made attempts to help one HS, Gerardo, who was not a focal 

participant in this study but attended some classes before dropping the course later in the 

semester.  In the excerpt that follows, Theo positions Gerardo as a language expert.  

Below illustrates how Theo discussed with Gerardo and his partner, Drake (L2), the use 

of cuyo (whose), to which Gerardo stated he did not know how to use it properly 

(11/17/16).  After Theo and Gerardo discussed the uses of cuyo, the subject of Gerardo’s 

Spanish skills was brought into the discussion.  

 Excerpt 8, Theo validates Gerardo’s Spanish  

T: Gerardo, tu eres experto 
                   (you’re an expert)   
 
G: No, not really 
 
D: ((laughs))  
 
T: Sí, en serio 
     (Yes, seriously)  
 
G: experto de Spanglish 
     (expert in Spanglish) 
 
D: ((laughs))  
 
T: Sí, pero esto es muy válido 
     (Yes, but this is very valid)  
 
D: ((laughs)) 
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G: ((chuckles)) 
 
T: Mira, el inglés que hablamos ahora es un ‘franglish1’ 
     (Look, the English that we speak now is a Franglish [French-English])  
 
G: It is 
 
T: Franglish del siglo once, recuerda eso 
     (Franglish from the eleventh century, remember that) 
 
G: I will 
 
T: no pienses mal de tu español 
    (Don’t think poorly of your Spanish) 
 
G: no, no yo estoy bien  
                (I’m fine) 
 
T: Tu espanglés es muy válido 
     (Your espanglés is very valid) 
 
G: vale mucho 
     (it’s worth a lot) 
 
D: ((chuckles)) espanglés 
 
Both: ((laughing)) 

 

Although Gerardo was not a focal participant in this study, it is important to highlight the 

interaction between him and the teacher.  By Theo making an overt statement about the 

use of Spanglish, as well as Gerardo’s reactions afterward, this interaction makes evident 

the apparent differences in language ideologies of heritage and standard native speaker 

vernacular.  Specifically, discourses that devalue non-standard linguistic repertoires have 

historically made speakers of minority languages and varieties feel that their linguistic 

                                                            
1A reference to the Norman (French) invasion of England in 1066 AD and the subsequent influences of 

linguistic contact.  
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skills are not valuable in the classroom environment.  While Gerardo’s responses to 

Theo’s affirmations about his espanglés did not directly reject Theo’s statements, it can 

be noted how both Gerardo and Drake did not seem entirely convinced that Spanglish 

could be considered a legitimate language variety.   

 Gerardo’s non-participation in this study also was indicative of a larger issue both 

personally for this individual, and collectively for many who are coming from urban 

bilingual communities.  While the study took place, I sought Gerardo’s participation on 

numerous occasions, but to no avail: Gerardo often missed class and was unresponsive to 

my invitations for an interview.  Moreover, due to a series of unfortunate events that 

happened to him personally outside of class time, he stopped attending class.  On the 

days that Gerardo came to class, he sat slumped in his chair, came in late, or left class 

early.  He often had not completed homework assignments to be able to discuss them 

with his partner, Drake.  As such, the stark contrast between the external phenomena 

occurring within bilingual communities compared to those in the language classroom, can 

indicate how bilinguals often face problems much greater than the social concerns and 

priorities in second language learning classroom contexts.  Individuals from bilingual 

communities in the U.S. are often preoccupied with dire social, economic, or political 

forces that surround them, and as such, language use and maintenance are not prioritized 

issues (see Zentella, 1997; Urciuoli, 1996).  Theo's conversation with Gerardo, therefore, 

suggests that identifying el franglés and tu espanglés was an attempt on behalf of the 

instructor to affirm the validity of non-standard varieties to his student about the 

processes involved in language contact and inevitable linguistic change.   
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 The data from Theo’s class glean that the instructor made explicit references to 

grammar within structural categories and introduced them as a topical focus of each 

lesson.  An analysis of the observations showed that the instructional goals involving 

grammar-focused tasks were often to draw learners’ focus to grammatical form. As Theo 

presented and explained various grammatical topics throughout the course, he did in a 

way that suggested each grammatical point studied in class was assumed knowledge 

among all the students.  While explaining the material in this way could have limited 

participation of HSs during whole class discussions, Theo also recognized that the HSs in 

the class could be valuable assets to discussions related to natural-sounding language.  

Theo also demonstrated sensitivity to the diversity of the class between the HSs and L2 

learners as he made overt attempts to make HSs feel valued in an L2 dominant context, 

especially with learners like Gerardo who viewed his Spanish negatively.    

 In summary, the activities that were prioritized in both classrooms were focused 

predominantly toward grammar, and often presented as assumed knowledge among all 

students.  The results from this first research question make the transition to how HSs 

interpreted the information presented to them as assumed knowledge that they should 

have prior to beginning an activity.  The next section will consider how HSs’ 

interpretations are viewed as necessary components for their successes in completing 

independent pair-work tasks, and ultimately, their success as language learners overall.  

The second research question thus considered how such expectations and interpretations 

could have affected how HSs claimed or rejected their expertise and skills as bilinguals if 

they believed that they did not have the knowledge to complete grammar-focused tasks 

successfully in the target language.  The next section examines how HSs indexed expert 
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or novice identities by taking positions of epistemic stance as they engaged with their L2 

peers to complete a grammar-focused task.   

 

Research Question 2 

 

HS positioning during peer interaction 

 To analyze epistemic stance in HS-L2 interactional discourse, the pairs who 

carried out tasks or discussed grammar overtly were considered in the analysis.  During 

the interactions examined from Bob's class, pairs Crystal (HS) and Amber (L2), and 

Miguel (HS) and Channing (L2) worked together to complete the same exercise from the 

textbook.  For this activity, learners had to discuss together which independent noun 

clauses—either subjunctive or indicative—best completed each sentence.  The groups 

also were asked to justify their responses and indicate if the clause was subjunctive or 

indicative.  The interactions Theo's group included: a) two activities between Camila 

(HS) and Cristóbal (L2), in which learners were given a lengthy sentence and an excerpt 

from a textbook reading, and they had to identify and label the clause as adverbial or 

adjectival; b) two activities between Mike (HS) and Ron (L2), one those activities was 

also a clause identification task, and the other a peer review of a composition they had 

written. 

 The stance-taking practices that were observed among the four HS-L2 pairs 

mimicked in large part how teacher-fronted discourse was enacted prior to learners’ 

engagement in an independent paired task.  As individual HSs interacted with their 

partners to carry out the task, they displayed epistemic stances that indicated positions of 
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certainty, doubt, or uncertainty with regard to the target structure that was being 

scrutinized as part of the task.  The ways that these stance-taking practices were 

manifested in dialogue suggest that HSs and L2s took an epistemic stance that was based 

on their prior explicit knowledge of grammar, as well as that HSs’ stances were taken 

based on an intuition of what sounded correct or incorrect to them.  The following 

sections provide extracts of transcriptions of audio from HS-L2 pairs to show how 

knowledge of grammar was indexed discursively and positioned learners as experts or 

novices within the different HS-L2 groups.  Statements and phrases that indicate certainty 

were identified with a (C), doubt with a (D), and uncertainty with a (U). 

 

Discussion of Epistemic Stance  

 

Epistemic stances in Spanish Conversation. 

The analysis of epistemic stance based on the coding scheme presented in Chapter 

3 indicated that the HS-L2 pairs Crystal and Amber, and Miguel and Channing engaged 

in a discussion on a grammar-oriented task by taking turns providing answers that they 

perceived to be correct.  There were few if any instances when either learner in each 

group solicited information from their partner, and so the outcome of the interaction 

during the task indexed learners’ comprehension of the target structure, that is, utterances 

about the task showed that interlocutors either understood or did not understand the task.  

To provide an example of the discursive practices that manifested during interactions 

between the HS-L2 pairs, the next sections provide segments of discourse that highlight 
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leaners’ epistemic stances and the discursive resources they used to display having 

different positions of grammatical knowledge.   

 In Excerpt 9, Crystal (HS) and Amber (L2) worked together to complete a fill-in-

the-blank activity from the textbook.  In this activity, learners were to select the 

independent noun clauses from a word bank and match them with an independent 

subjunctive or indicative clause to formulate a complete and grammatical sentence.  Prior 

to beginning the activity, Bob drew learners’ focus to the conjugated verb in the main 

clause because it would provide learners with an indication of the type of sentence they 

would be producing, either indicative or subjunctive.   

 Excerpt 9, Crystal (HS) and Amber (L2) select clauses to complete a sentence 

 A: para-para número uno yo tengo ‘me gusta que’ (C) 
      (for number one I have ‘me gusta que’) 

C: ¿pero estamos poniendo estas palabras? (D) 
     (but are we using these words?) 
 
A: sí [p] uh (C) 
     (yes, uh) 
 
C: ok quizás para número dos (D) 
     es ‘recomiendo que’ (C) 
     (ok maybe for number two it’s ‘recomiendo que’) 
 
A: sí 
    (yes)  
  
C: tres quizás es ‘sugiero que’(D) 
    (three perhaps is ‘sugiero que’) 
 
A: ‘¿quiero que?’ 
 
C: ‘sugiero que’ 
 
A: oh sugiero-sug- [p] umm (C) 
 
A: qué es ‘orlaja’ [sic] [p] ¿ojalá? (U)  
     (what is ‘ojalá?’ [p] ¿ojalá? 
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C: ‘ojalá’ um ah es como esperar = (C) 
     (‘ojala’ is like ‘to hope’) 
 
A: ok (C) 
 
C: I hope (C) 
  
A: oh ok (C) 
 
A: um para cinco, ‘es posible que’ [p] uh mucha (C) 
     (for five, ‘es posible que’ uh many...) 
 
C: um  
 
C: creo que quizás para 4 es ‘sé’ (D) 
     (I think maybe for four it’s ‘sé.’) 
    ‘Sé que’ (C) 
 
A: ‘sé que’ 
 
C: solamente porque eso es definitivamente eso, es con el indicativo = (C) 
     (only because that is definitely that, it’s with the indicative) 
 
A: uh huh 
 
C: =pero también están diciendo como “son deliciosos” entonces estoy pensando 
como, están hablando más general (C) 
      (but also they are saying like, ‘son deliciosos’ so I’m thinking like,  
they’re speaking more generally) 
 
A: mmhm    
 
C: no estoy segura, pero creo que es ‘se’ (D) 
     (I’m not sure, but I think it’s ‘se’) 
 
C: ¡oh! o quizás [p] ‘no estoy segura’ porque [p] (D)  
oh no porque ‘estoy seguro o segura de que’ y ‘sé que’ son casi-no sé (D) 
creo que [p] quizás ‘sé que hay muchos estudiantes internacionales” eso tiene 
más sen= (D) 
       (oh! Maybe it’s ‘no estoy seguro....’ because … oh no because ‘estoy  
seguro o segura de que’ and ‘se que’ they are almost- I don’t know. I think  
that maybe it’s ‘se que...’ that makes more sen-) 
 
A: ohh 
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C: =tido, ((talking to self)) ‘estoy segura’ [p] ‘estoy segura de que’ [p] (D) 
sí, yo creo que eso tiene más sentido y entonces para cuatro ‘estoy segura  
de que’ (C) 
      (yes, I think that that makes more sense, and so for four ‘estoy segura de que’) 
  
A: ((repeating)) ‘segura de que’ (C) 
   
C: para número nue-ve ‘ojalá que (C) 
     (for number ni-ne ‘ojalá que’) 
 
C: para ocho [p] ah ‘espero que’ (C) [inaudible]   
     (for eight ah ‘espero que’)      

 

During their interaction, both Amber and Crystal provided their responses out 

loud as they went through the first five numbered questions in the book activity.  As the 

activity progressed, Crystal appeared to disengage from her partner and the collaborative 

task became observably more so an independent endeavor on Crystal’s behalf as she 

never sought Amber’s advice.  Amber nonetheless attempted to maintain the 

collaborative component of the task as she followed along with Crystal’s answers by 

asking for clarification of her responses, such as by asking about the meaning of the word 

ojalá (an expression of desire).   

The interaction between Crystal and Amber to complete this grammar-oriented 

task showed that both learners’ positions of knowledge differed: Crystal made direct 

statements to justify her selection from the word bank, while Amber provided some of 

her own answers and showed alignment toward the answers that the HSs gave.  The way 

this activity was carried out indexed Crystal’s epistemic stances as an expert and 

Amber’s as a novice of this activity with subjunctive-indicative contrasts.  The stances 

that Crystal took with regard to the subjunctive and indicative showed that she valued her 

own intuitions of the language as she selected sé que hay muchos estudiantes 
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internacionales (I know that there are many international students) as a viable response 

because for her, “eso tiene más sentido” (that one makes more sense).  In enacting these 

epistemic stance positions, Crystal indexed an expert identity for herself and a novice 

identity for her L2 partner since she did not need Amber to complete the activity 

successfully.  

 The interactional dynamic between HS-L2 partners Miguel and Channing also 

showed that these learners indexed their identities through turn-taking and discursive and 

non-discursive positioning of themselves and their partners.  Excerpt 10 illustrates the 

interaction between Miguel and Channing who worked together to complete the same 

fill-in-the-blank activity to formulate a subjunctive or indicative sentence.   

Excerpt 10, Miguel (HS) and Channing (L2) select clauses to complete sentences 
 
M: uhh ‘es alucinante que’ ((clears throat)) [inaudible] 
             ((gives clause))  
     
M: siete ‘en el Museo de las momias y la casa natal de Diego Rivera um, ¡oh! 
‘espero que’ (C) 
      (seven [reads sentence and gives clause response])    
 
C: sí (C) 
     (yes) 
 
C: [inaudible] ‘recomiendo que’ (C) 
 
M: ((chuckling)) yeah, that’s fine [inaudible] 
 
M: ‘las enchiladas mineras son deliciosas y los postres fantásticos’ ¿qué te 
crees?  
       ([reads sentence and gives clause response], what do you think?) 
 
C: ¿me gustan? (D) 
    (I like them?) 
 
M: yeah, ¡está bueno! (C) 
               (That’s good!) 
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M: ‘Hay muchos turistas durante los festivales’ [p] [inaudible] ... ‘temo que (C)  
       ((reads sentence                gives clause  
                 response)) 
        
C: [inaudible]  

M: ‘¿ojalá qué?’ (D) 
      ((gives clause))  
 
C: sí (C)  
     (yes) 
 
M: ah siete. ‘traten de comprar entradas para el festival Cervantino pronto’  
      (ah seven. [reads sentences]) 
 
C: ((whispers)) *last one* 

C: ¿qué significa? (U) 
     (what does it mean?) 
 
M: ‘¿dudo?’  
      ((asks about partial clause)) 
 
C: sí  
     (yes) 
 
M: doubt (C) 

C: ((repeats)) doubt (C) 

M: ‘pueden asistir a muchos concier-conciertos en Teatro Juárez’  
      ((reads sentence)) 
 
M: ((rising intonation)) ¿podemos usar ‘estoy seguro de que,’ ‘estoy  
segura?’ (D) 
                                        (can we use ‘estoy seguro…?’) 
 
M: ‘es posible conseguir una habitación cerca del centro durante la  
celebración de Día de 23 los muertos?’ Ok um no sé, uh ‘dudo que?’ (D) 
                                                                            (I don’t know, uh …) 
  
M: uh ‘se enamoren de su ciudad porque es muy bonita’  
      ((reads sentence)) 
 
M: ‘es posible que’ (C) 
      (gives clause response) 
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C: sí (C) 
    (yes) 
 
M: ¡y todo lo de siempre! 
      (and the same as always!) 
  
C: ah! 

The interaction between Miguel and Channing manifested in a non-collaborative 

manner, especially by the end of the activity.  Much in the same way as Crystal and 

Amber’s group, Miguel and Channing provided their own individual responses out loud 

as they went through the numbered sentences.  For the majority of the interaction, Miguel 

appeared to be the only one reading off sentences and giving his own answers.  One of 

the few moments of the dialogue when Miguel tried to include Channing showed that this 

HS attempted to keep the activity moving forward.  It was during this time that Miguel 

asked Channing, “¿qué te crees?” (what do you think) about one response to an 

indicative statement.  Channing provided Miguel with her answer, ¿me gustan? (I like 

them), although she expressed it doubtfully with a rising intonation at the end of her 

response.  Miguel confirmed this answer was correct by stating, “yeah, ¡está bueno!” 

(that’s good!).  Miguel also continued to show signs of checking in with his partner when 

he added, “podemos usar ‘estoy seguro de que’” (We can use ‘estoy seguro de que'?).  

However, no audible responses from Channing were recorded as a follow-up. 

These extracts from the audio transcript signal that Miguel and Channing used 

verbal and non-verbal indices to position themselves and their partners into expert and 

novice roles.  Miguel positioned himself as having expertise by providing his own 

answers, but also through his attempts to include his partner in the activity to not 

complete the task on his own.  When Miguel saw that Channing was not engaging with 
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him, he provided his own responses, and in doing so, he demonstrated that knew the 

answer without the help of his partner.  Throughout her interaction with Miguel, 

Channing also positioned herself as a novice during this activity by making herself a less 

visible participant as the interaction progressed.     

 

Epistemic stances in Spanish Composition.   

In the Composition class, there were two different tasks analyzed between Camila 

(HS) and Cristóbal (L2), and Mike (HS) and Ron (L2).  The first task was the same for 

both groups: learners identified and labeled restrictive and non-restrictive subordinate 

clauses within a single lengthy sentence.  In the second task, Camila and Cristóbal 

worked together on a reading comprehension task in which they were required to identify 

the author’s thesis statement.  In their second task, Mike and Ron worked on revisions for 

a recent composition both had written in class.  When compared to the interactions from 

the Conversation group, the HSs from Theo’s class engaged more often with their L2 

partner to complete the task.  For instance, Camila often posed explicit questions to 

Cristóbal that sought information about the grammatical meanings of certain clauses and 

their definitions.  In return, Cristóbal answered her questions by often including a 

definition or example to justify the context in which the clause would be used.  

Additionally, Ron often sought Mike’s advice in the clause identification task, and Mike 

also provided his partner with feedback on the written activity.  The next paragraphs 

provide extracts of HS-L2 interactions that show how Camila, Cristóbal, Mike, and Ron 

engaged in their respective groups to carry out a task.  HSs’ epistemic stances are 

identified as indices of expert and novice positioning.   Excerpt 11 illustrates part of 
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an exchange from the first clause identification activity between Camila and Cristóbal, 

and how epistemic positions were embodied in both learners’ discourse.   

Excerpt 11, Camila (HS) seeks information from Cristóbal (L2) 

Ca: What is uh adjective? How do we-which one is that one? (U) 

Cr: That’s the one that describes a noun. (C) 

Ca: Describes (C) 

Cr: So it can describe anything like, a substitute (C) 

Ca: Ok these are so much easier like when or who or what (C)  

Cr: mhm ((chuckles)) 

[long pause] 

Ca: Uhh ‘despertó’ would that be [p] (D)  
nominales ‘cause it’s ‘despertó a la población’? (C)  
 
Cr: umm 
 
Ca: They get confusing when it’s really long (U) 
 
Cr: Yeah I know, I feel like [p] is that also principle? Principal. (U) 
Porque um [p] corrió y [p] ella corrió y despertó a la población (C) 

Ca: Can there be more than one principle? (U) 

Cr: I guess [p] um I think [p] I don't know [p] I think so (U) 

Ca: ((reading)) Principal  

[long pause] 

As Camila and Cristóbal engaged in this exchange of information about adjective clauses, 

Camila often looked to her partner for the answers they would need to complete the task 

successfully.  Camila did this by posing questions like, “What is uh adjective?” and 

“which one is that one?,” to which Cristóbal provided his partner with the explanation, 
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“That’s the one that describes a noun.”  In this exchange, Camila positioned Cristóbal as 

an expert in that interactional moment.  Camila however also positioned herself as 

knowledgeable of the clauses once she had received the information from her partner as 

she stated, “Ok these are so much easier like when or who or what.”  The interaction 

between Camila and Cristóbal above indicates how the subject positions that these 

learners took were not static but rather dynamic in nature since both used discursive 

markers to index their expert roles during this interaction.  The back and forth exchange 

of information also allowed Camila to become her own agent of knowledge once she had 

been granted access to the linguistic tools that she needed to understand the activity. 

 In the second activity that the HS-L2 pair completed, Camila and Cristóbal 

discussed the thesis statement that both had identified from a text about the employment 

opportunities of recent graduates from the university.   

 Excerpt 12, Camila and Cristóbal compare examples from the text 
 

Ca: I don’t really have a thesis (D) 
‘cause I wrote like, you know, similarities and [?] differences and then like, 
combined it (C) 
 
Cr: oh ok. I think it’s similar. Are they-is it so, like, is the question how similar, or 
like are they similar or different? I guess just like…[p] (D)  
   
Ca: I’m just describing what’s different and what’s the same, so I guess you can 
say, I wrote like, I wrote that the situation is the same ‘cause like they struggle to 
get jobs (C) 
 
Cr: mhhm (C) 
 
Ca: but it’s different because here they struggle but they don’t have an education 
compared to there, like here it’s not that hard ((trails off)) (C) 
 
Cr: yeah, like if you have like a graduate degree or something (C)  
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Ca: so over there it’s hard even though you are-you graduate, like. And then I 
wrote the same as like, they both use like the same kind of trick to like, save 
money, like living together and not going out as much (C) 
 
Cr: mhhm. Yeah I was talking about like here, I don’t know, all the people live-
end up living with like, their parents= (C) 
 
Ca: mhhm (C) 
 
Cr: =um after they graduate college. So that could kind of be like the part of how 
they, like even though they don’t um-like they can’t find work even if-even when 
they don’t have graduate degrees and all that. Um, so yeah, I think it’s just kind of 
like that. (C) 
 
Ca: examples, does he want like actual quotes or? (D) 
 
Cr: I don’t-um (D) 
 
Ca: just sayin’ stuff like that 

 

 

This second activity between the HS-L2 group demonstrates that Camila positioned 

herself as an expert during this activity by taking the lead on the discussion and providing 

evidence from the text to support her claims.  While there was not a direct grammatical-

orientation in this task, the interaction between Camila and Cristóbal showed that both 

learners demonstrated knowledge about the discussion topic as they both contributed to 

adding information they had gleaned from the reading.  In this way, the HS-L2 pair had 

the opportunity to index stances of knowledge about the reading and the topic by building 

upon one another’s comments.  Camila’s indexing as an expert was enacted through her 

initiative to lead the discussion and the summary of ideas that she gave Cristóbal that 

were based on her understanding of the reading when she told Cristóbal,  

I’m just describing what’s different and what’s the same, so I guess you can say, I 
wrote like, I wrote that the situation is the same ‘cause like they struggle to get 
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jobs … but it’s different because here they struggle but they don’t have an 
education compared to there, like here it’s not that hard ((trails off)) 
 
    

Cristóbal followed his partner’s lead by following Camila’s statements and continuing 

the conversation about the similarities and differences between recent college graduates 

in the text and those in the U.S.    

  The interactions from the HS-L2 pair Mike and Ron included two different tasks 

that the pair carried out.  One task was the same clause identification task that Cristóbal 

and Camila completed, the other was a peer review activity for a written composition in 

which learners exchanged essays to revise and provide feedback for their partner.  For the 

first activity that Mike and Ron completed together, both displayed almost equal 

positions of certainty, doubt, and uncertainty since they negotiated together their 

understanding of the clauses based on their knowledge of clauses.  Excerpt 13 illustrates 

how Mike and Ron negotiated positions of epistemic stance during a grammar-oriented 

independent pair-work activity.  

Excerpt 13, Mike and Ron identify clauses by type 

M: ‘es cierto que’ es la cláu-su-la princi-pal (D) 
                              (it’s the principle clause) 
 
R: um creo que- (C) 
           (I think-) 
 
M: ‘se come-se comitieron desmane-desmanes?’ (D) 
      ((reads line from text)) 
  
R: eso es que estaba pensando (C) 
    (that’s what I was thinking) 
 
M: ((talking under breath)) ‘se comitieron desmanes’ (U) 
 
R: oh no, sa-‘la presidenta Michelle Bachelet sacará el ejército a la calle’ [p] sí 
porque- (C) 
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    (oh no ((reads the line from the text)) yes because-) 
 
M: ¿es la cláusula principal? (U) 
     (is it the principle clause?) 
 
R: creo que sí porque esto es todo antes (C) 
     (I think so because this is everything before) 
  
M: está expliclando-explicando que- (C) 
      (it’s explaining-explaining that=) 
 
R: =lo que pasó antes (C) 
    (-what happened before) 
 
R: ¿estás de acuerdo? (D) 
    (do you agree?) 
 
M: mm hm (C) 
 
R: entonces ¿qué escribimos? (U) 
     (So what do we write?) 
  
M: [inaudible] 
   
M: ok [p] uhh [p] es una cláusula non-restrictiva (D) 
                             (it’s a non-restrictive clause) 
 
R: pero, so si nos- [p] ¡oh! la parte total con la- [p] ‘Michelle Bachelet  
    sacará’ [p] ¿qué escribiste? (U) 
     (but, so if we- the whole part with- What did you write?) 
  
M: es non restrictiva (C) 
      (it’s non-restrictive) 
 
R: no uh antes 
     (no, before) 
 
M: oh uh la cláusula (C) 
                (the clause) 
  
R: ok (C) 
 
M: so debemos explicar uh [p] que tipo de claúsula es [p] ‘cierto que se’  
      y- [p] ((talking to self)) wha-? [p] nominales, adjeta- (D) 
            (should we explain what type of clause is And nominal, adject-) 
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M: so ‘es cierto que se comi-tieron [p] desman’- that’s- p] (D) 
 
Theo: ¿Necesitan más tiempo? 
 (Do you all need more time?) 
 
M: sí 
      (yes) 
 
R: sí 
 
M: ¿crees que es que ‘es cierto que se comitieron desmagenes [sic]’ es una  
     cláusula ad-je-tival? porque esta explicando- (D) 
     (Do you think that is an adjective clause? Because it’s explaining-) 
 
R: estaba pensando adverbial, (C)  
    pero no s:é (U) 
      (I was thinking adverbial, but I’m not sure) 
 
M: adverbial es-explica cuándo ¿verdad? Que explic- [p] would it like- 
     which one? (D) 
     (adverbial is-explai- when right? What explai-) 
 
R: sí pero es ‘antes de que’- (C) 
    (yes, but it’s ((reads)) 
 
M: ¿la cláusula principal? (D) 
      (the main clause?) 
 
R: porque tenemos [p] no, la palabra ‘antes de que’ (C)  
    uh ¡no sé! (U) 
     (because we have the word ((reads)) I don’t know!)  

 

During this interaction, Mike and Ron discussed their possible answers out loud as they 

attempted to complete the task successfully.  However, by the end of this transcript, the 

pair did not reach a conclusion to the task, nor were they able to answer successfully in 

the teacher-led follow-up proceeding this activity.  In the excerpt above, Ron sought 

information from Mike, but he was never satisfied with his response as Ron continuously 

sought Mike’s confirmation by making statements such as, “estás de acuerdo?” (do you 

agree?).  Mike did not directly respond as a yes or no answer, but rather he tried to give 
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reasoning to the sentence several lines later, “¿crees que es que ‘es cierto que se 

comitieron desmagenes [sic]’ es una cláusula ad-je-tival? porque esta explicando-” (do 

you think that ‘es cierto que se comitieron desmagenes [sic]’ is an adjective clause? 

Because it’s explaining-).  In the transcript it is evident that this HS-L2 pair was not in 

agreement about the grammatical focus of the task. However, because both learners were 

consistent in checking in with one another, they positioned one another as knowledgeable 

in various interactional moments.  In this way, Mike's use of questioning to Ron and the 

ways that he attempted to provide an explanation for the answers he was choosing 

showed that this HS was in the process of negotiating an expert identity for himself.  Ron 

also indexed an identity as an expert by challenging some of Mike's claims, but also 

positioned himself into a non-expert role as he showed signs of giving up and feeling 

frustrated, especially at the end of the interaction when he said, “uh ¡no sé!” (I don’t 

know!).  

In contrast to the first activity, Mike and Ron completed, the second had a 

different outcome with regard to their epistemic stances.  In the second assignment, Ron 

and Mike swapped and discussed their written compositions and shared oral feedback 

with one another.  The outcome of this activity demonstrated that Mike provided his 

partner with feedback about phrasing.  During this activity, Mike displayed more 

positions of certainty in his comments to Ron about his writing.  Excerpt 14 includes a 

segment of the interaction that identifies how Mike's suggestions to Ron indexed an 

expert identity with regard to his knowledge of grammatical structures.    

Excerpt 14, Mike and Ron’s peer review session 
 
M: so you’re saying, ‘what he did scared me a lot?’ is this-that’s what you’re 
trying to say? (D) 
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R: umm 
  
M: ((reading)) ‘que el hizo me asustó mucho’ (D) 
 
R: shocked, shocked me a lot  
 
M: ((talking quietly)) lo que hizo (C) 
 
R: would there be a better way to say ‘shocked?’ (D) 
 
M: well you need a lo que él hizo (emphasizing)) Lo:o= (C) 
 
R: ohh  
 
M: =me asustó mucho shocked. Me so-su-soprendió [p] soprendió (C) 
 
R: ¿sorprendió? (D)     
 
M: umhm (C) 

 

The focus of this interaction is on Mike when he corrected Ron’s sentence by adding the 

neutral pronoun, lo (what).  During this exchange, the HS told his L2 partner to add the 

pronoun to turn the statement que él hizo into lo que él hizo (what he did).  Mike 

identified the missing linguistic structure as he compared Ron’s initial statement with a 

new one that he voiced out loud and perceived sounded correct before telling Ron about 

it.  By providing this correction to Ron, Mike was indexing an expert identity based on 

his perceptions of could have sounded more natural to him.   

 The analysis of the interactions between the four HS-L2 pairs indicated that HSs 

often positioned themselves as experts by showing they had the knowledge to complete a 

grammar-oriented task.  HSs’ positions of certainty indexed an expert identity, although 

this identity was by no means a static one, especially with the Composition HS-L2 pairs.  

 In the Conversation class, both HSs, Crystal and Miguel, positioned themselves as 

knowledgeable by enacting expert identities as they interacted with their L2 peers.  
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Crystal demonstrated expertise on the subjunctive-indicative contrasts by justifying her 

responses based on an answer that made more sense to her.  Miguel showed he was an 

expert by providing the majority of the answers into the recording device and therefore, 

speaking on behalf of his group.  In the Composition class, Camila's role as experts was 

negotiated during various interactional moments as she attempted to make sense of the 

formal aspects of the task, and ultimately showed that she understood the target structure.  

In the second task that required an open-ended discussion about a text, Camila was able 

to exert with more confidence an expert identity as she led a conversation about college 

graduates’ financial situations with her partner, Cristóbal.  Mike also indexed an expert 

identity during various interactional moments with his partner, Ron, as they discussed 

aspects of Ron's writing.  The epistemic stances of certainty, doubt, and uncertainty that 

Mike took during the grammar-oriented task showed that he questioned his own 

understanding about clauses while the task was being carried out, and because Ron also 

looked to Mike for answers that he did not have, the pair did not complete the task 

successfully.  However, as Ron sought Mike's advice during the clause task, he showed 

that he valued his HS partner's insight, and therefore was positioning him as an expert. 

 

Research question 3  

 

Heritage speaker investment 

 The third research question weaves together the impact of the class practices 

within a standard curriculum on HSs' experiences studying Spanish, and their subsequent 

investment in the target language.  To address this question, exemplary quotes from HSs 
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during interviews were selected and exposed two overlapping themes linked to learners' 

investment in their target language studies: literacy and negotiation of an ethnolinguistic 

identity.  The theme of literacy was embodied in the responses of learners who were 

invested in having metalinguistic knowledge.  Statements within this theme showed that 

some HSs believed that knowing grammatical concepts and rules explicitly would 

legitimize them as speakers of a standard language variety, rather than as heritage 

language speakers.  Notable participants for this section include Camila, Crystal, and 

Irina, who described wanting higher literacy in the target language.  These HSs believed 

having it would provide them with greater symbolic capital and access to an imagined 

community of Spanish speakers.   

 The second theme underlying the topical responses HSs gave during interviews 

shows that HSs were negotiating and claiming an ethnolinguistic identity as they 

reflected on their experiences in the classroom.  Within this theme, HSs’ responses often 

compared the linguistic forms used outside of the classroom setting to the variations they 

had heard in a classroom setting.  For some, this comparison was a means for them to 

claim an identity, but also for those same individuals and others, it was a form of 

negotiating an identity that aligned with an imagined community.   

 This last section of the chapter provides a brief discussion of the two identified themes as 

they relate to learners' investment.  It is followed by a description of the conversation 

topics that were discussed during the interviews.  The section concludes with an analysis 

of the exemplary quotes that represented how these topics and themes tie together HSs’ 

investment in the target language and their belonging to an imagined community.     
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 As mentioned in Chapter 3, interviews between focal HSs participants and the 

researcher were conducted on at least two occasions during the semester the study took 

place.  Learners were asked questions that elicited topics centered on their experiences in 

the class.  Topics include teacher-fronted and peer interactions, their perceptions of their 

linguistic abilities, their desired goals for language learning, and their perceptions toward 

other Spanish-speaking varieties, such as the contrast between native-speaker and 

heritage varieties.  In response to HSs’ perceptions of the instructional objectives put 

forth by their teachers, and their positioning of knowledge with respect to these 

objectives, HSs’ selected responses which revealed two broad themes that determined 

their investment in the target language: literacy as symbolic capital and negotiation of an 

ethnolinguistic identity.  Statements that were salient and telling of HSs’ experiences 

during the semester, investment, and imagined selves are expressed as bolded statements.  

 

Literacy and language use and maintenance.   

The statements that culminated in the theme of literacy came predominantly from 

Crystal, Camila, and Irina.  Topics of discussion from these learners centered on their 

beliefs that knowing grammar would place value on their linguistic proficiencies in the 

target language, and subsequently, legitimize their claims to a bilingual or native-speaker 

identity.  Specifically, Crystal, Camila, and Irina claimed that their linguistic skills were 

lacking by not having a solid understanding of grammatical rules.  Their statements 

suggest that learning a standard and formal Spanish variety would enhance their reading 

and writing comprehension, as well as their spoken linguistic production.  For instance, 
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Crystal and Camila stated explicitly that they had never properly learned the rules of the 

language, which they believed justified their formal Spanish studies. 

Nunca aprendí cómo escribir español ni leerlo, solo hablarlo … Cuando llegué al 
colegio lo tomé los cuatro años para aprenderlo bien y lo sigo estudiando porque 
me cuesta un poco la gramática (Camila 11/10/16) 

(I never learned to write in Spanish nor read it, only speak it … When began 
school I took the four years to learn it well and I’m still studying it because 
grammar is difficult for me.) 

Creo que escribir y leer más podría servir … porque así puedes saber las 
construcciones de los conceptos gramaticales y también aprender palabras entre 
contexto que yo creo que eso falta un poco (Crystal, 12/06/16) 

(I think that writing and reading more could be useful because that way you can 
learn the constructions of the grammatical concepts and also learn words in 
context, which I think is something that is lacking.) 

Crystal’s statements about her past experiences with Spanish, further elaborate on why 

she began to take Spanish classes from a beginner’s level.   

Yo pensaba que realmente no he tenido suficiente experiencia con el idioma, 
también quería empezar de nuevo con todo porque … necesitaba aprender las 
conjugaciones.  La única cosa, porque ya he tenido experiencia en la casa con el 
idioma, yo entendí los conceptos mucho más rápido que los demás, pero de todas 
maneras yo estaba en el mismo nivel básico (Crystal, 12/06/16). 

(I thought that I actually had not had sufficient experience with the language.  I 
also wanted to start new with everything because I needed to learn conjugations.  
The only thing, because I have had experience at home with the language, I 
understood the concepts much more quickly than others, but I was still at the 
same basic level.)  

Irina also evaluated her linguistic abilities as lower than those of other speakers who had 

studied and learned the language formally.  

Yo tengo problemas que otras personas que aprendieron español no tienen, por 
ejemplo, con gramática: cómo poner como una b chiquita y una b grande, cosas 
así que alguien que aprendió hablando español tiene dificultad y alguien que 
aprendió el idioma después no tiene esas dificultades (Irina, 11/15/16). 

(I have problems that others who learned Spanish don’t have, for example, with 
grammar:  when to put a ‘b’ or a ‘v’ and someone who learned to speak Spanish 
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has difficulty with and someone who learned the language later doesn’t have 
those difficulties.)  

 

However, Irina questioned the usefulness of having to know explicit grammar rules. 

A veces el profesor dice ‘marca el subjuntivo’ y yo, ‘¿cuál es ese?’ No entiendo 
cuál es … yo nunca voy a estar en una situación que tengo que pensar ‘este es 
el subjuntivo de esto’ (Irina, 11/15/16) 

(Sometimes the professor says, ‘mark the subjective’ and I’m like, ‘which one’s 
that?’  I don’t understand which one it is.  I’m never going to be in a situation 
where I have to think, ‘this is the subjunctive form of that.’) 

 
 Within the theme of literacy HSs’ perceptions toward classroom practices 

involving peer interaction show that there were differing perspectives among Crystal, 

Camila, and Irina.  For example, Crystal and Irina both seemed averse to working with 

peers.  Both of their responses explicitly showed that they believed the time spent 

interacting with peers was not conducive to their learning.  

A veces los que están en un nivel más alto pueden conversar fluidamente. Pero la 
mayoría no pueden, entonces es tiempo perdido en mi opinión … Entonces para 
mí no es que me molesta, pero me hace pensar que quizás esto no es lo que 
realmente me va a mejorar mi español (Crystal, 12/06/16) 
 
(Sometimes those who are in a higher level can converse fluently.  But the 
majority can’t, so it’s lost time in my opinion.  So it’s not like it bothers me, but it 
makes me wonder if this is what is going to really improve my Spanish.) 
 
 

No sé decirte, es como una pérdida de tiempo…Como [Carlos] me puede decir 
está perfecto y luego se lo entrego al maestro y viene pa’trás con errores. So, 
cosas así (Irina, 11/15/16). 

(I don’t know how to tell you, it’s like a waste of time.  Like Carlos could tell me 
it’s perfect and then I turn it in to the teacher and he comes back with errors. So 
things like that.) 
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Conversely, Camila and Mike described peer interaction as valuable time spent.  Both 

their responses toward working with L2 peers suggests a sort of admiration for their 

classmates who could speak perfectly and also knew grammar rules.   

Es bonito, hay uno que habla casi perfecto, a mí me encanta como habla. Hablan 
bien…ellos sí saben las reglas y eso, entonces yo a veces estoy perdida, pero ellos 
saben (Camila, 11/10/16). 

(It’s nice.  There is one who speaks almost perfectly, I love how he speaks.  They 
speak well. They know the rules and so I’m sometimes lost, but they know.) 

 

I feel like, they’re better at, like writing, as opposed to speaking. Like [Ron] who 
sits next to me, he’s an excellent writer in Spanish … I help him with his 
speaking sometimes and his like, diction, but like, grammatically he always 
points out, like if this should be ending in like a feminine or like masculine letter, 
or like I need the accent right there (Mike, 11/04/16). 

 

Additionally, other HSs believed that interaction with L2 peers could serve other 

purposes rather than only aiding them in their metalinguistic awareness.  Miguel, for 

example, noted that he thought peer interaction was useful to him because he was able to 

get the speaking practice he had been lacking outside of class.  

I think because I don't get to practice much Spanish like with my family because 
my brothers speak predominantly English, so when I practice with [peers], I 
practice certain pronunciations for myself and certain words that I may not 
remember in Spanish. (Miguel, 10/24/16).  

 

 As Crystal and Irina showed an aversion to working with peers, they did express 

that they found value in listening to the teacher-fronted lessons.  

Honestamente creo que la mayoría [de personas] podría mejorar si pudieran 
escuchar personas con un nivel muy alta [sic]. Practicar es bien, pero practicar 
bien, sin errores, es mejor. Like, good practice! Entonces para mí, creo que 
disfruto más cuando es el maestro o la maestra que está hablando, que está 
tratando a explicar cosas … que no es una conversación entre los estudiantes 
(Crystal, 12/06/16).   
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(Honestly, I think most people could improve if they could hear others who have 
a high level of proficiency.  Practice is good, but practicing well without errors is 
better.  So for me I think I enjoy it more when the teacher is talking and trying to 
explain things rather than having a conversation among students.) 

 

Cuando el profesor me habla a mí, o like, cuando habla a toda la clase. Sí, yo no 
soy mucho de aprender cuando trabajo con otra persona. Me gusta, pero no es 
una manera que uno aprende de verdad (Irina, 11/15/16) 

(When the professor talks to me, or like, when he talks to the whole class.  Yes, 
I’m not the type to learn by working with another person.  I like it, but it’s not a 
way that one can actually learn.) 

 

Furthermore, Crystal also expressed that not only did she prefer listening to professors 

explain concepts explicitly, but also that she saw value in speaking with native speakers 

from Spanish-speaking regions outside of the U.S. 

Cuando yo hablo con nativos, que por ejemplo yo tengo unos amigos en 
Colombia que están ahí y, yo practico con ellos y no sé. Yo creo que muchas 
veces yo he visto que mi aprendizaje y mi ver está elevando mientras estoy 
hablando con ellos, más que cuando estoy en clase (Crystal, 12/06/16).  

(When I talk with natives, for example I have friends in Colombia who are there, 
and I practice with them and I don’t know.  I think that often I’ve realized that I’m 
learning more when I’m talking to them.  More so than when I’m in class.) 

 

 Learners’ perceptions toward their proficiency and their experiences in the 

classroom also shed light on their envisions of an imagined self.  For instance, Camila 

and Crystal both described their imagined selves as representing the ideal Spanish 

speaker.  

Yo quiero llegar a un punto que lo sepa perfecto, como igual como mi mamá o 
mi papá para escribir que no me cueste, que a veces me confundo, así quiero 
aprenderlo bien (Camila, 11/10/16).  

(I want to get to the point that I know it perfectly, like my mom or dad.  So that 
it's not difficult for me to write because sometimes I get confused.  That’s how I 
want to learn it well.) 
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Quiero hablar con más precisión porque, yo puedo vivir mi vida en español, pero 
no es español perfecto, y para mí eso no es suficiente. Entonces yo, yo quiero 
hablar como cien por cien correcto (Crystal, 10/28/16).  

(I want to speak with better accuracy because I could live my life in Spanish, but 
it’s not perfect Spanish, and for me that’s not enough.  So I want to talk like one 
hundred percent correctly.) 

 

Both Camila and Crystal describe their imagined selves aligning with their own idealized 

versions of a native speaker.  For Camila it was her parents who are native speakers from 

Costa Rica.  Crystal’s description of her imagined self also aligns with the omnipresent 

monolingual bias and standard language ideology (SLI) from Chapter 2.     

 The comments that reflected HSs’ overall experiences in relation to their desired 

goals also shed light on the fact that they interpreted their experiences in the classroom.  

These interpretations therefore led to differentiated outcomes among the focal 

participants.  For example, Irina had initially wanted to get better with grammar to 

become a better writer.  Despite her reservations toward working with peers and 

participating in assignments like peer review sessions with her partner, Carlos, the 

outcome of her experience led her to believe that she had in fact become a better writer.       

[Tomar la clase] ha mejorado mi escritura porque hacía años que yo no escribía 
en español (Irina, 11/15/16). 

(My writing improved by taking this class because it has been years since I last 
wrote in Spanish.) 

 

Camila also had indicated that she needed to gain a better understanding of grammar, 

which she later described provided her with an outcome with which she was satisfied.  

Fue buena, para mí fue la [clase] más difícil que he tenido … [Difícil] en la 
gramática. Creo que es el mejor maestro que he tenido … Las otras eran como 
muy fácil (Camila, 02/24/17).   
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(It was good.  For me it was the most difficult class I’ve ever taken.  Difficult in 
grammar.  I think he’s the best teacher I’ve ever had.  The other classes were 
really easy.) 

 

Crystal, however, continued to display reservations toward the class based not only from 

her experiences but also with the type of interactions she had experienced in the class.  

Her reactions toward the overall experience demonstrated hesitance in pursuing her 

studies further.  Nonetheless, Crystal decided not to abandon her studies completely.   

Voy a seguir tomando clases de español, pero mi mente ha cambiado mucho. Al 
principio pensaba que definitivamente después de tomar equis clases, voy a 
hablar muy fluidamente y con gramática completamente correcto. Ahora pienso, 
necesito terminar electives (Crystal, 12/06/16).   

(I’m going to continue taking Spanish classes, but my mind has changed a lot.  In 
the beginning I thought that definitely after taking ‘x’ number of classes I would 
be speaking more fluently and with a grammar that is completely correct.  Now I 
think that I need to finish electives.)  

 

The statements from Irina, Camila, and Crystal show that they perceived their 

experiences alongside a perception of an imagined self.  These perceptions sometimes 

coincided with the outcome they had experienced, although not always, as was the case 

with Crystal.  HSs’ imagined selves were based on the symbolic capital they had acquired 

from their experiences in the classroom.  For instance, Irina had initially expressed that 

learning correct spelling and accent placement would benefit her while working in the 

fields of journalism and media communications.  Camila’s experiences left a positive 

impression on her, as she expressed feeling challenged in Theo’s class compared to her 

previous experiences in other Spanish classes.  Finally, Crystal’s statement showed doubt 

toward continuing on with her Spanish studies.  Crystal described that because she was 
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unable to achieve her goal of becoming fluent, she decided to consider alternative options 

for coursework.      

 

Negotiation of Identities  

 The second research question addressed how HSs’ negotiated their identities as 

experts or novices through their positions of epistemic stance during interaction with L2 

peers.  Additionally, during their interviews with the researcher, HSs continued to convey 

that their identities still were in the process of negotiation.  Selected quotes from Mike, 

Miguel, and Crystal suggest that their identities were still being negotiated while they 

reflected on their experiences in both formal and informal contexts with the standard 

language and non-standard home varieties.  When asked about their perceptions toward 

the ways in which the individuals from their linguistic communities spoke in comparison 

to how their teachers used the language, HSs did one of two things: some discursively 

positioned themselves within a linguistic community, or others positioned themselves 

outside a network of speakers.  Nonetheless, all demonstrated an awareness of the 

sociolinguistic variation between a prestigious and stigmatized, and standard and non-

standard variety.   

Perhaps the most explicit with his claims to a labeled identity was Mike.  He was 

transparent in identifying himself as Hispanic both culturally and linguistically.  Mike 

expressed how he was studying Spanish to maintain a sense of belonging and closeness 

with his family and Spanish-speaking parents. 

I think it’s interesting because also being like, bilingual and being Hispanic, I 
compare myself to where I’m at with them and like, the very first day I heard her, 
she sits like, to the left of me, and she speaks it like, really well.  I was, like pretty 
impressed (Mike, 11/04/16).  
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Mike’s use of the label “bilingual” to describe himself can be considered a claim to an 

identity.  While he also compared himself to the other bilingual and heritage speakers in 

the class, it can be observed that he still viewed himself as bilingual, regardless of him 

perceiving their proficiencies as unequal in that moment.   

 However, other HSs' negotiation of their identities was observed while they spoke 

about how they viewed their own linguistic proficiency.  For instance, Miguel often 

referenced his heritage background as being Dominican and used the verb inflection of 

nosotros (us/we) to insert himself as part of this community.  Miguel referenced being 

Dominican when discussed his experience in class and compared it to his prior 

experiences with other Dominican speakers.     

Comunicando lentamente con otras personas me ayudó como, refinar el español 
en vez de hablar como en Santo Domingo que pronunciamos las palabras más 
cortas. Ahora puedo hablar para entenderme mejor (Miguel, 12/09/16). 

(Communicating slowly with other people helped me to, like refine my Spanish, 
instead of talking like in Santo Domingo where we pronounce the words much 
shorter.  Now I can speak to make myself understood.) 

  

As Miguel reflected on his experiences in the class, he commented on how he realized 

that he was able to brush up on speaking practice with other people in class.  His phrasing 

of comunicando lentamente (communicating slowly) in contrast to en Santo Domingo 

que pronunciamos las palabras más cortas (in Santo Domingo we pronounce the words 

shorter) suggests that he was cognizant of the dialectal differences between prestigious 

and stigmatized varieties.  Miguel’s last statement ahora puedo hablar para entenderme 

major (now I can speak to make myself understood) alludes to the commonly held 

assumption that Dominican Spanish is less comprehensible and therefore less valid than 
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Spanish spoken in a much slower manner.  Notwithstanding, Miguel did not reject his use 

of Dominican Spanish, but rather, he inserted himself into the verb inflection 

pronunciamos (we pronounce) which could also suggest that he was situating himself 

within the community.  

Finally, Crystal described how she viewed the linguistic differences between her 

Spanish-speaking friends abroad and her family members in North Philadelphia who 

speak Spanish.  In contrasting her friends' use of Spanish with her family's, Crystal 

aligned herself with the speakers with whom she had interacted and practiced Spanish 

most.    

Como yo hablo ahora no es nada parecido como habla mi familia porque pues la 
mayoría de personas con quien hablo son colombianos. Entonces creo que eso 
influye mi acento un poco (Crystal, 10/28/16).  

(The way I talk now is nothing like how my family talks because the majority of 
people with whom I talk are Colombian.  So, I think that has an influence on my 
accent too.) 

 

By describing comparing the linguistic features of two distinct varieties of Spanish: 

Colombian and Caribbean, Crystal positions and aligns herself with an adopted dialect.  

In doing so, Crystal is continuing to negotiate her identity as an emerging Spanish-

speaker.  Furthermore, by speaking more like a Colombian, it is apparent that she 

assumes an identity that is closely tied to those who have linguistically influenced her the 

most: her friends.   
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Summary of the Chapter 

 

 The results for research question 1, what are the activities that are prioritized in 

the class?, indicated that grammar-focused tasks and discussions were the main foci of 

both Spanish classes.  Students, regardless of their linguistic backgrounds and prior 

explicit knowledge of formal Spanish, were often required to demonstrate their 

understanding of various grammatical themes.  Learners metalinguistic knowledge was 

expressed either actively by participating in whole-class discussions, or passively in 

written assignments.   

 In Spanish Conversation, the recorded 50-minute sessions and individual 

interviews with the focal participants demonstrated how whole-class interactions that 

focused on grammar occurred through closed teacher-led discussions based on binary 

categories of grammar use.  As a result, learners like Crystal interpreted this approach as 

beneficial and necessary for linguistic development and accuracy in the language.  

Crystal's preference for this type of approach was corroborated in an interview.  

However, opportunities for open discussion in which all learners, but particularly HSs, 

could use and practice their language skills, were often limited.  Teacher-fronted lessons 

that focused primarily on grammar drills and the use of different morphemes were most 

salient in teacher-initiated sequences.  As such, during whole-class interactions, there 

were few opportunities for original and purposeful communication in the target language.  

Rather, learners were expected to replicate the structures provided by the instructor from 

the textbook and use language in artificial and mechanical ways. 
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 In Spanish Composition, it was observed how some L2 learners were likely to 

employ grammatical terminologies and explanations when Theo asked the class about 

different structures.  Additionally, HSs were sometimes able to depend on their native-

like intuition when the class discussed grammar-related topics.  Theo often encouraged 

HSs to use their intuition, and he made explicit remarks on HSs being valuable assets to 

the class.  Theo also made explicit verbalized efforts to acknowledge the diverse 

backgrounds of students by commenting on the validity of the skills they brought with 

them to the classroom.  Bob, however, did not overtly recognize learners’ backgrounds, 

but rather, he gauged individuals’ proficiencies and adjusted his feedback accordingly—

either through direct explanations or as scaffolded feedback.   

 The results for the second research question, how do HSs position themselves with 

respect to their informal and formal knowledge of Spanish during peer interaction?, 

supported poststructuralist views on identity (see Chapter 2), which believe that 

positioning and the negotiation of an identity, such as expert or novice, can occur in 

various interactional moments between interlocutors.  The interactions between HSs and 

L2 peers showed that HSs took positions of certainty, doubt, and uncertainty based on the 

amount of engagement that their L2 partner provided them in return.  For example, 

interactions from the Composition class demonstrated that learners’ positioning occurred 

most often as a result of question and answer sequences to complete grammar-focused 

tasks about subordinate clauses, such as with Camila, Cristóbal, Mike, and Ron.  

However, in the Conversation class, discursive positioning into expert and novice roles 

was evident based on the quantity and duration of turns that learners took to complete the 

assignment.  Specifically, Crystal and Miguel indexed expert roles by providing more 
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answers to fill-in-the-blank activities, while their partners Amber and Channing took 

fewer turns as the activity progressed.  It was observed that all the learners in these two 

groups assumed either active or passive roles, in which one partner appeared to control 

how the activity progressed.  Nonetheless, in situations like Miguel and Channing's 

interaction, there were attempts made by Miguel to include his partner even though she 

rejected his invitation.  Among the paired groups in both classes collectively, epistemic 

stance indices as expert and novice during HS-L2 interactions suggested that 

collaborative peer work may not always come to fruition as a co-constructed and shared 

endeavor.  The dialogue that embodied these interactions revealed an imbalance between 

the information that some learners had and the knowledge that others were seeking.  

Moreover, the results of these learners' positioning also raise the question of whether the 

benefits that HS-L2 pairs receive during grammar-oriented tasks and activities are in fact 

mutual (cf. Bowles, Adams, & Toth, 2014).   

 The results for the third research question, how do the prioritized activities in 

each class determine HSs’ investment in the target language?, indicated that this 

phenomenon exposed two overlapping themes: literacy in the target language and the 

negotiation of identities.  Exemplar quotes from HSs during individual interviews outside 

of class revealed how their investment in the target language studies was connected to 

their perceptions toward acquiring grammatical knowledge and literacy in standard 

Spanish.  Learners like Camila, Crystal, and Irina found literacy to be especially 

important.  The narratives these learners constructed about their investment showed that 

Camila and Irina felt they had achieved grammatical understanding while taking Theo's 

class, but both interpreted their learning trajectories in different ways.  Camila perceived 
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pair-work as a useful tool for gaining literacy.  Irina, however, thought that pair work was 

not a useful tool; rather, she believed that teacher-fronted lessons were more valuable.  

Contrary to Camila and Irina’s experiences and subsequent investment, Crystal’s 

responses about her Conversation class demonstrated that her investment was lowered as 

a result of the classroom practices.  This student believed that pair-work was not a 

valuable tool for helping her achieve more accuracy in speaking and writing.  Crystal 

ultimately felt that practice with a teacher or native speakers of the language were more 

useful to her, which were both resources that she sought after outside of class time.   

The second theme that emerged in HSs' interview responses and was later 

selected as exemplary quotes, was the negotiation of identities.  Within this theme, 

learners like Mike, Miguel, and Crystal indicated comparisons between standard and non-

standard language varieties and linguistic forms that they had noticed between formal and 

informal language uses.  These comparisons demonstrated how HSs claimed or 

negotiated an identity that aligned with a desired self or an imagined community of native 

Spanish speakers.  HSs’ aspirations also suggest how these learners’ language ideologies 

toward different language varieties and their speakers might have influenced in their 

construction of an ideal self and the identities they were negotiating.  For instance, 

Miguel explicitly referenced the linguistic differences between the Spanish spoken in the 

classroom, to the Spanish he and his family spoke from Santo Domingo.  This student 

believed that in order to be understood in contexts outside of a Dominican variety, he 

needed to change the way he enunciated certain words to make himself understood.      

The next and final chapter discusses the findings from the study within the 

theoretical frameworks of language ideologies and identity.  Moreover, I will describe 
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how the outcomes of this investigation have implications for heritage language education 

and pedagogy for mixed-group HS-L2 classes.    
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Introduction 

 

The purpose of this case study was to investigate identity negotiation in a group of 

young adult heritage speakers (HSs) enrolled in a second language (L2) Spanish class.  

Specifically, I sought to understand how HSs’ experiences with the standard language 

may have influenced their positioning as language experts or novices in relation to their 

metalinguistic awareness of grammar, and consequently, their investment in language 

study.  The findings of this study indicated that: 1) the activities that were prioritized in 

the L2 classroom centered predominantly on the acquisition of grammar, and were 

presented by the teachers primarily as shared and assumed knowledge among all 

students, 2) HSs negotiated their identities as experts while positioning themselves as 

either knowing or seeking knowledge about grammar or writing, and therefore, HSs 

showed they had a linguistic proficiency advantage over their L2 partner, and 3) HSs’ 

investment in the target language was motivated by a combination of expectations for 

their development of formal linguistic knowledge and experiences in the classroom, 

especially when HSs engaged with low-proficiency L2 peers.  Therefore, the purpose of 

this chapter is to discuss what these findings mean in terms of language ideologies, 

identity, and heritage language (HL) use and maintenance, as well as their implications 

for educational and pedagogical practices.  The chapter will describe the theoretical, 
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educational, and pedagogical implications, the limitations of the study, and conclude by 

making suggestions for future research.  

 

Relationship of the Current Findings to Language Ideologies 

 

There is a commonly held assumption that the written language is a model for the 

spoken form of the language (Milroy & Milroy, 1991; Lippi-Green, 1994).  This 

assumption was observed in this study by how HSs interpreted the expectations and goals 

of their courses.  Grammatical knowledge based on a standard, written language was the 

intended outcome of instruction in both Spanish classes.  The two teachers, Bob and 

Theo, used activities that drew learners’ attention to the formal linguistic features of 

Spanish.  The frequent use of grammar-oriented activities required all learners, including 

HSs, to use metalinguistic knowledge to correctly perform tasks in the target language.  

During pair-work activities, some HSs who worked with L2 peers looked to these 

learners for support, and by doing so, they positioned themselves as uncertain of their 

expertise in this area of linguistic knowledge.  Meanwhile, other HSs from the 

Conversation class positioned themselves as experts when working with low proficiency 

L2s, which revealed a large gap in the proficiencies of the two kinds of learners.  In many 

ways, it was apparent that the L2s in this class had difficulty expressing themselves and 

perhaps felt intimidated by the oral proficiencies of their HSs peers.  Additionally, it was 

evident that the types of activities that were being carried out were not intended for the 

pairs to communicate meaningfully.  Therefore, it was not surprising to observe that 

some learners both HSs and L2s became disengaged and ultimately withdrew from the 
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activity.  In these situations, HSs’ positioning as experts was rendered of lower value, 

given that the nature of the task was simple the use of a particular grammatical form 

rather than using grammar for meaningful communication.  HSs’ sense of acquisition of 

cultural capital in these particular situations engaging with lower proficiency L2 learners 

may have also lowered their investment to complete the activity collaboratively, and 

rather, they carried out the task individually.   

Based on these positioning outcomes, the findings suggest that the roles HSs took 

during peer interaction were contingent on their perceptions of the grammatical 

knowledge that their L2 partners had.  HSs’ positioning with regard to grammar-oriented 

tasks and activities and their interpretation of the instructional outcomes also had an 

impact on their investment in the target language.  Almost all HSs participants 

demonstrated that they believed that having an explicit grammatical understanding of 

Spanish would legitimize their spoken abilities in the target language.  There were some 

HSs who believed they had not achieved a sufficient understanding of the metalinguistic 

knowledge that was expected of them during the course of one semester, and therefore, 

some felt ambivalent about continuing with their Spanish studies.  HSs’ ambivalence 

suggests that investment is viewed by the student as a symbolically economic transaction 

by which learners will invest in a language if they believe to gain symbolic worth in the 

target language (Norton, 2013).  On the other hand, HSs who felt motivated in continuing 

with their Spanish studies showed that their investment was worthwhile because they 

believed that knowledge of grammar would provide them with access to symbolic social 

and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1993).   
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By placing a focus on the standard language in their teaching practices, both 

instructors emphasized the importance of using a normative form of the language for 

communication.  HSs interpreted these practices by comparing the target variety to their 

spoken proficiencies in the language.  This supports research by Showstack (2016), who 

found that discourses of legitimacy and expertise were embodied in students’ expert and 

novice positioning, whereby HSs’ believed that the use of stigmatized, non-standard 

linguistic forms would position them as deficient speakers of Spanish.  Similarly, in my 

study, the discourse that legitimized expertise was observed in HSs’ epistemic stance 

positions as HSs negotiated their identities as experts through discursive acts that sought 

and provided information to their L2 partner.  Furthermore, these positions of expertise 

that HSs claimed during paired interactions with L2s were corroborated as they discussed 

their perceived value of interacting with an L2 learner and under a curriculum that 

centered predominantly on the acquisition of grammar.   

The influence of grammar on HSs’ views toward their own linguistic 

proficiencies when compared to a standard and written language draws a connection to 

the socialization in and of certain language forms.  Competing discourses between correct 

and incorrect language use is an institutionalized practice that individuals are taught from 

an early age, which is later reinforced in public spheres of formal language use (Leeman, 

2012).  From a linguistic anthropology perspective, research on language ideologies 

describes how such belief systems toward language are mediated in educational contexts.  

According to Wortham (2001):   

Language ideologies mediate social identity, because people rely on their 
construals of what particular linguistic patterns mean in order to identify speakers 
as occupying recognizable social positions.  Drawing on ideologies that circulate 
widely in a society, particular speakers position themselves and others in 
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characteristic ways.  Consistent positioning over time can establish more enduring 
identities for individuals and groups (p. 256).  
 

In relation to this study, HSs' language ideologies had implications for the social 

identities they negotiated when talking about their understanding of the formal and 

standard language.  In this way, HSs who believed that their grammatical knowledge was 

insufficient when compared to that of the standard, could have been reluctant to claim an 

expert identity if they believed their formal knowledge of Spanish was in some way 

deficient.  The reluctance to claim an expert identity despite the advanced oral 

proficiencies that many of the HSs had, could have also relegated these individuals into 

stigmatized linguistic groups, which is often the case when individuals consider 

themselves or are labeled by others as heritage students, heritage language learners, or 

heritage speakers.  Leeman (2015) has discussed that these terms are constructed 

identities, which can run the risk of being seen as a bounded category, mutually exclusive 

with, and subordinated to those of the native and nonnative speaker (p. 114).  To this end, 

the precarity of positioning one’s self that would suggest linguistic deficiency can lead to 

perpetuating hegemonic discourses of what constitutes a valid Spanish variety.  

The study of language ideologies and social and discursive positioning has 

contributed to the existing scope of literature.  This study encompassed the social 

processes attributed to positioning as mediated by an idealized conception of language 

use in Spanish classes: the standard written language often is equated to the spoken 

variety (Train, 2007).  Furthermore, these idealizations also affirm that language use and 

identity are static and monolithic, when in fact, the outcomes of this study showed that 

HSs’ identities are continually undergoing a process of negotiation of which facets of the 

self can be claimed in as short as moment-to-moment interactional instances.     
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Relationship of the Current Findings to Identity 

 

The negotiation of identities and the indexing of identities differed among all the 

study participants.  The process of negotiation and identity indices were observed in 

multiple instances in the data: when discussing intrinsic motivations for language study, 

when self-reporting strengths and weaknesses, and when describing past experiences and 

future aspirations using the language.  A critical analysis of HL education and identity by 

Leeman (2015) has included a description of the two competing discourses that are 

prevalent in HSs’ motivations for enrolling in heritage language classes.  On the one 

hand, Leeman claims that many models of HL education operate under the assumption 

that learners enroll in Spanish classes to (re)claim their ethnic identities.  On the other, 

these programs also tend to promote a discourse that places importance on language 

knowledge as a valuable skill for professional purposes.  As such, heritage students’ 

preparation for the job market has also shown to be a significant motivating factor for 

studies in identity (e.g. Leeman, 2007; Leeman & Martínez, 2007; Leeman, Rabin, 

Román-Mendoza, 2011).  Survey data on HSs’ intrinsic motivations and experiences with 

formal language study found that HSs’ responses often aligned with a combination of the 

two above-mentioned discourses.   

In my study, discourses pertaining to HSs' intrinsic motivations, such as achieving 

literacy, native-like accuracy and fluency, and language-use for professional endeavors 

were observed in the focal participants in this study.  These discourses paralleled HSs’ 

statements that constructed an imagined and idealized version of their future selves as 
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members of a standard-Spanish-speaking community as opposed to being speakers of the 

Spanish varieties of their home communities.  In Hall’s (1990) terms, the imaginative 

production plays a crucial role in the process of creating a new identity. Learners’ 

investment was indicative of the ways that HSs envisioned their future and/or imagined 

selves based on the fulfillment of their intrinsic motivations for language learning.  These 

motivations support the research and the theoretical framework of identity by Norton 

(2013), which grants credence to how linguistic identities are negotiated based on the 

level of investment a learner has in the target language and its speakers, as well as the 

imagined community or imagined self of which the individual aspires to be a part.  My 

research suggests that identities are socially mediated depending on the linguistic 

influences on the individual, most prominently including the acceptance or rejection of 

socially stigmatized linguistic forms, such as the use of Spanglish, code-switching, or 

U.S. Spanish. 

 

Implications for a Theory of the Acquisition of Linguistic Capital  

 

Bourdieu's (1977, 1991) model of symbolic domination, through which language 

has been examined to understand global relations of power, suggests that an individual's 

ways of speaking and being in the world (his/her habitus) are valued in local and global 

markets.  Such value is referred to as “cultural capital.”  Speakers' access to cultural 

capital can affect the opportunities to achieve academic and professional success because 

standardized linguistic forms are also considered “linguistic capital” (Showstack, 2012).  

This research supports the same notion that HSs placed a higher value on the standard 
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forms of Spanish since they often believed that it would provide them with more access 

to symbolic resources, for instance when pursuing a career or connecting with their 

families.  In this study, although many HSs did not explicitly claim that they believed a 

standard Spanish variety was more prestigious than their local variety, it was observed 

that HSs often regarded their own linguistic repertoires as deficient when they compared 

themselves to native speakers.  This element can be fundamental to the value that 

individuals place on their own abilities, and the skills that HSs bring with them to the 

classroom.  This raises the question, then, if HSs continue to believe that their linguistic 

repertoires are insufficient when compared to a standard or national vernacular, will their 

attitudes perpetuate the same hegemonic linguistic practices that symbolically dominate 

speakers of local varieties?   

When considering Bourdieu’s model of symbolic domination to the realities of 

HSs’ views toward prestigious and stigmatized linguistic forms, it is important to 

consider learners’ motivations for pursuing studies in the target language.  As noted 

earlier in the chapter, Leeman (2015) described how survey responses pointed to HSs 

using their language studies to reclaim their heritage roots, as well as for personal and 

professional gains.  Responses from HSs in this study paralleled similar discourses from 

the survey.  For instance, Mike wanted to maintain his Spanish through cultural customs 

and traditions because he knew that it was important to his parents, and Miguel expressed 

that his Spanish was not on par with his English and so, he wanted his use of the two 

languages to be seen as balanced.  Moreover, HSs’ responses included discourses that 

implied a desire to gain linguistic capital within the Spanish-speaking community, such 

as with teachers, native Spanish speakers, and Spanish-speaking professionals.  The 
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linguistic capital they would have acquired could later be used for professional and 

personal purposes, such as career choices, reconnecting with family, travel abroad, or 

local community engagement.   

Further, HSs’ motivations for language study included short and long-term goals 

that often required them to acquire linguistic capital to achieve these goals and be 

successful language users.  For instance, Crystal explained during an interview the 

semester after her class with Bob had ended, that having more spoken oral practice with 

native speakers not only increased her fluency, but also it provided her with the 

qualifications to do translation and interpretation work in the community, as well as use 

Spanish to communicate with her family.  

Yo siempre estoy en las horas de oficina de mis profes … literalmente he hablado 
con mis maestros un montón, entonces practico así. Y pues tengo un amigo 
colombiano que está en Colombia entonces hablamos cada día. Además de eso, 
no sé si recuerdas, pero te dije que es un poco difícil hablar con mi familia en 
español. Entonces este mes, de hecho, tengo como reto de que solo puedo hablar 
en español con ellos y pues algunas veces he rompido, pero o sea estoy tratando 
(Crystal, 03/10/17).   

(I’m always in my professor’s office hours.  Literally, I’ve spoken to my teachers 
a ton, so I practice that way.  And well, I have a Colombian friend who is in 
Colombia, so we talk every day.  In addition to that, I don’t know if you 
remember, but I told you that it’s a little hard for me to talk to my family in 
Spanish.  So this month, in fact, I’ve challenged myself to talk to them only in 
Spanish, and well, at some points I’ve broken this, but like, I’m trying.) 

 

Ahorita estoy tratando a buscar un internship, una práctica o algo así para que 
pueda traducir para la gente, porque lo he hecho un poco y realmente me encanta 
(Crystal, 03/10/17). 

(Right now I’m trying to look for an internship, or something like that so that I 
can translate for others.  I’ve done it a little and I really like it.) 

  

Moreover, Irina believed that she had improved her literacy in the target language from 

her experiences in Theo’s class.  As such, attaining linguistic capital included the 
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possibility of completing a minor degree in Spanish and later using her degree in 

communications and secondary specialization in Spanish to work for a Spanish-speaking 

television company.  Although Irina’s goals were still unclear when she was enrolled in 

Theo’s class, she expressed being sure about needing advanced literacy skills in the target 

language for her career in journalism and broadcasting. 

Ahora quería declarar español como minor, pero no estoy segura porque ya casi 
me voy a graduar, entonces tendría que tomar tres clases más el semestre que 
viene.  Yo estudio comunicaciones, so yo quiero trabajar en la televisión española 
(Irina, 11/15/16).  

(Right now I wanted to declare Spanish as a minor, but I’m not sure because I’m 
about to graduate.  I would have to take three more classes next semester.  I study 
communications, so I want to work in Spanish television.) 

 

Camila also expressed how through the study of the language; she would be able to fulfill 

her career-oriented goals: 

Yo quiero estudiar, bueno quiero ser, yo no sé cómo se dice en español, pero 
speech therapist. Entonces me gustaría estudiar por ayudarles a niños que hablan 
español e inglés (Camila, 11/10/16).  
 
(I want to study, well I want to be, I’m not sure how you say it in Spanish, but 
speech therapist.  So I’d like to study in order to help children who speak Spanish 
and English.) 
 
 

Miguel’s views toward obtaining linguistic capital were observed by the ways he talked 

about his subject interests in Spanish as these interests were based on his interpretation of 

their practical application.  

La que saco más uso es la de Advanced analysis, whatever it’s called … porque 
me acuerdo que estábamos aprendiendo sobre sílabas o algo así y, lo puedo usar 
como algo útil.  Pero en la de gramática, no me interesa mucho. Siento que es 
como una clase que saldría más útil a alguien que esté estudiando el lenguaje 
para enseñar. Yo creo que me interesa mucho más la literatura española y 
latinoamericana y estudiarla más que estudiar el lenguaje y eso. Porque yo creo 
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que ya que entiendo el lenguaje; quiero exponerlo más a la literatura y cosas así, 
que estudiarlo (Miguel, 04/03/18).  

(The class that I find most useful is Advanced Analysis, because I remember that 
we were learning about syllables and I thought it was useful.  But I’m not very 
interested in the grammar class.  I think it’s a class that would be more useful to 
someone who is studying the language in order to teach.  I think that I’m more 
interested in Spanish and Latin American literature and studying it rather than 
studying language.  I think that I already understand the language, I’d like to use 
it more in literature and stuff like that, rather than study it.) 

 

Mike described how he had positive and enriching experiences continuing his education 

in Spanish in a study abroad context.   

Desde entonces el próximo semestre asistí al programa [en Costa Rica].  En ese 
programa, las clases solamente se enseñaron en español, entonces era un gran 
ayuda a no solamente mi conocimiento de la lengua, pero también a mi 
conocimiento de la cultura (Mike, 04/06/18). 

(Since I took Composition, the following semester I participated in the program in 
Costa Rica.  In that program the classes were only taught in Spanish, so it was a 
lot of help, not only for my knowledge of the language, but also of the culture.) 

 

Cambié mi concentración. Era español con lingüísticas y cambié a español con 
intentos de entrar al mundo profesional, porque sí me gusta la área y me gusta 
las obras y cosas como así, pero, lo que me captura mi atención [es] más hablar 
cara a cara (Mike, 04/06/18).   

(I changed my major.  It was Spanish linguistics and I changed to a program for 
Spanish with the intention of entering the professional job market.  I like the field 
and I like the texts and stuff like that, but what most captures my attention is 
speaking face to face.) 

As Mike described gaining experience using the language in an immersion experience, he 

described how he could use the language in a professional setting.  His statements 

suggest that symbolic capital for him was the opportunity to use the language to 

communicate with real people.   
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 From this investigation, it was evident that many of the HSs’ language studies 

were motivated by their desire to achieve linguistic capital to legitimize themselves as 

speakers of the target language for future professional and career-oriented situations.  

HSs’ responses indicated that one way of achieving this capital was through the use of 

standard and prestigious linguistic forms.  However, I would further add that although 

most of the participant HSs desired to know a prestigious variety of Spanish, this desire 

to do so included expanding on their linguistic skills for multi-contextual situations, in 

which they could navigate between formal and informal linguistic repertoires between 

their home communities and their formal academic studies in Spanish, as HSs like 

Crystal, Miguel, Mike, and Camila had noted in interviews.  

 

Educational and Pedagogical Implications 

 

The reality of most Spanish language programs in U.S. higher education 

institutions is that specialized HL courses are not readily available and consistently 

offered.  As a result, HSs are often placed in Spanish as a second or foreign language 

classes, and therefore, instruction in mixed group HS-L2 classes often favors L2 learners’ 

needs.  As such, more offerings of specialized HL courses would be an ideal solution to 

promote HSs’ interests in Spanish language studies and provide them with the tools HSs’ 

need to be able to navigate cross-cultural contexts and discourses.  Considering that 

specialized instruction for HSs is not offered consistently in educational institutions, there 

has been an increasing interest in reforming HL education in mixed-group classes (e.g. 

Carreira, 2007, 2012).  Valdés (2006a, 2006b) has also advocated for educational 
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institutions to implement “new” language programs that promote the maintenance of 

minority language groups.  These proposed changes are attributed to the popular 

ideological discourses on bilingualism that “reflect not only a strong nationalistic 

philosophy … but also a set of related beliefs that view bilinguals of indigenous and 

immigrant groups as problematic.  Embedded in this discourse are strong beliefs about 

the dangers of early bilingualism” (Valdés, 2006b, p. 257).  As such, Valdés and others 

(e.g. García, 2009) have proposed a reconceptualization of language study in which 

educational institutions make this ideological shift from viewing languages spoken by 

early bilinguals, heritage speakers, and immigrant newcomers, for example, as “foreign.” 

to normalizing these practices as the current reality of the multilingualism that exists in 

the U.S. today.  Considering that these individuals too, are often users of multiple 

dialects, languages, and registers, it would only be fair and realistic to perceive their 

localized linguistic practices as legitimate, valuable, and relevant to everyday language 

practice in the U.S. where Spanish is spoken.     

Furthermore, when discussing the educational implications in studies that 

examine the experiences of HSs in Spanish L2 classes, Harklau (2009) has described that 

research in Spanish language education has been inattentive to the contextual factors that 

educators and institutions face when enacting HL Spanish instruction, particularly in new 

diaspora areas.  As such, she claims that there is a need for a body of research on world 

language instruction that embraces the demographic realities that acknowledge that HS 

students represent a broad range of linguistic multicompetencies (Cook, 2002).  This 

would mean a shift in the way educators and students conceive not only language 

instruction, but also how communication in a first, second, third, etc. language is enacted 
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by speakers of minority and non-prestigious language varieties in comparison to the 

standard linguistic practices that are idealized and promoted in classroom instruction and 

discourse.  It is therefore in large part up to the instructor to set the example by providing 

flexible definitions of what it means to be proficient like a native, expert, or bilingual, 

given that these characteristics are not monolithic categories.  Heritage language varieties 

should be reconceptualized as fluid characterizations of how language use is malleable to 

the social and contextual instances of speech and the diversity of its users.  

Many studies on HL education conclude with the educational and pedagogical 

implications that serve as a reminder to educators how to enact effective teaching 

practices so that HSs can feel valued and therefore motivated to continue with their 

language studies.  Researchers often emphasize how improving institutional attitudes 

toward speakers of a heritage language is the first step to enacting educational policies 

and pedagogical practices that embrace HSs’ presence rather than reject or ignore it 

(García, 2009; Harklau, 2009; García-Moya, 1981).  One way of achieving this shift in 

attitude from both a teachers’ and students’ perspective is that language instructors 

should be mindful of making positive connections to heritage language communities in 

their discourse to students (Carreira, 2004).  García-Moya (1981) also recommended that 

teacher training in dialectology and sociolinguistics with an emphasis on U.S. varieties, 

HSs’ profiles, the cultures of U.S. Latino populations, and the philosophies and theories 

of SHL would allow for instructors to become more sensitive to HL communities and the 

specialized needs of HSs.  This recommendation was made more than three decades ago 

and still, it remains relevant to the fact that some teachers, administrators, and even 
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students are not sensitive to the experiences and ethnolinguistic diversity that encompass 

HS populations.  

As this investigation and many other studies on HL instruction have shown (e.g. 

Harklau, 2009; Helmer, 2013; Showstack, 2015; Abdi, 2011;), teacher-training in HL 

pedagogy for mixed-group classes is also needed.  Many specialists of HL education have 

insisted that the needs of HSs must be attended to in order to preserve the use and 

maintenance of the HL (He, 2010).  For instance, Carreira (2007, 2012) has advocated for 

a learner-centered-differentiated approach, in which teachers can set aside class time for 

HSs to work on independent side projects while L2 learners engage in tasks and activities 

that are unique to their learning needs.  Abdi (2011) has suggested that L2-focused 

language learning activities can be transformed into opportunities for teachers to 

critically engage with their students.  Using this same logic, I consider how the tasks that 

Crystal and Miguel enacted with their L2 partners could have been modified and adapted 

to make the activity communicative and meaningful, rather than a fill-in-the-blank, 

mechanical exercise.  One possibility could have been to convert the textbook activity, 

Un viaje a Guanajuato (A trip to Guanajuato), whose intended communicative function 

was to give a reaction or a recommendation about monuments around the city, into a 

scavenger hunt activity in which learners searched for the national monuments stated in 

each sentence, and provide a reaction or recommendation using the same independent 

noun clauses from a word bank.  In this way, the activity would have required learners to 

include new information, while at the same time have provided guided support from a list 

in a word bank.  While this change in the activity would not by any means have been 

specialized for HSs only, but modifying the task might have produced different results 
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when analyzing Crystal and Amber, and Miguel and Channing’s interactional discourse, 

since activities that have an intended purpose or task for learners are both important and 

necessary for achieving meaningful communication in the target language (Lee & 

VanPatten, 2003).  

 

Limitations of the Study 

 

There are limiting conditions that affected the outcome of this study, but I have 

considered how these limitations can be accounted for in future longitudinal qualitative 

investigations. 

Relationships between the researcher and participants. Although I was not 

observing my own students, I was an instructor in the Spanish program at the study site.  

Some students had recognized me in other roles other than the researcher, which is why I 

made sure my intentions for research were clear from the beginning.  However, my dual 

role as researcher and teacher could have influenced the extent to which participants felt 

comfortable being forthcoming about their own experiences and attitudes toward their 

Spanish classes and instructors, especially considering that I was observing my own 

colleagues’ classes. 

Small data sample.  The sample size of participants was smaller than expected 

due to several factors.  Those worthy of mention include: 1) low-proficiency HSs from 

the Conversation group were excluded from the study because these learners could be 

considered more characteristic of L2 learners since they had received minimal exposure 

to the target language outside of a classroom, albeit identifying as Hispanic on the initial 
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questionnaire; 2) there were at least two high proficiency HSs who were enrolled in 

Theo’s class who either chose not to participate in the study or dropped out of the class 

before the semester had ended; 3) the interactions between these HSs and their L2 peers 

were inconsistent and/or limited.  In Bob’s class especially, students often did not adhere 

to working with the same partner throughout the semester.  This was due in part because 

Bob had students rotate and engage with different classmates.  This factor of consistency 

and quantity of interactions is worthy to note, since having a larger sample size of the 

recorded peer interactions would have afforded greater opportunities to further analyze 

epistemic stances among pairs.  A larger sample of HSs’ participation from both groups 

could have allowed for a nuanced discussion on identity and epistemic stance, especially 

considering the variability in HSs’ ethnolinguistic backgrounds and experiences.  Further, 

a larger sample of HSs could have also provided a more focused and in-depth study in 

one single classroom.   

Nature of exploratory research.  Because I did not know the students’ linguistic 

backgrounds prior to beginning the study, I gauged learners’ language skills based on the 

initial questionnaire and informal discussions I had with Bob and Theo.  I also wanted to 

focus on high-intermediate to advanced proficiency learners, especially those with 

advanced oral skills.  Had I known who those learners specifically were from the very 

beginning of the investigation (especially in the Conversation class), I would have 

focused all recordings on them and not on the low proficiency HSs.   
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Directions for Future Research  

 

 As stated previously, mixed instruction between HSs and L2s are often the norm 

in American post-secondary language education.  As such, future research examining 

issues relating to identity, investment, and language maintenance could glean insightful 

revelations about the social processes in language learning from mixed group instruction 

and pedagogy.  HL instruction in many institutions is often restricted to taking Spanish as 

a L2 class due to the fact that there are limited opportunities for language programs to 

offering specialized HL courses.  Yet, in instances where specialized HL classes are 

offered, some researchers have found that it adheres to a standard and idealized use of the 

language.  For these reasons, there is a need for more investigations on mixed group 

pedagogy, HL teacher training, and the implementation of educational resources for 

speakers of heritage and minority languages.  There is an urgency to improve 

methodologies and teacher training since mixed language classes reflect the current 

reality of language instruction.  As such, more research within these areas of inquiry is 

needed. 

 Further research on the proficiencies and skills that HSs bring with them upon 

entering the classroom are also needed.  Only a few studies have addressed how HSs’ 

linguistic proficiencies in mixed group classrooms often go unnoticed or are become 

devalued as a result of teachers adhering to normative linguistic practices (Harklau, 

2009).  Furthermore, many cognitively-oriented studies of heritage speakers’ linguistic 

competence address the linguistic proficiencies of these individuals from a deficit model 

that considers the language to have been only “partially acquired” (Montrul, 2008).  In 
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promoting hegemonic linguistic forms, HSs are made to believe that heritage varieties are 

illegitimate, and as such, they conform to language ideologies that devalue the practices 

of U.S. Spanish varieties.  Moreover, given the prominence of U.S. Spanish today, there 

is a need to examine how the phonetic and morphosyntactic influences from English are 

penetrating the Spanish language in the U.S., despite what hegemonic language 

institutions consider correct or incorrect Spanish.   

Finally, there need to be more studies on the negotiation of bi and multicultural 

and multilingual identities in language learning.  Studies focusing on identity have 

typically examined how it manifests itself in specialized heritage language curricula (i.e. 

SHL courses, Saturday schools and after-school programs, language revitalization efforts 

from the community, etc.).  It would be worthy to examine the negotiation of identities in 

mixed group language classes, and in adolescents, especially because under these 

circumstances, learners are most impressionable and facing pressure from peers to fit in.  

More research focusing on how learners enact, navigate, and negotiate multicultural and 

multilingual identities would provide insight into language use and maintenance, and the 

measures that teachers can take to empower and validate HSs’ linguistic repertoires.  

Moreover, more studies on identity would also shed light on the current sociopolitical 

issues that people of multilingual backgrounds are facing today in the U.S., such as 

immigration, discrimination, and deportation.   
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Summary of the Conclusions 

The research produced on HS-L2 mixed-groups is still limited in scope since there 

are few if any studies that have investigated the affective responses of HSs enrolled in 

these types of classes.  Research on mixed-group interaction has often focused on the 

interactional dynamic between HS-L2s and posed the question of mutual benefit among 

these pairs.  Some studies have demonstrated that HS-L2 pairs are able to collaborate and 

assist one another during grammar focused tasks (e.g. Zyzik & Blake, 2003; Bowles, 

Adams, & Toth, 2014), yet found that HSs often do not always benefit during these 

activities in the same ways as L2 learners (see also Henshaw, 2015).  The immediate 

solution has been to advocate specialized SHL courses because they can better address 

the needs of HSs in terms of expanding and navigating distinct linguistic repertoires.  

However, some research examining HL course content has found that the presentation of 

varieties of Spanish, including U.S. Spanish, continues to reinforce the ideology of a 

monolithic “standard” Spanish in SHL textbooks (Burns & Waugh, 2018).  In this way, if 

this portrayal and use of Spanish is the reality of Spanish instruction in both foreign 

language and HL contexts, language education is continuing to promote the same 

hegemonic discourses present in Spanish L2 educational practices.  Therefore, it is 

imperative that language programs implement policies that promote variational 

approaches to language use that better allow students and teachers to understand the 

sociolinguistic differences that exist between communities of Spanish speakers, rather 
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than reject them as deficient, improper, or lacking when compared to a standardized 

national vernacular.   

Because the focus of this study was to investigate language, identity, and 

language ideologies, it was outside of the current study’s ability to investigate how HSs’ 

belief systems and identities might have manifested differently in specialized heritage 

language Spanish classes.  Rather, the area of inquiry was limited to focusing on the 

impact of the educational and ideological practices executed in mixed HS-L2 classes and 

how these practices can influence HSs’ agency to claim expert identities.  As such, it can 

be concluded that while foreign and second language education often emphasize 

language practices as uniform and “one-size-fits-all” (Carreira, 2012), the best possible 

solution is for instructors to promote linguistic practices that not only acknowledge HSs’ 

skills and proficiencies in the classroom but also raise their awareness as to why certain 

linguistic forms are being used as a form of instruction (del Valle, 2014).  For this to 

happen, instructors need to be cognizant of and sensitive to the sociolinguistic variation 

that exists among Spanish-speakers and apply this knowledge as a part of classroom 

discussion.  Further, in recognizing sociolinguistic variation and the effects of language 

contact and linguistic leveling, HSs’ backgrounds and linguistic proficiencies can be used 

as starting point toward implementing lessons that are meaningful, relevant, and inclusive 

in practice. 
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APPENDIX A 

INITIAL STUDENT BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please take a few minutes to complete this questionnaire.  This questionnaire will 
have no impact on your final grade or the evaluation of your performance. Thank 
you. 

 

Alias:________________________Major(s): ___________________ 

1. Who from your family is the most recent immigrant to the U.S.? Please 
explain. 

a. Do you affiliate yourself with any Hispanic, Latino or Spanish 
origin ethnicity? 

  Yes     No_____ 

b. If yes, please circle all that apply: 

 Mexican Central or South American
 Caribbean Other   
 Spanish  None of these 

2. Please detail which language(s) you or any of your family members 
speak or understand, and in what context do you speak it/them: 

 
3. What Spanish courses have you taken/are you currently taking? 

(include all institutions) 
 

4. You took this class as a(n): (circle all that apply) 
Elective Requirement  Other 

5. What are your learning expectations for this course?  Circle all that 
apply.  

Oral and listening proficiency   Grammatical understanding  
Converse with peers on various topics Other ___________ 
 
6. What type of difficulties do you foresee taking this course? 

Great difficulty Some difficulty Little to no difficulty 
Other_____________ 
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7. What kind of actions do you think you and/or your instructor need to 
take in order to help you with those difficulties?  Please select one and 
explain. 
 

Office hours  Private tutoring  Other______________ 
 

8. The language skills I will have acquired in Spanish class will be 
valuable in the job market.  

 
Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 
 
9. I am most likely to use my language skills in my professional career. 
 
Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

10. I am comfortable using my language skills in both formal and 
informal contexts 
 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

11. Knowing Spanish allows (will allow) me to connect with family and 
friends. 
 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

12. How would you rate your proficiency in Spanish? 

Speaking: Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Listening: Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Reading: Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Writing: Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Knowledge 
of 

Hispanic 
Cultures 

Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Please explain: 
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13. What are your strengths and weaknesses as a language student? 

 

14. Please add anything that you think is important to know about you: 
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APPENDIX B 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE PART II 

Please take a few minutes to complete this questionnaire. This questionnaire will 
have no impact on your final grade or the evaluation of your performance. Thank 
you. 

 

Alias: ______________________________ 

1. Think back to a recent evaluation you received in this class, 
how did you feel about it? 
 

Excellent Good Neutral Fair Poor 

Please explain: 

2. I encountered difficulties, obstacles or challenges in this course. 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

3. When faced with difficulty or challenges, I felt comfortable 
discussing them with my instructor or classmates. 

 
Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

4. My learning expectations of the course have been fulfilled. 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

5. The language skills I have acquired in class will be a valuable asset for 
me in the job market.  
 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 
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6. I am now more comfortable using my language skills in both 
formal and informal contexts.  
 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

7. I will use the language skills I have acquired in my professional career. 
 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

8. My language skills have allowed me to connect with family and 
friends. 
 

Strongly agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly disagree  
Please explain: 

9. After taking this class, how would you rate your proficiency in 
Spanish? 
 
Speaking: Excellent Very 

good 
Moderately 

good Fair Poor 

Listening: Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Reading: Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Writing: Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Knowledge 
of 

Hispanic 
Cultures 

Excellent Very 
good 

Moderately 
good Fair Poor 

Please explain:  

10. Please add anything that you think is important about your experience 
this semester: 

 

 


